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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
REQUIREMENTS.

Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TARZIAN INC. for this purpose.

All shafts have a maximum length
of 12" which can be cut to 11/2".

Specify heater type parallel and

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

series 450mA or 600mA.

In this price all parts are included,
tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged at cost.
Fast efficient service at our 5 conveniently located service centers.

Customized tuners are available at
a cost of only $15.95.

All tuners are cleaned inside and

Send in your original tuner for comparison purposes to:

out, repaired, realigned and air tested.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
TUNER SERVICE

FACTORY

Backed by the largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.Sarkes Tarizan, Inc.

HOME OFFICE. 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana

.

.

.

TEL: 317-632-3493

EAST

.

.

.

TEL:201-792-3730

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey
(On U.S. Highway 1 & 9)

SOUTH

TEL 404-758-2232

938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia

SOUTH-EAST. 1505 CYPRESS ST., TAMPA, FLA. 33606

WEST

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.

TEL 813.253.0324

TUNER SERVICE DIVISION

10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California
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TEL:213-769.2720

Leader
LBO -505

The more

DUAL CHANNEL/
DUAL TRACE
5" OSCILLOSCOPE
Outduals them all! Solid state
accuracy, performance. Has
triggered & auto sweep; AC or
DC coupling per channel; 15MHz
bandwidth; 100nanosec/cm max.
speed (10Xmag.); 10MVp-p/cm

you see
...The more

vert. sensitivity; cont. scale illumination w/front panel control;
Sep. or simult. display of 2 signals
to compare input -and -output,

for color, B&W, audio & more.
Checks gain, loss, distortion,
phase shift, freq. Complete with
probes, adapters, leads.

$559.95

LTC -905

CURVE TRACER
Test Transistor, Triac, SCR,
Diode, FET & MOSFET quality...
in -or -out of circuit, with precise
voltage or current steps. Has ex-

clusive, variable h'z't'I length

adjustment to 100V sweep. Places

entire h'i t'I trace on all scope

you believe.

faces. Sweep Voltage is 8 steps
selectable. An all IC timesaver
that checks for opens, shorts,
leakages. Complete with special
probes and leads.

$119.95

LSG-231

FM MULTIPLEX/
STEREO GENERATOR
Solid state stability that has no
equal for Multiplex testing and
service. Compact, easy to use.
Checks separation, balance,
alignment. 19KHz pilot signal
freq. has t 2Hz accuracy. The
1KHz audio signal freq. has + 1°c
accuracy. Signal separation is
50dB. 0-3Vrms output, cont. variTEBT INSTRUMENTS

able. It's so accurate you may not
want to use a scope! With handy
tilt -stand.

$229.95

LSB-41

RC SUBSTITUTION BOX
The quick, easy way to obtain
resistor and capacitor values. No
more "scrounging" through small
parts bins, no more struggles
with unmarked or illegible color
coding. Has 24 EIA standard,

Send for your
copy of the new
1972-73 Leader

catalog. Features
new "Leadership" performance products
& accessories
unmatched in every way.

100/o, 1W resistor subs, from 1052
to 10M 12. Selects any of 22 stan-

dard capacitor subs. Lightweight,
compact.

The more you see ...
the more you believe.

Luadir

$59.95

INSTRUMENTS CORP.

37 - 27 Twenty -Seventh Street,

Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

(212) 729-7410
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NEW
RIGHT HAND

MAN
the Sprague Model 10-6 TEL-OHMIKE® Capacitor Analyzer

MEASURES ALL FOUR!
1

CAPACITANCE

Measures up to 2000 µF
in five overlapping ranges
including a special 1
to 100 pF range, exclusive
with Sprague. Low ac volt-

...

age ... Capacitors rated
at 3V can now be tested
without damage.

2

3

4

POWER
FACTOR

LEAKAGE

INSULATION

CURRENT

RESISTANCE

Power factor of electrolytic capacitors is measured by the highly ac-

Leakage current of electrolytics is measured di-

Insulation resistance of
paper, ceramic, and mica
capacitors is read directly

od. Reads up to 50% in
three ranges for conve-

rectly on easy -to -read
meter, with exact rated
voltage up to 600V applied from continuously

nience in power factor

adjustable power supply.

50KM1 @ 150V for

measurement.

4 ranges: .06, .6, 6, 60 mA.

higher voltage units.

curate Wien Bridge meth-

on meter. Dual range-to

10KMI1 @ 30V for low

voltage capacitors, to

A must for checking all capacitors, the TO -6 is moderately priced,

yet offers laboratory quality and accuracy.
See the TO-6-TEL-OHMIKE in action at your Sprague

Distributor Today ... or, for more information, write
to Sprague Products Company,
North Adams, Mass. 01247.
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THE BROAD -LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
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zilprrim
news of the industry

Sony Corporation recently announced the development of a 114 -degree
Trinitron color picture tube. The wider angle reportedly is the result of moving the electron gun closer to the phosphor screen, to produce better picture
definition. Sony is using the new, wide-angle Trinitron picture tube in a new
18 -inch Trinitron Color TV set which was introduced to the Japanese market
in April. The company did not state when it planned to equip U.S. sets with
the new tube. Sony color TV receivers previously have been equipped with
90 -degree -deflection -angle picture tubes.

NARDA members reportedly favor servicing only brands they sell. Accord-

ing to a recent report in Home Furnishings Daily, appliance/TV merchants
attending the annual convention of the National Appliance And Radio/TV
Dealers Association (NARDA) in San Diego in April responded to a question
about all -brands servicing with a show of hands indicating that most of them
do not favor all -brands servicing. The amount of money tied up in the large
parts inventory most felt is required to service all -brands seemingly was the
major objection. Problems related to servicing topped the list of gripes aired
by most of the dealers attending the convention.

Brother International Corporation recently announced their entrance into
the home entertainment electronics field. The company, which manufactures and distributes sewing machines, typewriters, electric housewares and
homé and office electronic equipment, will introduce first a variety of component stereo systems.

Hitachi will market in the U.S. this fall a b -w television receiver which permits the "freezing" of an image. The new receiver, called Memory Vision, is
the size of a conventional 17 -inch table set but is equipped with two picture
tubes-one 14 inches, for conventional viewing, and the other 9 inches, for
displaying still, or frozen, pictures-and a magnetic disc memory system designed to "freeze" an image on the smaller picture tube while the program is
displayed in the normal manner on the larger screen. The still image reportedly is retained on the "memory" picture tube for an indefinite period or until
the viewer switches the memory system to "catch and freeze" another image
or scene.
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Give them the picture
they paid for with RCA
antennas and rotators.
A great combination for great reception-and great sales. Because you cover
all reception requirements...UHF, VHF/FM or UHF -VHF combinations...color or
black-and-white...metropolitan or fringe areas...with the full line of RCA Permacolor
antennas and RCA rotators. Each Permacolor antenna is precision engineered,
easy-to-install-a top quality performer. Every RCA rotator features dynamic turning
power and pin -point accuracy. Plus handsome styling for maximum customer appeal.
And RCA antennas and rotators were developed with the space age techniques and
thorough testing that have made the RCA name famous.

S give your customon...RCrsA the picture theyeatu paid for with the name
they can rely on... RCA. The extra feature that means more
sales for you. At your RCA Parts and Accessories distributor.
Parts and Accessories, Deptford, New Jersey 08096

Circle 6 on literature card
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Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

Chassis-Sylvania D12
PHOTOFACT-1045-2

HORIZ

Chassis-Sylvania D13
PHOTOFACT-1031-2

V3 B

HOLD

HV SHUNT REG
Ny.9 6BK4B

B

HORIZ OSC

BOOST

6E18

t
TO

f--iHORIZ
REACTANCE

OPEN OR

r

1.3meg
1W
5%

INCREASED

HV

ADJ

Symptom-No horizontal drive; output tube red hot
Cure-Check C103; replace, if open

Symptom-Narrow width and insufficient high voltage
Cure-Check or replace R157 and reset HV ADJ control

Chassis-Sylvania D08
PHOTOFACT-977-2

Chassis-Sylvania DO8
PHOTOFACT-977-2
HORIZ
PHASE

X9

X8

DETECTOR

H

H

PHASE
DETECTOR

'OPEN

OPEN

470pf

H

47

27pf

HORIZ

27pf

HORIZ

<R114

PULSE

100K

PULSE

FROM

OPEN

T4

HORIZ

OPEN

100K

FROM
T4

Symptom-Foldover on right edge of raster
Cure-Check C73; replace, if open

Symptom-Horizontal pulling with color change evident
when pulling occurs
Cure-Check for open C72; replace, if defective

Chassis-Sylvania DO5
PHOTOFACT-905-3

Chassis-Sylvania D10
PHOTOFACT-976-2

3RD VIDEO IF

HORIZ OUTPUT
42KN6

8

V9

11

120 VAC -0 -14 -1 -5A4 --4A-5---4»- TO OTHER
HEATERS

SHORTED

OPEN

Symptom-Excessive failure of horizontal -output tube
(42KN6)

Cure-Check X3; replace, if shorted

L
6
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OPEN

Symptom-Insufficient sensitivity; no snow off channel
Cure-Check C35; replace, if open

GTE Sylvania has the lines
that lay it on the line.
Orly GTE Sylvania gives you a choice of three different price lines in
color picture tubes.
And GTE Sylvania tells you and your customer exactly what you are getting
in each line
That makes Sylvania tt>bes easier to sell.
You can tell your customers the advantages of the top -line color bright 851 XR.
You can show them where the savings come from in the
economy color screen 85 line. And you can tell them exactly what they're getting for their money in the middle line color bright 858 RE.
Tre way we see it, if we lay it on the line with you, you
can lay it on the line with your customers.
Instead of just handing them a line.

color bright tEXR

color bright 11RE

color screen%

yes

yes

yes

Otter manufactured rare
earth phosphors

no

no

yes

Al sulfide phosphors

no

no

no

X-ay inhibiting glass

yes

no

no

New glass

yes

some

some

Reused glass

no

some

some

Fegunned

no

no

some

OEM

OEM

slightly wider

S vania rare earth
red phosphors

Screen b,emish specs

than OEM

White field uniformity

Cut off; purity currents;
beam sh eld leakage

OEM

OEM

than OEM

slightly wider
than "RE"

OEM

slightly wider

slightly wider

than OEM
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a digest of info from manufacturers

Heathkit Catalog

Build your own
test equipment and save!

Changes of horizontal -output and high -voltage regulator
tube types
RCA CTC39X color -TV chassis

i

Your free Heathkit catalog describes the entire Heathkit
test equipment line - meters, scopes, counters, generators, everything you need to make your business easier, more profitable. Send for it.

New types of tubes are employed in the horizontal -output and high -voltage regulator stages in the
"Q" line of RCA CTC39X color -TV chassis.
A 6EN4 replaces the 6BK4 high -voltage regulator,

to reduce the possibility of X-radiation. Because
NEW Heathkit 8 -Digit

Calculator

-

$129.95*

Feature for feature, the new Heathkit
Desktop Electronic Calculator is your
best buy. It adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, in chain or mixed functions, and includes use of a constant.
Floating or selectable decimal position. Overflow and plus or minus
indicators. Overflow protection of 8 most significant figures. Clear display
key permits removal of last entry without losing problem. Bright, red, 1/2"
7 -segment display tubes. Dependable American LSI circuitry. Standard keyboard configuration. Operates on 120 or 240 VAC. Black & white cabinet,
31/2" x 6" x 101/4" d. Kit IC -2008, 11 lbs.

NEW Heathkit Solid -State FET VOM

-

replace a 6LQ6. Do not use any other type to reKit to eliminate interference on low bands

$79.95*

Magnavox T940 color -TV chassis

Interference from the internal 3.58M -Hz oscillator

accuracy, high (10 megohm) impedance input, and
the ranges you really need...at a price you can easily
afford. 9 DCV and ACV ranges from 0.1 to 1000 V. at
±2% accuracy. 6 DC and AC current ranges from 10

circuit which appears on Channels 2 through 6 in
early -production T940 chassis can be eliminated by
the installation of kit No. 171026-1, which is available from Magna -Par branches.

microamps. to 1 amp. 7 resistance ranges, xl (10 ohm

center) to xl Megohm. 9 dB ranges, -40 to +62.

Magnavox urges that the instructions included
with the kit be followed closely because lead dress
is important.

1% precision metal -film dividers. 41/2", 100 uA ruggedized taut -band meter, diode and fuse protected.
Battery check switch provided. Kit IM -104, less batteries, 4 lbs.

$349.95*

RCA advises against changing the wiring in a
chassis so that a 6BK4 will replace a 6EN4. However, after appropriate changes to the socket wiring, a
6EN4 can replace safely a 6BK4.
A 6EM6 type replaces the 6LQ6 horizontal -output
tube. Because it has the same socket -pin connections and increased power capabilities, a 6EM6 can
place a 6EM6 in the CTC39X chassis.

This new dual FET portable multimeter has lab -grade

NEW Heathkit 8 -Digit
120 MHz Counter

the socket connections of the two types are not the
same, always replace a defective tube with another
tube of the same type.

Noise immunity of remote receiver

NEW Heathkit Digital

RCA CTC52 color -TV chassis

Multimeter
$229.95*

function of the RCA CTC52 color chassis might

False triggering of the remote -channel -changing

result from unusually loud high -frequency sounds,
such as produced by door or telephone bells.

The sensitivity of the RF amplifier can be reduced, when needed, by the following two-step
modification:

RELAY DRIVER

REMOTE AMP

Measures 1 Hz to over 120 MHz.
Overrange, gate, and two range

31/2 digits. 100 uV to 1000 VDC, 5

indicators. Preassembled TCXO time

ranges; 100 uV to 500 VAC, 5
ranges; 10 current ranges, 100

base. 1 megohm FET input. Auto-

nanoamps. to 2 amps, AC & DC; 6

matic triggering level. Sensitivity
125 mV or less to 120 MHz. ECL
logic. Builds in 15 hours. Kit IB-

resistance ranges, 0.1 ohm to 20

1102, 12 lbs.

Kit IM -102, 9 lbs.
CHANGE TO 33Q

Schlumberger

CHANGE TO680Q 5% 2W FILM

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

1) Check the values of R1107 (33 ohms) and

, plus shipping.

R1110 (680 ohms, 5 per cent, 2 -watt, film); replace
these resistors, if the values are not as listed here.
2) If the sensitivity is not reduced enough by the
preceding, replace capacitor C1103 (.01 mfd) with a
680 -pf, ceramic unit.

Please send model (s)
Name

Address

-State
lip
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

L

Circle 8 on literature card
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E

+14V

HEATHKIT

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 25-6

City

680pí

megs. 10 megohm or higher input.
Overload protected. Calibrator inc.

Send for FREE Catalog

Enclosed is $

CHANGE TO
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(Continued on page 10)

Why RCA XL -100's can be a quick fix:

RCA XL -100's are 100% solid state,

with 12 plug-in, solid state AccuCircuit

modules-like the ceramic kine drive amplifier
you see above.
Since each of the 12 modules performs specific functions, diagnosis of the trouble is usually quick and easy. Most
malfunctions can be fixed right in the home. That's bound to please
your customer.
So when it comes to servicing RCA solid state color, XL -100's let
you make more house calls-in a lot less time!
And you won't waste so much time hauling sets back and forth to
the shop.
Something else: Whether you're servicing an XL -100 console,

table model or portable, most modules are interchangeable, function for function. That will make your life easier, and you won't have
to worry about stocking a large parts inventory
RCA XL -100. It's already got a great reputation.
It could even add to yours.

ftc,'

XL -100
t00% Solid State AccuColor

O

Circle 13 an literature card
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Correction of vertical jitter
Magnavox T952 color -TV chassis

Vertical jitter during reception of weak UHF

Sharper, brilliant

channels can be eliminated by changing the value

Jitter -Free intensity or
CHANGE FROM

0.01 T00.02 NC156

HORIZ SYNC

pulse markers!

10K

FROM 2ND
V IDEO AMP

VERT SYNC
DRIVER

SYNC SEP

6.80

3300

22K

I -18V

CHANGE FROM

4.7K TO 3.3K

of C156 from .01 to .02mfd, and changing the value
of R213 from 4.7K ohms to 3.3K ohms, as shown
here.

SMG-39

LECTROTECH

sweeper marker generator
A precision sweeper with quality and features found only in
high priced laboratory instruments. The SMG-39 utilizes post
injection markers for fast, accurate alignment of any television receiver when used with any standard oscilloscope.
The SMG-39 provides all needed bias' and linear sweeping
signals for accurate alignment. Unique marker display enables accurate marker positioning for superior receiver alignment. VFO facility provides any additional marker from 39
MHz to 49 MHz for protection from future obsolescence, may
also be used for spot alignment.

Deflection -yoke test -jig adapter
RCA CTC46 color -TV chassis

A yoke -adapter cable makes it possible to operate the RCA CTC46 chassis on an RCA test jig designed for CTC40, CTC44 and CTC47 chassis.
Because of a difference in the inductance of the
vertical yoke coils, operation of the CTC46 chassis

on such a test jig will produce excessive vertical
height. Decrease the adjustment of the vertical height control, to reduce the resultant overscan.
I EMALE MOLEX JACK

RCA STOCK 126052 JACK
RCA STOCK 118414 PINS
CONNECTS TO CTC40 TEST JIG

Exclusives
Jitter -Free Intensity or Pulse Markers VFO Variable Marker

MALE OCTAL PLUG
RCA STOCK 112728
CONNECTS TO CTC46 CHASSIS

101130 YOKE ADAPTER

4 Bias Supplies including - 67 Volts

PIN VIEW
JUMPER

Marker Options

PIN VIEW

Pulse Vertical
(Overall Chrome).

Pulse Horizontal

Intensity

(Typical I.F.

(Typical I.F.
response).

response).

JUMPER

CONVERGENCE SUBSTITUTION
MALE OCTAL PLUG

Benefits
Clean, bright Jitter -Free pulse markers
All markers of
equal amplitude regardless of position on response curve.
Adjustable marker amplitude Marker location accurately
determined with brilliant pulse or intensity markers (a must
in AFT alignment)
All signals have blanking included for
zero base line
FULL TWO YEAR PARTS WARRANTY

Solid state, glass epoxy circuit boards.
Complete with all cables.
NET
NET 33950

10

JUMPER

Convergence components of the test jig should
not be used with the CTC46 chassis. A male octal

plug equipped with two jumper wires, as shown

See your distributor or write Dept. ES -6

here, should be used as a substitute for the convergence assembly.

LECTROTECH, INC.

parts and accessories distributors under stock

5810 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60659
(312) 769-6262
Circle 10 on literature card
ELECTRONIC SERVICING/June, 1972

The yoke -adapter cable is available from RCA

number 10J130.

If you're the kind of guy who likes to devise his own
equipment or the kind who appreciates clever mechanical design, then Mallory do -your -thing products
are for you.
They'll let you invent, create, modify, so things work
your way. And of course, you'll get famous Mallory
quality and performance you can
count on too. Get them at your
AUTOMOBILE
nearby Mallory Distributor.
REMINDER ALARM
Ever leave your lights on?
Never again ... with solidstate Sonalert". Its shrill

ON-1HE-GO GROOMING

Free yourself from conventional, bulky
it's
shaving gear. Handy Shaver
about the size of a cigarette pack. Hi speed, quiet, 3 -volt motor for fast, no pull shaving. Comes with Duracell
batteries, mirror cap and tough carrying case. Also available in new sideburn trimmer model.

sound warns you, prevents

.

battery drain. Use on turn sig-

nals, reverse gear ... or any
electrical component on your
car, truck, boat, tractor. For
6 and 12 volt.

.

.

CONTROL
YOUR TIME
Use "Easy Time" 24 -hour

Easy tin

timer. Turns anything you
plug into it on and off. Appliances, lights, pumps,

motors, humidifiers...

you name it. Tough
enough to handle 12
amps, 1500 watts.

HIGH
INTENSITY
NOISE

Compact,
purse -size,

SILENT PROTECTION

big -sound

Crime Alert ... uses invisible, silent ultrasonic sound -

alarm. Use it for

piercing alarm. Use
anywhere ... battery

waves. Anything that
moves triggers its

Handy Blast...
your personal

anything...
boat horn,

or plug in. Acces-

sories to make it total security system.

e-nergencies,

scare muggers,

signals, call

kids, scouting,

bicycling...

even cheer your
team.

SOUND WHERE YOU WANT IT

The most popular, portable recorder/
player around. Batteries or plug in. Pushbutton operation, pop-up ejection,
automatic shut off. With sensitive
dynamic mike, earphone, Duratape'
cassette, Duracell' alkaline batteries.
Ask for the MCR 1211.

MALLORY

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.

Box 1284, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206; Telephone. 317-638-5353
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Antenna systems for reception
of distant TV signals
Facts you should know about designing and installing.

by Helmut Hess, Systems Engineer,
Jerrold Electronics Corp.

Frequently, you may be called
upon to bring in TV channels
from long distances. Bars, motels and homeowners, for exam-

ple, often want to beat sports
blackouts.
This article will discuss the latest methods of overcoming longdistance TV reception problems.

Reception Parameters
The performance of any receiving system is determined primarily by the quality of signals in the

increase the incident signal at
the receiving location because it

is determined by transmitter

power, distance to the transmitter, and the intervening terrain.
The choice of receiving location
is normally fixed and cannot be

moved to higher signal level

areas.

One thing that can be done is
to increase the receiving antenna

height. As a rule of thumb, you
can expect an improvement of 6
dB in signal strength, if you double the antenna height at VHF. At
UHF, even greater gains can be
realized-up to 12 dB.

area, the type of antenna used,

Because 6 dB is double the

antenna location and antenna

voltage output, and 12 dB is four
times the output, it can be seen
that increasing tower height can
significantly improve reception.
This rule of thumb will hold true
for locations considered average
terrain. However, if the antenna
is already located at the top of a
tall building, little improvement
will be gained by increasing the
mast length from 10 to 30 feet. To
get 6 dB gain in this case, you'd
need to double the height of the
building.

height.
Before examining the practical

aspects of long-distance reception, let's take a close look at

each of these reception parameters.
Antenna gain

The gain of any receiving antenna is dependent on its capture
area. Because this area is determined by the physical size of the
antenna, we can state that antenna gain is directly proportional to
the physical size of the antenna.
Single -channel, 5 -element Yagi

about 2.5 dB over a 5 element, for

TV set as the familiar "snow"
(random black and white dots)

gain. At VHF, ten elements are a

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

when the signal into the receiver

is too low. Preamplifiers help
greatly to increase the signal-to-

the physical size.

crease the snow.

Incident signal and antenna height

signed with a typical noise figure
of 5 to 6 dB. Their gain must be

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/June, 1972

POWER

SUPPLY

output, especially at low signal
levels. Noise is displayed by the

noise ratio, and therefore, de-

12

PREAMPLIFIER

the signal-to-noise ratio at its

practical maximum because of

Little can be accomplished to

FILTER

The noise figure of the first
stage of any receiver determines

a total of 10.5 dB over that of a
tuned dipole. As the number of
elements is increased, so is the

BAND PASS

Noise figure

antennas usually have a gain of
approximately 8 dB above that of
a dipole. 10 -element Yagis will

only show an improvement of

SINGLE CHANNEL ANTENNA (75 OHM)

U

u

Good preamplifiers are deFig. 1 A simple single -channel antenna
system for reception of distant TV signals.

new!

THE BUSS KOLOR KIT OF REPLACEMENT FUSES
FOR COLOR TV SETS, DOMESTIC and FOREIGN

Just what you've been waiting for, a compact assortment of replacement fuses to service
all popular domestic and foreign color television
sets!

Packaged in a sturdy and durable plastic
box, the BUSS Kolor Kit is the ideal way to carry

along a properly proportioned and organized
stock of fuses. On the inside of the lid is a listing
of many of the domestic and foreign sets covered
by the assortment, plus an inventory list to make
restocking easy and quick.

The No. 140 Kolor Kit contains 120 fuses

of 14 different types, and the larger No. 240
Deluxe Kolor Kit holds 240 fuses of 32 different
types plus two pairs of 4121 Twin Clips and two
pairs of 3434 Insulated Twin Clips for paralleling
blown fuses. They're a technician's dream come
true!

The BUSS Kolor Kits are available now.
Check with your local BUSS distributor for more
information.

BE PROFIT WISE INSTALL ONLY .. .

Us su Qt'rALITY
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo. 63107
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75 OHM SINGLE

300 OHM
BROADBAND ANTENNA

CHANNEL ANTENNA

possible, because it depends on

the model of the antenna used
and the relative bearing of the
station.
The preamplifier is the second
MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

AURAL CARRIER

-

REDUCERIACRI

COAXIAL
SWITCH

o

MATCHING

TRANSFORMER

major item in the system.

It

should be designed for single channel operation. A less expensive broad -band unit frequently
can be used, if it is preceded by a
single -channel bandpass filter.

Again, the adjacent -channel
rejection, especially the lower

adjacent sound carrier and the
upper adjacent video carrier are
rejected by some amount dependent on the filter slopes of
the preamplifier. If insufficient
rejection is achieved and beats
are still visible on the TV screen,
only external traps will clean up

U

Fig. 2 Antenna system for both long-distance and local reception. Aural carrier reducer
(ACR) is used only if the distant channel is adjacent to a local lower channel. Tune the
ACR to attenuate the sound carrier of the local channel.

the picture.

One type of available trap is
called an aural (sound) carrier
reducer (ACR). This trap is essentially a high -Q -trap with the notch

depth limited to approximately
10 to 12 dB. It is field tunable and

used to reduce the lower adjacent sound carrier. TV stations
usually transmit the sound carrier at 3 to 6 dB below the video
carrier. Because the majority of
TV sets will clearly reproduce
sound with the sound carrier 20
dB below the video carrier, no

high enough to overcome the
attenuation of the downlead. A

Methods of reducing local signals

gain of 12 to 15 dB is typical, and
is adequate in most installations.

The preamplifier should be in-

able to reduce pick-up of local
channels. Highly -directional,
single -channel Yagi antennas,

stalled at the antenna or as near

bandpass filters, single -channel

to the antenna as possible, to

preamplifiers, and a variety of

keep signal losses at a minimum.

high -Q traps are available. De-

the lower channel. However,

Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio
delivered to the TV set is almost

pending on the severity of the
problem, some or all of these

stronger than the distant chan-

as good as the signal-to-noise

might have to be used to reduce

ratio received by the antenna.

A number of methods are avail-

the interference to a tolerable
level.

Adjacent channel interference

The major problem encountered in distant TV reception is
strong local channels. The levels
of local channels might be higher
than that of the distant station by

40 to 50 dB. Because the adjacent -channel -rejection
characteristics of a typical TV set is rela-

tively poor, it becomes obvious
that serious interference can be
created by the strong local channels. Therefore, your major effort
must be to reduce the local chan-

nel pick-up, while providing the

highest gain possible in the
direction of the weak station.
14
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Almost invariably, a cut -to channel Yagi antenna will be
required. The antenna, by itself,
will provide some rejection of the

local adjacent channel. The
amount of rejection might be
nearly insignificant if the local

station and distant station are in
a straight line relative to the re-

ceiving antenna. Significantly
more rejection will be realized if
the local -channel station is off
the side of the main capture area
of the antenna. If so, the Yagi
might attenuate the local channel by up to 25 dB or better. Predicting the exact amount is im-

harm will be done to the sound of
if

the local channel is not too much

nel, the ACR will remove any

beats from the picture.
If an upper adjacent video carrier is causing interference, you'll
have to use a high -Q -trap. This
will attenuate the offending video

carrier by 35 dB. Of course, this
much attenuation probably will
make the upper adjacent channel
unusable.

The Simplest Distant -Signal
System

The simplest systems are

usually the most reliable ones.
Fig. 1 shows a recommended
method of receiving a distant sta-

tion. A single -channel Yagi antenna feeds a preamplifier. If the

Introducing the
dualtrace
-trace
scope that doesn
cost a lot.
The B&K Precision Model 1470.
A solid-state 5 -inch scope that combines dual -trace triggered
sweep with vectorscope capability.
Our DC to 10 MHz bandwidth with
10 mV/cm sensitivity makes the 1470 exceptionally
versatile. And its TV -H and TV -V positions are
a special plus.
Dual -trace lets you observe input and
output wave forms simultaneously in the same
circuit. And 16 -position triggered sweep, from
1 sec/cm to 0.2sec/cm, lets you sync them
instantly.
On the other hand, you might prefer our
Model 1465 single -trace, triggered -sweep scope
at $359.95. It has many of the same features
and our patented CALI -BRAIN automatic voltage
readout system.
Everything about our scopes is expensive

9995
r

-

woo

-except their price.
For complete technical data, call your local
B&K distributor. Or write Dynascan Corporation.
Very good equipment
at a very good price.

[K

Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60613
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preamplifier is an inexpensive
broad -band device the bandwidth of it can be limited by using
a bandpass filter between it and

the antenna. Coaxial cable is
recommended as downlead, to
eliminate pickup by the cable.
The coax is connected to the TV

set through a matching transformer. It is apparent that in Fig.
1 no attempt has been made to
also receive local channels.

Local Plus Distant Reception
A very effective method of providing both local and distant TV
reception is shown in Fig. 2. For
long-distance reception, the basic single -channel Yagi system is
installed. A second system, using

a broad -band antenna, is in-

signal to produce an uninterrupted picture. Distant stations often
fade. Only one thing will reduce
the effects of fading: more signal
from the antenna.
As previously discussed, one
usually reliable means of boosting signal is to increase antenna
height. If this becomes uneco-

nomical, you will have to increase the capture area of the
antenna. There are two primary

methods. One is to select a larger
antenna. If this has been done
without acceptable results two or
more antennas can be "stacked"
for even more gain.

Antenna Stacking

Vertical stack

This method of stacking is
usually preferred when stacking

antennas for improved gain.
Mechanically, this installation is
simpler because only one mast is

required. The combining network and preamplifier can be
mounted easily on the mast, and
interconnecting leads are of minimum length. Also, orienting vertical -stacked antennas is a relatively simple matter, because in

most cases the mast can be
turned, simultaneously orienting

both antennas. Two antennas
provide 3 dB of gain over that of
the individual antenna. Doubling

the number of antennas used,

The basic rules listed in the
accompanying table should be

doubles the gain. Up to four antennas are practical in the high
VHF band, because the separa-

stalled with a separate downlead

followed when combining anten-

to the set. A switch to select either the broad -band or Yagi an-

nas.

tion of 0.7 wavelength can be

If all the rules are followed, the
level of the received signal will be
increased about 3.0 dB.

achieved without excessive tow-

tenna is installed near the receiv-

er. This installation is usually
quite practical and eliminates an
antenna rotator. It also provides
the best isolation between local
and distant stations.
There is another, better method for mixing a broad -band and
Yagi antenna-a Yagi coupler. A
Yagi coupler accepts two inputs
-one from a single -channel Yagi
and one from a broad -band an-

tenna. The Yagi input will pass
only the selected channel and
attenuate all others. The broadband input will pass all channels
except the channel being picked
up by the Yagi antenna. In a system like this, it is important that
you balance signal levels so that

er heights. A "Quad" stack (4

antennas) can provide 5 to 6 dB

6.0

I1

5.0

H

2SINA (WAVELENGTH)

4.0

IFLA> 90°, SIN A+ - SIN (180° -AI

3.0

2.0

1.0

0

5° 10° 15°

30°

45°

600

175°170°165°

150°

135°

120°

750

90°

105°

ANGLE A

the distant and local channels
arrive at the TV set at approxi-

HORIZONTAL SPACING OF YAGIS IN
WAVELENGTHS (HI VS ANGLE (Al
FORMED BY DESIRED AND UNDESIRED

mately the same signal strength.
You should use a field -strength
meter to determine signal levels,
and then use attenuator pads to
reduce the local channels before
they are mixed with the distant
channel. Another reason for reducing the amplitude from local
stations is to prevent overload of
the preamplifier. In this system

AND UNDECIDED SIGNAL.

DESIRED STATION

x

you also will have to use a sound -

carrier reducer if a local lower
adjacent channel exists.

NOISE OR GHOST SOURCE OR
INTERFERING STATION

Increasing Antenna Pickup
At times, a single -channel Yagi

antenna will not provide enough
16
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Fig. 3 Diagram and chart showing horizontal spacing of antennas for rejection of unwanted signals.

TV TUNER SERSIICE
VHF, UHF, FM or IF-Subchassis..

.

...All Makes

You

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

owe it to yourself

to try P.T.S. We are the fastest growing, oldest and now the
largest tuner service company in the world. Here is what
you get:

1. Fastest Service - 8 hr. - in and out the same day. Overnight

transit to one of our six plants, for parts, tuners or IF -modules.
2. All tuners cleaned inside and out, repaired, realigned and air
tested.

3. On IF -modules all stages checked, all traps set with high calibre
test equipment.
4. Fine Quality! Your customers are satisfied and you are not
bothered with returning your units for rework!
5. Lower Cost! Up to $5.50 less than other tuner companies!
6. Friendly, helpful personalized service!

FIRST TO OFFER 365 -DAY GUARANTEE!

COLOR-BLACK & WHITE-TRANSISTOR TUNERS-ALL MAKES
GUARANTEED COLOR ALIGNMENT-NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE

We offer you finer, faster...

Precision

IF -MODULE

$12,50

Major Parts

Tuner Service
LIKE TO DO IT YOURSELF?
PTS makes all tuner parts available to you.

UV -COMBO

$ 9.95
$16.95

VHF -UHF -FM

charged at Net Price

CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR 312.95 UP (NEW OR REBUILT)
For fastest service, send faulty unit with tubes, shields and all broken parts to:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

HOME OFFICE-P. 0. Box 272-Bloomington, Ind. 47401
P. 0. Box 3189-Springfield, Mass. 01103
EASTTUNER REPLACEMENT GUIDE AND PARTS CATALOG
WEST COAST- P. O. Box 41354-Sacramento, Calif. 95841
60 pages of top information Blow-up of all tuners Largest MOUNTAIN- P. O. Box 4145-Denver, Colo. 80204
exact tuner replacement guide Antenna Coil Replacement Guide SOUTHWEST- P. 0. Box 7332-Longview, Tex. 75601
SOUTHEAST- P. 0. Box 6771-Jacksonville, Fla. 32205
Multi -fit Replacement Tuner Shaft Guide

Send one dollar (redeemable) for our

Tel. 812/824-9331
Tel. 413/734-2737
Tel. 916/482-6220
Tel. 303/244-2818
Tel. 214/753-4334
Tel. 904/389-9952
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ANTENNA

more signal than an individual
antenna.
Horizontal stack

This method of combining an-

tennas may be used to obtain
additional signal, but its prime
HYBRID
COUPLER

MAST

C

11

REAR'

FRONT

5

DOWN -LEAD

0.7
AVELENGTH

"1" (CONNECTING COAX)

advantage is that it provides relatively predictable nulls in the pattern. These nulls can be used to
reduce the effects of pickup from
strong local stations. By properly

spacing the antennas, the nulls
are "positioned" to create maximum attenuation in the direction
of the local station. The graph in
Fig. 3 shows the required spacing versus null angle.

From this graph, you can see
that four nulls are created. For a

spacing of one wave length,
F101"

WAVELENGTH
ANTENNA

Fig. 4 Stagger stacking of antennas increases the front -to -back ratio of the system, to
eliminate or reduce ghosting and other interfering signals.

Basic Rules For Stacking TV Antennas
i Identical antennas are required.
Antennas must be mounted to produce signals in phase. This can be
done easily by mounting both antennas with the connectors up, or both
down, as long as both connectors point the same way.

4y Antennas should be combined by a hybrid splitter, not
a resistive device.

Lead length from each antenna to the mixer must be the same. The
actual length is relatively unimportant, as long as both leads are
exactly the same length.
The spacing between antennas is important. Vertically stacked
antennas should be separated by a distance of 0.67 to 0.75 wavelength
of the channel in question. For horizontally spaced antennas, the
separation from boom to boom should be 1.0 wavelength
of the desired channel.

there will be nulls at 30 and 150
degrees. There also will be mirror
image between 180 and 360 degrees. These nulls will fall at 210
and 330 degrees.

Although the horizontal -spacing method of "stacking" antennas is mechanically more difficult because both antennas must
be mounted in the same plane, it
is relatively effective for rejecting
unwanted signals, including ad-

jacent channels, co -channels,

and other sources of interference. In practice, it might not
always be easy to calculate the

spacing required for desired

nulls. However, it is easy enough

to find the nulls by experiment.
Tune a field -strength meter to the
unwanted frequency and vary the

horizontal spacing until minimum signal is indicated by the
meter.

For co -channel interference, a
TV set can be used as an indica-

tor of maximum rejection of the
interfering station.
Stagger stacking

This method of combining an-

tennas also can be useful in a
small system, to increase the
front -to -back ratio from an antenna system, and might be the
only solution available to eliminate ghosting or other interfering
signals. This method will improve
the front -to -back ratio by 10 to 20
dB while still providing increased
gain in the forward direction.
HOW COME YOU HAFTA POT ALL TNAT STUFF ON TOP LYE / T ANYNOYY ? "
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(Continued on page 20)

CUT YOUR INVENTORY, BOOST PROFITS

Just a Zenith Chromacolor
picture tubes replace 72 others
C-25BAP22 , 23VATP22 replace 39 types
23VAHP22
23VAJP22
23VALP22
23VANP22
23VARP22
23VASP22
23VATP22
23VAUP22
23VAXP22
23VBEP22

23VBGP22
23VBHP22
25ABP22
25AFP22
25ANP22
25AP22
25AP22A
25AP22A/25XP22
25AQP22
25BAP22

25BCP22
25BGP22
25BJP22
25BMP22
25BKP22
25BVP22
25BXP22
25BZP22
25CBP22
25CP22

25CP22A
25GP22
25GP22A
25SP22
25VP22
25WP22
25XP22
25XP22/25AP22A
25ZP22

23VAZP22 replaces 10 types
25RP22
23VAZP22
25YP22
25AEP22
25BP22
25YP22/25BP22A
25BP22A
25BP22A/25YP22
25FP22
25FP22A

C-25BKP22, 23VBAP22 replace 23 types
23VACP22
23VADP22
23VAMP22
23VAQP22
23VAWP22
23VAYP22
23VBAP22
23VBCP22

2 -YEAR WARRANTY

Zenith CHROMACOLOR picture tubes sold for renewal use in standard television receivers are warranted against defects in workmanship, material
and construction for 24 months after date of purchase by the consumer or user. OR If tube is sup-

plied no charge to fulfill a warranty obligation in
a Zenith color television receiver, then the warranty shall be limited to the unexpired portion of
said Zenith color television receiver warranty. No
other warranty is expressed or implied.
"The obligation of Zenith Radio Corporation un-

der this warranty is limited to replacing, or at Its

option repairing, such defective color picture tube
and does not Include the cost of any labor in connection with installation of such replacement tube
or repaired tube nor does it Include responsibility
for any transportation expense."
Available new or re -built. Zenith Cinebeam (C
type) picture tubes contain used materials which,
prior to reuse, are carefully inspected and selected
to meet Zenith's high standards of quality.

23VBDP22
23VBJP22
23VBRP22
25ADP22
25AGP22
25AJP22
25ASP22
25AWP22

25AXP22
25AZP22
25BDP22
25BFP22
25BHP22
25BSP22
25BKP22

SIMPLE INVENTORY. Stock Chromacolor and you can immediately replace
almost any 23" diagonal tube.
FASTER SERVICE. No time lost waiting

for replacement tubes to arrive. Less
downtime means satisfied customers.
AMPLE PROFIT MARGIN. Chromacolor

tubes are realistically priced. Zenith's
suggested retail price is competitive,

BRILLIANT CHROMACOLOR PICTURE.

Chromacolor ... Zenith's patented picture tube that revolutionized color TV.
First tube to fully illuminate every color
dot on a jet-black background.
POWERFULLY PRE -SOLD. Special
magazine ads all year long are telling
your customers about the bright, sharp
picture they'll see with a Chromacolor

yet gives you an attractive profit margin. replacement tube.
The

o

beforequality theg

" CIP-111
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NEW AUTORANGING
DIGITAL MULTIMETER...
IN -PROBE DISPLAY,
HIGH-SPEED READOUT,

BATTERY OPERATION...
325.

(Continued from page 18)

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the

forward signal is picked up by
the top antenna 1/4 wavelength

ahead of the bottom antenna.
This signal is delayed 1/4 wavelength in the coax, because the

coax is 1/4 wavelength longer;
consequently, both signals will
be in phase at the mixing device,
providing 3 dB more signal.

Signals from the back of the
array are delayed by the top antenna by 1/4 wavelength plus the
1/4 wavelength delay of the coax.
Consequently, signals from the
two antennas arrive at the mixing
device 180 degrees out of phase,
and tend to cancel each other.
RF energy travels at a different
rate in coax than in air. In solid dielectric coax, one wavelength
is .66 of that in air. In foam -die-

lectric coax (more commonly
used), one wavelength is .82 of
that in air. These factors must be
included in the computations for
determining coax length.

Summary
Filters are very useful for re-

'

^^;

(rN,c

ducing intermodulation

For AC or DC voltage,
resistance and even cur-

rent, our Model 167 with
unique in -probe readout lets you

make time - saving measurements
directly at the point of measurement.
With up to 3 -month battery life. The Model

167's combination probe/readout, with 31/2
digit LED display, automatically indicates decimal

point, polarity, range and function. Front panel
terminals and probe receptacle allow alternative use
as a bench instrument. The neat, sweet -to -hold 167
Auto -Probe DMM is only $325 (less in quantity). Check

it out and get our latest "How Sweet" button.
Measures easily ... 1 mV to 1000 VDC

1 mV to 500 VAC RMS 1 ohm to 20

megohms

with the convenience of ... 55 meg-

ohms input resistance
2 -sec. reading
time to rated accuracy 1200 volts over-

load protection

Complete choice of

KE
Irr1-1
I NSm JR. LT M E1,7mS
U.S.A.: 28775 AURORA ROAD. CLEVELAND, OHIO 44139
EUROPE: 14. AVENUE VILLARDIN. 1009 PULLY, SUISSE

accessories.

in

preamplifiers and can be mounted on the antenna mast, if they
are designed for outdoor use.
When traps become necessary,
it is most desirable to tempera-

ture stabilize their environment
by installing them indoors.
Transmission lines should be as
short as possible.

A field -strength meter is an
essential instrument for designing and installing most types of
antenna systems. It will help determine if problems exist and, if

they do, point the way toward
effective cures.

As explained previously, the

major problem encountered

when attempting to receive TV
signals over long distances is the
interference created by local sta-

tions. A number of solutions to

reduce this interference are

The Model 167... another how -sweet -it -is Keithley Multimeter
Buy now using BankAmericard or Master Charge
Circle /5 on literature card
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available. Any solution might be
effective by itself or can be used
in conjunction with other methods to obtain acceptable results.
Extensive experimentation
might be required, but don't let
this deter you. Once you solve
the problems in a specific area,
you can easily apply your solu-

tion to any number of installations in that area.

11

There's an

Amperex replacement
re lacement tube
for any
in any
you're likely to service...

socketset

TV, HiFi, FM or AM, House Radio. Car Radio,
P.A. System or Tape Recorder.
Imported or Domestic!

AMPERE% SUPPORTS

THE INDEPENDENT
SERVICE DEALER

..
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MATV Systems
A four-part

series

about master antenna
television (MATV)
systems.

~1) System

Components
2) Decibels
3) Designing The
Distribution System

4) Designing The
Head End

by John Rogerson
Technical Director, MATV
Channel Master Div. of
AVNET, Inc.

The Head End
Antenna

The first component of any

A Master Antenna Television (MATV) system, by definition, is "a means wherein electromagnetic energy is induced from free space onto an antenna array, amplified to a useful energy level, and then distributed to the various television sets."
If there are 100 TV sets in a building, it would be very expensive to install and maintain
100 separate antennas. It would be unsightly and reception would suffer because that
many antennas on one roof would probably inter -act with one another.
However, an antenna alone can't supply enough signal to provide good reception for a
large number of sets. For good reception on each and every set in motels, hotels, hospitals, schools, apartment houses, and other buildings with many TV sets, the signal from
one antenna must be increased manyfold, and then fed to the sets. The above considerations led to the development of MATV systems.
Any MATV system consists of two main sections: The head end and the distribution
system.

The head end usually consists of the antenna installation, to receive the desired signals, and the amplifiers, to increase the signals to a useable level. In addition, mixing
networks, traps, filters, and other equipment may also be required depending upon specific considerations such as the number of channels, signal strength, the direction of the
transmitters, and the presence of interference.
A well -designed distribution system is necessary to guarantee that adequate signals
will be delivered to all the sets in the system. Truck lines, feeder lines, and tapoffs must
be carefully chosen so that each TV set, regardless of distance from the amplifier, receives an adequate signal for satisfactory operation. Considerations such as the proper
choice of components, the proper choice of cable, and the layout for minimum cable
loss, are among the prime considerations.
It is most important that the distribution system be designed first. Usually, the require-

ments of the distribution system will determine the type and the quantity of the equipment that will be required at the head end. The actual layout of the system will depend
upon the structure. In this part of the series, the individual components which make up
the head end and distribution system will be described.

twin lead to 75 -ohm coaxial ca-

for each UHF station to be re-

ble. This is accomplished by a

ceived.

300 -to -75 -ohm matching transformer, called a balun. The balun

is usually mounted as close to

MATV system to receive the signal is the antenna. Because the
quality of TV reception can be no
better than the quality of the signal at the antenna, it is vital that

the antenna as possible.

antennas be selected and in-

fy the signal to get acceptable
quality reception. In addition to

stalled with extreme care.

Some MATV systems use

broad -band antennas. But if the
stations to be received are in different directions, or if the signal
from one station is much strong-

er than that of another, single -

channel antenna installations
must be used. The number of
channels to be received, the

direction of the stations, and the
signal levels available must be

Preamplifiers

In extremely weak signal areas,
it is often necessary to preampli-

increasing the signal, some

preamplifiers also function as
300 -to -75 -ohm matching transformers. When this type of
preamplifier is needed, it is important to install a unit with a low
noise figure, because the pream-

plifier determines the noise figure (snow content of the picture)
for the entire system.
UHF converters

Baluns

MATV installations, UHF signals
are converted to VHF on an un-

Many antennas have an imped-

MATV equipment has an impedance of 75 ohms. Therefore, the
signal coming from the antenna
must'be converted from 300 -ohm
22
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converters usually amplify the
signals they convert. This should

be taken into account when

equalizing signal levels.
UHF converters usually should

be located indoors in an area
where the year-round temperature is fairly constant.
Cable

Except for very small residential installations, MATV systems

use 75 -ohm coaxial cable to
transport the signal throughout

considered.

ance of 300 ohms and most

UHF converters contain a mix-

ing network which permits VHF
signals from another converter
or VHF antenna to be combined
in a single cable before broadband amplification. In addition to
converting UHF signals to VHF,

In many large, commercial
occupied channel before they
reach the distribution amplifier.
Because UHF converters convert
to a single VHF channel, a separate converter is usually needed

the system.

Coaxial cable is a concentric
transmission line. It consists of a
center conductor, a shield and a
dielectric medium, such as polyethelene, which fixes the spacing

between the center conductor
and the outer shield.
Coaxial cable has several ad -

$2.79 can get you X50.00
Or, do you know all our secrets?
The other day, we got quite a shock. And the discovery
we made could mean $100 or more a week in added
sales to every serviceman in the country.
In taking one of our regular surveys, we discovered the
startling fact that most servicemen are unaware of the

broad variety of chemical tools available today. And
the profits they can build from the extra service calls

Sure, you know about tuner degreasers and cleaner/
lubricants. And what you know has made Chemtronics
TUN -O -WASH and TUN -O -FOAM the world's best-selling

degreaser and cleaner/lubricant.
But if that's all you know about chemicals, you're
missing dozens of ways to save time, do a better job
and make more profits.

chemicals make possible.
LAUGH AT THE WEATHER. KLEER

SPRAY and NO -ARC will help,

since they're both excellent
insulators and weather-proofers.
Besides flybacks, antenna terminals, splitters, feed-thrú s and
the like, you can use them on
ignition wiring, exposed metals
...even wood!
GRIME GETTER. Our TUN-O-

BRITE has a controlled polishing

action that powers stubborn
dirt out of hard -to -reach
contacts. It's also good for
unfreezing telescopic antennas, locks, motor shafts and

NEW LIFE FOR OLD RUBBER,

DUSTZAPPER, TRACK RECORDS,
STICKY STUFF AND SALES. As you

more.

can see, we have many more
lend -a -hand products. To
restore idler wheels and belts.
Polish tube guards. Improve
performance of reel-to-reel,
cassette and 8 -track recorders.
Clean records. Repair and
mend all kinds of materials.
And even sell to customers
while you're in the shop or on
call.

WRENCH -IN -A-CAN...PLUS.

CHEM-OILS penetrating/lubri-

cating action does thousands
of jobs, from freeing frozen yokes
to un -squeaking hinges.

Many servicemen buy threeone for shop; one, home; one

garage.
For more information about our
professional chemicals, and
ideas on how to make money
with them, see your local
Ct-emtronics distributor. Or
write to us fo a catalog.

THE HOUR SAVER. Take SUPER

FROST AID, for example. It helps

find intermittents in minutes
instead of hours. But servicemen
have also used it as: a portable
small -fire extinguisher, blisterpreventer (used on minor burns
immediately), heatsink before
soldering...and even chewing -

gum remover (cold makes gum
brittle).

After all, isn't it worth EC to find out
more ways 32.79 can get you
S50.00?

PUSHBUTTON PEACE & QUIET.

One spray of SUPER TROL AID or
CONTACT KLEEN quiets noisy

pots, switches and relays. Some
servicemen make a lot of
money "curing" noisy transistor
radios, balky dimmers, antenna
rotors...ever thermostats. Not to
mention tape recorders, CB
sets, marine radios...

r_CHEMTRONICS
INCORPORATED
1260 RALNH AVE., BROOKLYN, N Y.11236

Our business is improving yours.

Circle 17 on literature card
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vantages over twin lead-it can
be run through conduit, it stands

up better outdoors, it produces
less radiation interference, and it
virtually eliminates the possibility
of signal being picked up directly
by the conductor.

RG11/U or similar cable is

usually specified for the longer
spans because of its lower loss.
RG-59 type cable is smaller and
has a higher loss; it is usually
specified to connect the distribu-

(connectors)

Band pass filters permit the

must be employed in most in-

desired range of frequencies to
pass through while greatly reducing (attenuating) all signals

terminal.

Fittings

stances. Most MATV equipment

is equipped with standard "F"
type fittings, for faster, easier installations.

on either side of the desired

Filters and traps

to block an undesired frequency
that is very close to the desired
frequency. To be effective, a trap

the head end of many systems to
eliminate undesired frequencies

lets. In smaller or medium-sized
installations, RG-59 type cable is
often used throughout the entire

reception.
Traps are either fixed or varia-

Unlike 300 -ohm twinlead,

coaxial cable cannot be attached

i¡Ilir4
Baluns

range of frequencies.
Traps are filters which are used

Filters and traps are used in

tion lines to individual wall out-

system.

sion channels. Variable traps can
be tuned to any given frequency
within their range, as required.

to the various pieces of equipment in the system by merely
winding the conductor around a

must have a very high "O" (be

very selective), so that it can

and provide interference -free

eliminate the undesired frequency without appreciably attenuating the desired frequency.
Traps, filters and all head -end

ble. Fixed traps are designed to
cover a specific frequency range,
such as FM or individual televi-

equipment except baluns and

olliuíglfk m

Bandpass Filter

q\

Preamplifier

24
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Amplifiers

TYPICAL HEAD END

Antenna

Balun or
Preamplifier

O O Trap
Attenuator
Antenna
Down Leads
Attenuators

Antenna
Mixer
3 dB

6 dB

10dB

Distribution
Amplifier

0-21 dB

20 dB

Antenna Mixer
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RMS "STAR-TRACK"TMAntennas are breaking all sales records!
.~1110111111~11111~111111/

vs.

---K
>.~

The most Advanced Space -Age
VHF/UHF/FM Color Antennas

_

ever introduced!...
Similar design to Antennas used in Space Program.

"Corner Reflector Driven Disc Director Array" for total UHF
coverage!

"Multiple Tuned, Cut -to -Channel VHF Elements" for total VHF FM coverage!

Maximum construction features for long dependable life!
Exclusively features Reynolds Aluminum "COLORWELD" durable
baked enamel Gold finish!

Each Antenna includes famous RMS model SP -332 VHF/UHF
Splitter for Single Down -Lead economical installation!
"STAR-TRACK's" are licensed under U.S. Patent No. 3,440,658.
Write for FREE "Star -Track" Catalog-

RMS

ELECTRONICS, INC.

50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462 Tel. (212) 892-6700

Circle 18 on literature card

preamplifiers are usually mounted

indoors. The equipment

should be accessible for adjustment and servicing.
Attenuators

As signals are picked up by a
single antenna or combination of
attennas there may be a wide variation between the amplitude of

the received signals. In this instance, the signal levels should

be equalized to prevent the

stronger signals from overriding

the weaker signals. This is accomplished by the use of attenuators which reduce the incom-

(mixed) before they reach the
distribution amplifier (when
broad -band amplifiers are employed). Antenna mixing units
are usually a number of pass band filters covering either the
low band (channels 2-6) or the

band and high -band antenna
mixers must be combined in a
single line before broad -band
amplification. This calls for a
band separator/mixer. This unit
joins any VHF low -band signal to

any VHF high -band signal, to

high band (channels 7-13).

provide a single coaxial lead with

In addition to combining the
signals from various antennas,
the antenna mixing unit also fil-

a minimum of interaction. The

ters out interfering frequencies.
However, if the interfering frequency is very close to the de-

sired frequencies, a high "O"
trap may also have to be em-

unit can also be used to separate

VHF low -band and VHF high band signals contained in a single lead.
If

a broad -band antenna is

adjacent -channel operation (i.e. using both channel 5
used,

ployed. For example: If channel 2

ing signal by a specific ratio

and 6) is not recommended.

and channel 4 were being fed

(number of dB).

into a low -band antenna mixer,
and channel 3 signal was also

particular attenuation level, or
switchable, so that signals can
be reduced to the exact level

out some of the channel 3 interference. But if the channel 3 sig-

Where adjacent channels are to
be received, use single- or cut channel antennas. However, if
adjacent channel operation from
a broad -band antenna is mandatory, traps should be used to at-

nal was very strong, high "O"

tenuate sound carriers, to pre-

required.

traps would have to be used before the signal reached the mix-

vent adjacent -channel
ence.

Antenna mixers

er.

Antenna mixing units can also
be reversed, and used to sepa-

Attenuators are either fixed or
variable, that is, designed to a

present, the mixer would filter

If both low -band and high -

If more than one antenna is
used, the signals from the var-

band channels are to be re-

ious antennas must be combined

ceived, the signals from the low -

26
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interfer-

rate the signals from a broadband antenna into separate lines.

1971

Another vintage year
for the both of us.
1971 was a very good year. And 1972 already tastes even
better. The truth is every year's a vintage year for you,
the independent serviceman, and Raytheon, the largest
independent tube supplier in the business. Last year,
while a lot of other suppliers were running behind,
even dropping out of the race, the two of us had another
great year. We've come a long way together.
And like a good wine, we keep getting better.
That's because Raytheon works so well with you.
And never works without you. That's the kind of thing
that makes for a very good year for both of us. Year after year.
Circle 19 on literature card

Stronger signals can then be attenuated to the weaker signal
level and then recombined before broad -band amplification.
Amplifiers

Amplifiers are used to increase

the signals received from the
antenna to a level greater than
the losses of the distribution system, while providing an accepta-

ble signal to all sets in the system. Though gain is important,
output capability is just as important.

The amplifier specifications
should be carefally checked to
ascertain that the output level is
sufficient to feed the system, and
that signal input plus the gain of
the amplifier does not exceed the
amplifier's output capacity. Ex-

ceeding the output will cause
overloading, (cross modulation)
and overall signal deterioration.
A low noise figure is also important, because noise is seen as
snow. The amplitude of the noise

must be kept small in relation to

the amplitude of the signal.

For the most economical installation, the amplifier should be
centrally located in relation to
the distribution lines. The longer

the distribution lines, the more
costly the system will be to install.

The Distribution System

Tapoffs

The tapoff is a means of delivering signal from the distribution
lines to the TV sets, while providing enough isolation to prevent

sets from interfering with one
another.

Each set in a MATV system

should get approximately the
same amount of signal. But there

Splitters

is more signal available in the

The coaxial cable which carries the signal from the distribution amplifier toward the sets is

distribution lines for sets close to
the amplifier than for sets further

called the Main Trunkline. Occasionally MATV systems operate

with a single trunkline. But it is
usually more practical to separate (split) the signal into several
lines for distribution to the sets.
This is done with a 2-, 3-, or 4 -way
hybrid splitter. In strong -signal
areas, it is important to use back -

matched splitter/mixers. Back
matching provides a good match
for reverse current flow, minimizing the possibility of the signals
re-entering the system and causing ghosts.

down the line. Therefore, varia-

ble isolation wall tapoffs are

used. These can be set to vary
the per cent of signal to be removed from the distribution line
to achieve a balanced signal.
There are four types of tapoffs
in common use: The wall tap, the

line -drop tap, the directional coupler tap, and the pressure
tap.

The wall tap is the most com-

monly used tap in MATV. It

is

employed in the same manner as
an AC outlet. In new construction

the distribution line is run inside
June, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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the wall and the tap is mounted

300/75 -ohm tapoffs are em-

line, its coupling loss from the

in a standard electrical outlet box

ployed. The 75 -ohm section

is

feeder to the drop line, its direc-

within the wall (flush mounted).
In existing buildings, it may not
be possible to snake the wiring
within the walls. In this case, the

used for TV and the 300 -ohm section for FM.
The line -drop tap is employed
in attics and crawl spaces. Each
line drop tap provides 1 to 4 drop

tivity (the relative coupling to

along the baseboard or on the

lines, which carry the signal to a

surface of the wall. The tapoff is
then enclosed in a special surface -mounted housing, for protection, and to prevent unsightli-

A directional coupler properly
designed and installed has the

transformers, or they can be run

distribution line must be run

ness.

set. The drop lines can be run
directly to the set and matching
to a 0 -dB wall tap.

The line drop tap is most

There are three types of wall

commonly used in schools, mo-

taps available-the 300 -ohm

tels and hospitals, etc., where the

output, the 75 -ohm output, and
the dual output. The type to be
used depends upon two factors
-the number of outlets required

main cable is run down the hallway and feeder lines drop down
into each room.

per room, and the signal strength
in the area. Generally, using a 75 ohm type with a matching trans-

former is recommended. In
strong- signal areas, 300 -ohm
twin lead tends to pick up signals
from the air (direct signal pickup)
and can cause ghosting and interference. 75 -ohm coaxial cable
prevents this because it is shielded from direct signal pickup.
Some systems will require an
outlet for both television and FM.
It is in these instances that dual

The pressure tap is used outdoors when distribution lines are
strung between poles, under the

gables of apartments, or other
external systems.

A directional coupler is a device which transfers power in
one circuit (the feeder line) to
another circuit (the drop line) for
a signal traveling in the forward

direction, but does not transfer
power for a signal in the opposite
direction.
A coupler can be described by
its insertion loss on the feedback

waves ... the efficiency of
turn losses.

following properties:

Minimum insertion loss ... no
other coupler design with this
particular coupling value can
have less loss.

A good match at

both feeder and drop line are
matched).

A signal from the drop line will
be directed toward the head end with the same losses and
directive properties with which
a signal from the headend is
directed to the drop line.

From the preceding it can be
seen that a directional coupler
helps assure excellent impedance matching at all terminals,
high accuracy of coupling (±1

Directional Couplers

Surface -mounted Housings
For Wall Taps

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/June, 1972

all ports

(therefore, "back matches"
because the output ports on

Terminators

...de, 1115

its

directional property), and its re-

Matching Transformer

f--CIA/lift 1lASTE'A
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forward and backward traveling

TYPICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
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The GREATEST

TV Schematic Bargain
EVER Offered!
Complete TV Schematics

NOW... ONE PERMA-POWER BRITENER SOLVES

BOTH KINDS OF COLOR TV PICTURE PROBLEMS...

COO'

for less than 5c each
COVERS ALL COLOR TV 1960-1968 AND
23 BRANDS B & W FROM 1965-1968
Here are FABULOUS savings on nationally -

NEW

known TV schematic and service data-on

everything you need to fill your vital service
data needs for TV model years 1965 through
1968.
plus COLOR TV from 1960 through
1968 ! It amounts to a low, low cost of less
than $9.00 per year for your TV service data
with 5 more years of Color TV coverage
thrown in for good measure !
.

SERVICE DATA FOR 23 BRANDS
TV TECH/MATICS includes complete schematic diagrams and -vital servicing data for
every TV receiver produced by more than 20
leading American Manufacturers for 1965,
1966, 1967, and 1968. All diagrams and servicing details are completely authentic. Each
year's coverage is permanently bound into
two convenient -to -use volumes which open flat
to 11" x 291/2", ready to provide you with
instant service data at your workbench. Some
diagrams as large as 58" x 22" !

BRIT

HAS BOTH...

ISOLATION AND BOOST!
This efficient new

Britener corrects for
cathode -to -filament

SO021

NOR M1 ht -

-

shorts causing loss of
black and white video
isolates the
drive
short, restores the black
and white information
necessary for color picture quality.

-'

.

When needed later,
sliding the boost switch
raises electron emission,
restores full contrast and
sharpness to fading
picture.

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET

You receive 8 BIG volumes in all. Included is
a clearly detailed and annotated TV schematic
diagram for each specific model. You also get
complete replacement parts lists, alignment instructions, tube and component location diagrams, plus key waveforms and voltage read-

all the information you need to
service over 90% of the TV receivers you'll
encounter!
Each volume is organized alphabetically by
manufacturer, then numerically by model
number. In addition, a handy Chassis/Model
Finder is bound into each volume. Regular
list price for each year's coverage -2 BIG
volumes-is $19.90. All 8 volumes normally
sell for $79.60. Your price is ONLY $34.95
a savings of nearly $45.00 !

ings

.

.

.

.

.

513

Model C-503
for round tubes
Model C-513
for rectangular tubes
Dealer Net $7.75

eRma OWeR
PERMA POWER DIVISION OF
CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 1

I

5740 North Tripp Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646 (312) 539-7171

.

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

Order at our risk for FREE 10 -day examination. Prove to yourself they are worth many
times the price.
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dB) and low insertion loss. Direc-

The 8 BIG volumes (2 for each year) cover all

tional coupler tapoffs provide
attenuation of 40-60 dB to sig-

through 1968-PLUS Color TV coverage from
1960 through 1968-for these brands: Admiral,

ing because of receiver mis-

CONTENTS

nals leaving the line and return-

black -and -white receivers for model years 1965

Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes, Du-

match or disconnection. This vir-

mont, Electrohome, Emerson, Firestone, General Electric, Hoffman, Magnavox Motorola,
Muntz, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Philco, PhilcoFord, RCA Victor, Sears Silvertone. SetchellCarlson, Sonora, Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-

tually eliminates all problems
such as ghosting and reflections
which produce noise, phase distortion and overload.
This directional coupler circuitry'is available in line tapoff configuration with one tap, two taps,
or four taps for the drop lines and

house and Zenith.
Publisher's List Price each year $19.90
Total $79.60. Special price $34.95 only while
they last!
.

º w..

s0216111p16O~

.a . A.S>'.MM=®.WWWW

==M.

with various isolation values.
Directional couplers are also
available as a wall -type tapoff
LARGE PAGES, 15x11", open flat to 291/2x11".
Provide complete schematic diagrams and
other vital information.

75 -to -300 -ohm matching transformers

I
TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
I enclose $34.95 for which please send me I
your complete 8 Volume Tech/Matics Sche- I
matic offer postpaid.
Please invoice me for $34.95 plus postage. u
Same return privileges.
I

Phone

I

Company

Address

City

State

Zip

Pa. residents add 6% Sales Tax. Outside USA
ES -62
10% extra.

I
I

e.
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ployed, a 75 -to -300 -ohm match-

ing transformer must be used at
the TV set.
Band separators

Band separators are used

in

all -channel (UHF/VHF) MATV sys-

tems, to separate the UHF signal

from the VHF signal before it is
fed into the TV set. Unlike splitters which divide signal equally,
band separators contain circuitry
which separates one band from
another. In addition to UHF/VHF
band separators, you may also
have occasion to use VHF/FM
band separators in VHF/FM systems.
Terminators

NO RISK COUPON-MAIL TODAY

Name

with a single 75 -ohm output. The
wall tapoff version is available
with various isolation values.

and 75 -ohm wall taps are em-
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Since the characteristic impedance of the signal in MATV distribution lines is 75 ohms, and most

TV sets require 300 ohms, the
signal must be transformed from
75 to 300 ohms. Sometimes this
is performed by a 300 -ohm wall
tapoff. But when drop taps, pres-

sure taps, directional couplers

The end of each 75 -ohm distribution cable must be terminated
with a 75 -ohm resistor, to prevent

signals from traveling back up
the line and causing ghosts on
the individual TV sets. These resistors are called terminators. E
Next-The Decibel

Typical recurring troubles in Color TV
Actual case histories
which outline successful
troubleshooting techniques
and provide tips about
difficult, but common,
troubles.

COLOR
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121-748

.- 24V

GI2ND COLOR
2

AMP

Red Vertical Stripes

Symptoms-About twenty, red,
pencil -sized vertical stripes appeared intermittently across the

ORN

screen of a Zenith color receiver
equipped with a 14A9C51 chassis. These stripes occurred dur-

CHROMA
DEMOD
IC

19.5

V*

12.4V

22K

20pH

19. 2V*
56

ing both b -w and color broad-

BLANKING

FROM

peared when the stripes were

11.3pH

(--0001_1

PULSE

casts. However, the color disap-

240pt

HORIZ

2.2K

seen.

Diagnosis-Signal tracing with a
scope isolated the source of the
stripes to the 2nd color amplifier
stage, which is shown in Fig. 1.
Moving transistor Q2O6, to test

270 pt

22. 5V

5%

* VOLTAGE WITH
COLOR RECEPTION

CHROMA DEMOD IC

Fig. 1 Schematic of the 2nd color amplifier stage in Zenith 14A9C51 color chassis.

for the possibility of erratic

connections in the socket pins,
caused flashes in the color and
occasionally seemed to trigger
on the stripes. Cleaning and lubrication of the pins of the socket

reduced, but did not eliminate,

6HE5

these symptoms.

VERT OUTPUT

______1(

Cure-Replacement of transistor
Q2O6 eliminated all traces of the

1

033

330K

0022

red stripes.

RED WHT

Although a defective transistor
or a corroded socket pin in several cases have caused red stripes,
in other instances the red stripes
have been caused by a corroded
contact between J204 and P2O4,
which connect to the color control. In at least one other case,
the red stripes were produced by
an intermittently -open connection in the secondary winding of
L216.
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SIZE

"Separating" Color
Symptoms-The "colors would
separate," according to the customer, when a scene of the picture changed suddenly, or when
the channel selector was adjust-

GRWRED

1K

KBOO RED

ORN

780V

-

TO

WHTIBLK

CONVERGENCE

Fig. 2 Schematic of the vertical -output stage in Zenith 20x1 C38 color chassis.
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nith which used a 20X1C38 chassis.

When a crosshatch pattern

MASTER
BRIGHTNESS

OPEN

-35V

was displayed on the screen of
the picture tube, a radical
change in the dynamic convergence could be seen. The convergence would change rapidly,
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ual return to normal conver-

gence, a malfunctioning electro-

lytic capacitor was suspected.
Because bridges or meters for
testing capacitance do not always reveal intermittents of this
type, the electrolytic capacitors
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position.
Diagnosis-Because of the grad-
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REGULATOR -

6

P2120V

j REG

1

AtY

1

YEL

then over a period of 5 to 10 seconds, the crosshatch lines would

21V

SOME SETS

in the vertical sweep circuit and

the convergence circuit were
disconnected, one by one, and
similar -sized capacitances from

1000.19
2K

20V

a substitution box were connected in place of them.

B
ADJ
Q3

1.2K

BAD

Cure-054, the 100m-fd capaci-

D3H

GROUND

tor shown in Fig. 2, proved to be

REF DIODE

WC IN
2A-28 LATER

r`

j

DC REG PANEL "ZA -2"

1

the cause of the intermittent

dynamic convergence. In addition to functioning as a cathode
bypass, C54 also assists in shap-

ing the waveform which is supFig. 3 This schematic of the power supply in the Motorola TS -934A chassis shows those
filter capacitors which should be physically and electrically tested when hum bars are
displayed on the screen.

plied to the convergence circuit.

Horizontal Hum Bar

Symptoms-A dark, horizontal,
hum bar could be seen moving
slowly up the picture of the Moto-

rola Quasar II color receiver,
which uses a TS -934A chassis.

Diagnosis-Moderate tapping

LEAKAGE

around the chassis eliminated
the hum bar for short periods,

NORMAL
V9 1
2

SET-UP

6BA11

VERT OSC

6HES

but it soon returned. Further tap-

VERT OUTPUT

JJ
(""

0022

033

2 x .0022

3000

45v

movement. An examination with

15K

a magnifying glass showed a
cracked ground connection to

2

OV

100K

82K

I.Bmeg

C3.

meg

Cure-Resoldering the connections to C3 eliminated the hum

VERT

2K.

1INEA RITV

82K

100K

100 mfd
50V

750K
VERT

H010

139°1

3. 3K

{ 1W

IKV

10

meg

Imeg
VERT

ping, using a very light touch,
pinpointed C3 (Fig. 3) as the
component most sensitive to

3 3meg

SIZE

7BOV

bar.

In another case, a similar hum

bar was produced by a poor

ground between the ZA panel

and the frame. A cracked ground
connection at C2 (500 mfd) also
can produce a hum bar. In a few

cases, an open C205 (10 mfd)
caused a hum bar of similar apFig. 4 Partial schematic of the vertical -sweep section of Zenith 20X1C38 chassis. The
SETUP/NORMAL switch was the cause of erratic height.
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pearance.

In all cases of hum in the pic-

TO

AGC
KEYER

PLATE

3A3A

FROM

HV RECT

HORIZ
OUTPUT

T102

HIGH
VOLTAGE

TRANSFORMER

7112-

HIGH

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

Fig. 6 The screen of the Zenith 20X1C38
color chassis displayed an "S" curve and
instability of the AGC and vertical locking
when C37D was open.

FOCUS

RECTIFIER

68

4KV

(300L

4

o

5.6uh

SHORTED

erratically.
Because setup/normal switches have caused such intermittent
operation, this switch was tested
by removing the two ungrounded

450V
,PULSE

HORIZ

U

1 (CR101

OSC.

tiometer. The height of the picture and the voltage at the plate
of the oscillator tube still varied

wires from the switch and connecting them together. The verti-

. 0022

100K
1W

2.5KV

cal sweep became steady and
could be adjusted to cover the
entire screen area. The defect
apparently was leakage across

the insulation of the setup/
normal switch.

Cure-A new setup/normal

470

switch was installed.

2. 5KV T

No Raster; High -Voltage
Transformer Hot

Symptoms-An RCA color reFig. 5 Partial schematic of the horizontal -sweep circuit in RCA CTC25X color chassis.
Capacitors eliminated the high voltage.

ture, closely examine the
grounds of the electrolytic capacitors and panels.

Intermittent Vertical Sync;
Occasional Loss Of Sweep
Symptoms-Erratic height, inter-

mittent vertical roll and occasional loss of vertical sweep were
observed within a few minutes on

the screen of a Zenith equipped
with a 20X1 C38 chassis.

Diagnosis-Installation of a new
vertical tube did not change the

vary if the grid voltage varies, a

fast test to determine whether
the grid or plate circuit is the

voltages at the grid of the horizontal -output tube were within
tolerance, and the DC voltage at
the screen grid was higher than

though the plate voltage had
decreased, it continued to vary

drawn by the screen circuit. All
routine tube replacements and

erratically. This test cleared from
suspicion the grid circuit voltages and the positive -feedback
network.

tests of the damper circuit, yoke,

tinues to vary. In this case, al-

The next suspects were the

plate (pin 11) of the vertical oscil-

ohm resistor, which connects to
it. Both of these parts were replaced temporarily by substituting an external 5M -ohm poten-

plate voltage normally should

Diagnosis-AC and DC drive

source of the trouble is to ground
the grid pin of the oscillator tube
and see if the plate voltage con-

VERT SIZE control and the 3.3M -

lator tube (Fig. 4). Because the

high -voltage transformer was
running too warm, and the amplitude of the B -boost voltage was
below normal.

symptoms. An erratically varying

voltage was measured at the

ceiver equipped with a CTC25X
chassis produced no raster, the

normal, which meant that no
excessive current was being

and the boost capacitor gave
inconclusive results.

Because shorted turns in the
windings of the side-pincushion-

ing (PC) transformer can pro-

duce these symptoms, the leads
of the PC transformer were disconnected from the high -voltage
transformer, but the high voltage
June, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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>__(0001__<
120 A, C.
INTERLOCK

I I

0

SEA

GRA

GRA

390V

80mfd

IK
18W

5E6

1475V

#

250V

TO AGC SYNC
BLU

OZ

BLU

M8 SOCKET
1.5meg

3omfd
75V

OZ

GRN

Fig. 8 This large 16 -volt p -p waveform was

STAGES

produced at the 250 -volt supply when

OPEN

.-- -

6,3V AC

PC AND OTHER

250V

C37D was open.

220K

GRWYEL
GRN

6.3V AC

straight and vertical. Adjustment
of the AGC control was extremely
sensitive. An adjustment of the
AGC control which would stabilize the picture on one channel
would permit overload or bend-

Fig. 7 Schematic of the power supply in Zenith 20X1C38 chassis.

AGC

ing of the picture on another

7757

18V
o

POINT

o
AGC TO

IRK

TV18
8.28

0 2ND AGC

RF AGC
TO TUNER

I. 5K

.ODS

1.5K$
5s
A.

2ND VIDEO
IF AMP

OOf

AGC

I I

005

8.8V

3K

channel.

Diagnosis-Hum in some circuit
is indicated by the bending of the

picture. However, the straight
sides of the raster suggested that

the hum was not in the horizon-

D 18V
A. 2V

tal -sweep circuit, and the absence of a horizontal hum bar on

I39

mld

16712

the screen indicated that there
was no appreciable hum in the

1c
2.2K

video circuit.

LEAKY

Because many symptoms involving hum originate in the filter
components of the power supply,
each filter capacitor in Fig. 7 was
checked with a scope, for excessive ripple or any unusual wave-

AGC
PULSE

Fig. 9 Schematic of the transistorized AGC circuit in Philco 190187/8 color chassis.
Several components which can cause AGC overload are listed in the text.

was not restored. Ringing tests
of the yoke/high-voltage transformer combined inductances
did not indicate shorted turns in

circuit of the AGC tube in parallel
with the high -voltage transformer. This excessive loading elimi-

either component.
Finally, each circuit or component which received power from
the high -voltage transformer was

turn, the raster.

shown on the partial schematic
in Fig. 5, was disconnected, the

the AGC circuits functioned

disconnected. When C113,

nated the high voltage and, in

Cure-The shorted C11 3 was
replaced by a new 68p-fd, 5K -volt

ceramic capacitor, after which
both the horizontal sweep and
normally.

high voltage was restored.

An ohmmeter check of C113
revealed that it was shorted. This

capacitor furnishes horizontal
pulses to the plate circuit of the
AGC tube. When it shorted, the
capacitor effectively placed the
DC and AC loading of the plate
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Bent Picture

Symptoms-The picture on a
Zenith receiver equipped with a
20X1C38 chassis was distorted
into an "S" shape, as shown in
Fig. 6. The edges of the raster,

however, were reasonably

forms. Nothing abnormal was
located until a 16 -volt p -p wave-

form (Fig. 8) was discovered at
the terminal of filter capacitor,
C37D. Usually the amplitude of
the waveform at this point is less
than 1 volt p -p. Capacitor C37D
was open.

The undesired waveform exhibited when C37D was open was

produced by the pincushion correction circuit, and it consisted mostly of rounded horizontal

pulses which were amplitude

modulated by 60 Hz. When these
extra frequencies from the 250 volt supply were injected into the
AGC and sync -separator stages,
symptoms of AGC overload and
picture bending were produced.
When one section of a multi-

ple -section filter capacitor

opens, it is advisable to replace

the entire can, because other

sections might also be on the
verge of failing.

Cure-Installation of a new multiple -unit filter capacitor, C37,
eliminated the two symptoms of

FOCUS

VOLTAGE

A.7meg

overload and picture bending.

No Raster When Station
Received
Symptoms-The raster of a Phil -

co color TV with a 19QT87/B
chassis disappeared when the
channel selector was turned to
any local station. But when the
selector was tuned to a channel
which had no station, the raster

returned, and the "snow" ap-

6KV

FOCUS

Fig. 10 Schematic
of the focus circuit
in General Electric
KD color chassis.
Several compo-

nents which can
cause

poor

cussing

HORIZ
OUTPUT

fo-

TRANS

are

preliminary diagnosis of "AGC
overload" was obtained by the

Fig. 11 Several

eo IF stages of this model. The
AGC voltage, which is applied
directly to the 2nd IF transistor,
and indirectly to the 1st IF transistor, is the "saturation" type.

66meg

130 pf
6KV

FOCUS RECO

ADJ.
TRANS

pointed out.

measurement of an abnormally large negative voltage at the output of the video detector.
Transistors are used in the vi-

ii

HORI2
OUTPUT
TRANS

peared to be normal.

Diagnosis-Confirmation of a

OPEN

2W

components in the
sound IF circuit of
General Electric H1

SOUND
AMP

Porta -Color

56130

chassis might

cause distortion
which increases
with increases in

l.5550

2?

ambient temperature.

AUDIO
OUTPUO

GRID

That is, the AGC voltage becomes more positive when the

signal strength is increased.
of
age showed little change whether or not a station was received.

AUDIO

135V

SCREEN

4700

This test indicated a complete
loss of AGC.

Several typical parts failures
have occurred in the AGC circuit

of this model, and similar ones
which have the circuit shown in

3. 58MHz OSC
ACC
KILLER
PHASE DETECTOR

Fig. 9. An open in the winding of

DEFECTIVE
AFC PHASE DETECTOR

2 X .001

L

508'

the high -voltage transformer

which supplies pulses to the AGC
stage can cause a complete loss
of AGC. However, the winding in
this particular receiver produced
a normal pulse with an amplitude

2.2meg

2.2meg GRID OF
CHROMA
REACTANCE
CONTROL
TUBE

2.2meg 2.2meg

of 35 volts p -p.

A short or an open in D1, an
open in 01, or an open or short in

D2 can cause a loss of all AGC

action. However, in this case,
these components tested normal.

An ohmmeter test of 01 (3.9Mfd) revealed that it had a leakage

8.2K

6EJ7
BURST AMP.
250V
240V

1004

which produced less than 1000
ohms resistance. This leakage
was eliminating the forward bias
of Q3; therefore, no AGC voltage
was developed in the emitter circuit of 03.

Cure-Installation of a new Cl

and adjustment of the AGC con -

Fig. 12 Schematic of the burst separator stage in Zenith 14B9C50 color chassis shows
many components which could cause loss of color locking and, in turn, loss of color
because of killer action.
June, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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trol eliminated the AGC overload.

mistuning of the quad coil, L300.
It is unlikely that the characteris-

Intermittent Focus; Black,
Horizontal Lines
Symptoms-Intermittent focus

tics of this coil will be changed
by heat. However, the capaci-

was the principle complaint
about this GE KD color chassis.
In addition, the picture occasion-

ally displayed dozens of short,
black horizontal lines of the type
caused by certain kinds of arcs.

Diagnosis-The randomly -located noise pulses were of the type
usually caused by DC arcs. Components which often cause such

arcs are: carbon resistors connected in series with the high voltage lead, and focus or high voltage filter capacitors.
When this type of arc is accompanied by the symptom of erratic

focus, suspicion should be di-

tance of C307 might change with

the ambient temperature and
cause distortion. (C307 and L300
together comprise the tuned circuit necessary for "quad" detection.)

Often, the most satisfactory
test of a capacitor suspected of
an abnormal change in capacitance because of heat is replacement with a new capacitor of the
correct ratings.

Cure-C307 was replaced by an
18p-fd, N470 (temperature characteristic), ceramic capacitor, GE
catalog number ET18X399, and
the quad coil was readjusted for
minimum distortion.

rected to the components in the
focus circuit (Fig. 10). The com-

No Color

ponents most likely to cause
both symptoms are: the focus

Symptoms-This

rectifier, CR103; the 130p-fd fo-

no color. Replacement of all

Zenith

14B9C50 color chassis produced

cus filter capacitor, C113; and
the 66M -ohm bleeder resistor,

tubes in the chroma circuit did

R136. Because it was easiest to
test, R136 was measured on an
ohmmeter.

Diagnosis-To defeat the color
killer, testpoints "K" and "KK"
were connected together by a

Cure-R136 was replaced with
the correct type of high -voltage
resistor. Both the noise pulses
and the erratic focus symptoms

were eliminated. Evidently, an
open R136 caused the erratic

focus and also occasionally
arced across the open area of the
element.

Distorted Sound

Symptoms-The audio of this
General Electric Model H-1 Porta -Color receiver developed distortion which became more noticeable as the chassis became
warmer.

Diagnosis-Coupling capacitor
C313 in Fig. 11 might leak more
when heated, or the output tube

might become slightly gassy.
However, any distortion of the

sound quality because of either

of these two possible defects
should be reduced and nearly
eliminated if the setting of the

volume control is reduced. In this

case, the distortion was not

changed by the selection of any
amount of volume. This simple
test ruled out those two possible
causes of distortion.

Distortion can be caused by
36
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not change the symptom.

test lead. Color appeared on the
screen. However, the color was

in "barber pole" diagonal

stripes, which indicated that the
color oscillator was not locked.
Point "W" in Fig. 12 was
grounded and the reactance coil
adjusted so that the color picture
crossed the screen slowly and
uprightly. This indicated that the
color oscillator could operate at
the correct frequency. The gen-

eral defect was an absence of
locking.

Fig. 13 A comparison of a normal burst
waveform and the same waveform when a
defect weakened the burst. (A) Normal
burst at point "36" should be 75 volts p -p.
(B) When the primary of L230 was open,
the burst at point "36" was only about 30
volts.

were almost certainly okay.

However, the low voltages at
both diodes indicated that the
amplitude of the burst from L230
was weak.

The amplitudes of the horizontal keying pulses and the pulses
of the color -bar signal at the grid

of V213 were normal. A small

sawtooth at the cathode of V213

indicated that the cathode bypass capacitor was not open.
However, the burst amplitude
was weak at point "36" and at the
plate of the burst amplifier tube.

The burst at point "36" should
have an amplitude of about 75
volts p -p, as shown in the top
waveform of Fig. 13. Actually, the

burst there measured about 30
volts p -p, as shown by the bottom

waveform of Fig. 13. The burst
amplitude was being reduced by
V213.

DC voltages at the socket pins
of V213 were normal. However,

Because the DC voltages at
CR215 and CR216 indicate the
relative amount of burst at those

there was one peculiarity: The

points, these voltages were measured. The signal of a color -bar
generator which has been tuned
correctly should be used for this
measurement, instead of the signal from a TV station, the burst of
which often varies.
The DC voltage at CR215 was
about +25 volts, and the voltage

the screen grid. Because both

at CR216 was about -25 volts.
Because the amplitude of these
voltages were equal and of opposite polarity, components

8.2K -ohm resistor which parallels

C325, C326, CR215, CR216, the

two 1K -ohm resistors, and the
two matched 2.2M -ohm resistors

DC voltage at the plate was about
14 volts lower than the voltage at

voltages are supplied by the
same 5.6K -ohm decoupling resis-

tor, they should measure the
same. Ohmmeter tests in this
area of the circuit revealed that
the primary winding of L230 was
open. Plate voltage for the tube
was being supplied through the
L230.

Cure-Replacement of L230, the
burst transformer, and alignment

of this transformer produced
good color which was locked solidly.

Ir u.í?imi
New in RCA's portable
color -TV chassis
Although similar to the CTC55
chassis previously used in RCA

ter path is open and does not af-

fect horizontal blanking or the

receiver, the CTC63 chassis does

video. (Operation of the horizontal blanking circuit is exactly the

which will require a slight
change in troubleshooting pro-

the circuit and no pulse were

"large -screen" portable color

contain some new circuitry
cedures.

same as that in the CTC55.)

If CR701 were removed from
present, the cathode terminal of

CR701 would have about +3

Most of the circuitry in the new
RCA CTC63 portable color -TV
chassis is similar to that in the
CTC55. However, some changes
have been made to permit "pro-

tective" disabling of the video, if
the high voltage becomes excessive.

Other changes have been

volts and the anode terminal +25

or more volts, because of positive voltage through R732. With
CR701 in the circuit, the video
signal passes through with little

amount of

open circuit. Impedance of the
common point between CR701
and C725 is now much higher,

low -focus -volt-

CTC55.

Blanking And Disabling
Functions Combined

CR701 is reverse biased and is an

and the higher pulse that results
passes through C725 to the grid
of the video output tube. Negative voltage at the grid of the video output causes a more positive
voltage at the plate, and conse-

The vertical and horizontal

quently to the cathodes of the

tection functions have been

to the plate of the tube. The more

combined in the RCA CTC63 color -TV chassis, as shown in Fig. 1.

CRT cathodes reduces the

blanking and high -voltage pro-

Excessive picture -tube anode
voltage indirectly causes a loss
of video which appears either as
a loss of raster or as a dim raster
without video. This loss of video
is intended to discourage operation of the receiver until the high -

CRT which are coupled directly

explained under horizontal
blanking.
Over -voltage protection

R107 has been adjusted at the

factory so that the neon bulb,

tor circuit causes the high voltage (and also the B -boost volt-

blanking.
Vertical blanking

During the interval between
vertical pulses when the vertical

oscillator is not conducting,
it

Horizontal blanking

video signal or on horizontal

has no forward bias. Conse-

quently, it has no effect on the

consequently, its collector -emit-

applied to the grid of the video output tube. Therefore, the grid
voltage is less positive (or more
negative) than during video time,
and the raster is blanked out, as

brightness. This is horizontal

cuitry is repaired.

oscillator is not conducting;

which is developed across the
brightness -limit control and is

DS101, is barely below the point
of ionization and conduction. If a
defect in the high -voltage regula-

Q703 does not conduct because

1

zontal retrace, is added through
the brightness control to a small

positive voltage applied to the

voltage regulator or related cir-

Except during vertical retrace
time, Q703 in Fig. has no forward bias because the vertical

junction of DL701 and CR701.

normally is forward biased.
When a negative -going pulse
from the blanker tube enters the

CTC63 chassis requires high voltage focus and more deflection power than that needed by
Einzel-lens,

parallel. This positive base voltage is sufficient to saturate 0703
into full conduction, so that the
collector -emitter path is nearly a
short circuit. Such a near -short
removes the positive DC voltage
and video sync pulses that otherwise would have appeared at the

attenuation because CR701

circuit through R733 and C724,

age CRT which is used in the

junction of 0703, which are in

The zero voltage at the cathode of CR701, which remains
conductive except during hori-

made because the 19 -inch diagonal color picture tube used in the

the

base of Q703 by the voltage drop
across R775 and the base -emitter

blanking.

However, when the vertical
oscillator conducts during the
vertical retrace time, a positive
pulse voltage is created at the

age) to increase excessively, the
increased voltage, through R109
and R110, causes DS101 to ionize and pass part of the positive
voltage to the base of 0703. The
positive voltage is enough to saturate 0703 and eliminate the video. Once ignited, the neon bulb
remains ionized. Also, the reduc-

tion of CRT current caused by
the black or dim raster tends to
increase the high voltage and the
B -boost voltage, to prevent intermittent operatior of the video.
June, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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NEGATIVE - GOING
HORIZ PULSE

FOR HORIZ BLANKING

68K

1
560p1

.

MA.

+130V o

VIDEO OUTPUT

CDL70)

CCR101)

l

FROM

33-rÓÓÓ

2ND VIDEO

N

1

1000

.1

+770V

TO

VIDEO
DRIVE
TAPS

180K

source.

100K

470K

If the protective circuit has

BRIGHTNESS

6800

eo amplifiers. Tests must be
made to determine which is the

47K

B -BOOST

CTC63 chassis because the protective circuit correctly has operated after a regulator defect has
increased the high voltage. Or a
loss of video can occur because
of a more conventional defect in
the tuner, video IF's, AGC, or vid-

eliminated the video because of
excessive B -boost voltage, the

250K

defect should be repaired. No
VOLTS

BRIGHT LIMIT
VERTICAL

2.5meq

BLANKER

On the other hand, a defect in the

40K

120K

changes should be made to the
adjustment of R107 or to the values of other components to restore the video by defeating permanently the protective circuit.

FROM CATHODE

protective circuit itself might be

OF VERT OSC

responsible for the loss of video.
In the CTC55 chassis, a loss of
video caused by an open blanking diode or incorrect bias on the

/33K

Fig. 1 Vertical blanking and blanking of the video when the high voltage becomes excessive are accomplished by 0703 and the components in the base circuit of 0703. Horizontal blanking is accomplished by CR701, R732, R733 and C724.

diode easily can be checked by
shorting across the diode. If the

video is restored by shorting

across the diode, the trouble is
the diode or the bias applied to it.

In the similar circuit in the

+130V

HORIZ OUTPUT

vnz

+280V

CTC63

O36/4C6
31126

12K

CTC55

diode causes a loss of video
which is restored if a test lead is
shorted across it.

CDT

01

RESISTANCE OF
SCREEN GRID

IB)
IA)

CTC63 chassis an open CR701

False conduction of 0703 because of a defect in the protective circuit can be determined by
grounding the base of 0703. Res-

toration of the video proves this
base voltage to be wrong.
Of course, a collector -to -emit-

120

av

ter short in 0703 permanently
would short out the video. If the
Fig. 2 Secondary regulation of high voltage and horizontal sweep is the function of the

previous tests locate nothing def-

components in the screen -grid circuit of V402. Also, a thermal fuse is used in the
cathode return. (A) The circuit supplying the screen grid prevents the screen -grid

inite, disconnect the collector
lead of 0703. Video should re-

voltage from rising above +130 volts, although it permits the screen -grid voltage to decrease below +130 volts when the screen current is excessive. Also, de -generation, because the screen bypass capacitance is only .01 mfd, reduces the width and high voltage, when the screen voltage is not clamped. (B) This is the same screen grid circuit in
(A), but redrawn to make the action more clear.

turn, if the transistor is shorted.

The loss of video should encourage the viewer to turn off the
receiver, and thus eliminate any

danger from radiation, until the
regulator defect is repaired.

Troubleshooting Loss Of Video
Loss of video can occur in the
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Another quick test involves
temporarily deceiving the protective circuit into believing the high

voltage is normal. Turn off the
power, and connect a resistor of
about 4.7K -ohms from one of the
video -drive taps to ground. Turn

on the receiver, and vary the
brightness control up and down.

When the raster is dim, there
should be no video. Then when
the brightness is increased, the
video should flash in. Enough

HORIZ OUTPUT

TSM101

TRANSFORMER

brightness to lower the B -boost
voltage to normal should permit
the video to operate. Such test

25KV

results indicate a defect in the
high -voltage regulator.

It is possible that loss of verti-

cal oscillation could cause the

DC

vertical oscillator tube to draw a

constant current, which would
forward bias 0703 and, consequently, eliminate the video. Al-

r
8.3meg

though visual symptoms indicate

4TO6KV

only a loss of vertical, a scope

FOCUS

test would also reveal the loss of
video. This could be confusing, if
you are not familiar with the operation of the protective system.

FOCUS

VOLTAGE

5meg

lOmeg

17meg
A

High -Voltage And Sweep
Regulation
The primary regulation of high
voltage and horizontal sweep in
the CTC63 chassis is by chang-

ing the negative grid voltage of
the horizontal -output tube according to the load variations.
Because this method of regulation has been explained in past

Fig. 3 Circuit of the TSM high -voltage tripler assembly and the focus control circuitry
used in the CTC63.

cathode voltage.
Some defects in the horizontal -

bypassed by C409 (.01) and

cause lower screen -grid current.
Measurement of the screen -grid

C106B (150 mfd). Because of this
bypassing, very little AC degenerdeveloped
ative voltage
and the gain of the output tube is
maximum.

sweep stage cause higher
current; others
screen

for any reason the screen

issues, no additional explanation
will be given here.

voltage plus a knowledge of
which defects raise and which

current increases (low resistance

A second, and less obvious,

lower this voltage often will point
out the defect.

of the screen -grid circuit), the

method of regulation and protec-

tion in the CTC63 chassis involves the screen grid shown in

Fig. 2A. Two separate actions
take place in this circuit. One action permits the screen voltage to
drop, but not to increase above

The screen -grid circuit in Fig.
2A is easier to understand when
redrawn as shown in Fig. 2B. In
reality, the variable resistor is the
screen -grid -to -cathode resistance, which changes according

+130 volts. The other action is

to the loading on the output

when the screen circuit is bypassed only by the .01m-fd ca-

stage and the drive to the control
grid. When the screen -grid current is low (high resistance), the

degeneration, which occurs

method of testing horizontal output stages by using visual

voltage at the junction of a voltage divider consisting of R109
and the screen -grid resistance
attempts to rise above the +130
volt supply. However, because
this voltage point is also the an-

symptoms and by measuring the
voltage at the screen grid. In cir-

comes forward biased, conducts

pacitor, C409.

In the Shop Talk column in the

April issue of ELECTRONIC
SERVICING,

I

pointed out a

ode of CR402, the diode be-

cuits where the screen grid is
supplied through a large -value

heavily and effectively clamps
this point to the +130 -volt sup-

resistance from a voltage source
higher than that actually needed,
the screen voltage can be used

ply. Therefore, the screen voltage

as an indication of screen current. The higher the screen cur-

rent, the lower the screen-to-

cannot increase above +130
volts.

When CR402 clamps the

screen -grid circuit to the +130
volt supply, the screen grid is

If

voltage divider (R109 and the
screen grid resistance) changes
value, and the anode of CR402
falls below +130 volts. Because
CR402 is now reversed biased,

the screen -grid voltage is no
longer clamped to the +130 -volt
supply and decreases according
to the amount of screen -grid current.

When CR402 is reverse biased,

the screen grid is bypassed only
by C409 (.01 mfd). Because this
value of capacitance is too small
to prevent degeneration the gain
of the horizontal -output tube is

decreased, which, in turn, decreases the high voltage.

In the more conventional circuit (CR402 not used and the

value of C409 is .1 mfd), an increase of current to the CRT (in-

creased brightness) increases
the plate current of the horizontal -output tube. The increase of

plate current decreases the
screen current, which, in turn,
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SERVICE MASTER

HANDIEST
HAND FUL

increases the screen -grid volt-

of service tools

age increases the plate current,
which increases the high voltage
and, consequently, the deflection

age. The higher screen -grid volt-

power. The action is regenerative
to a small degree.
Conversely, a circuit like that in

Fig. 2A promotes blooming (re-

duced high voltage) when the

The circuit shown in Fig. 2A
prevents excessive power dissipation in the horizontal -sweep
circuit by preventing the screen -

grid voltage from rising above
+130 volts, yet permitting the
voltage to decrease when the
screen -grid current becomes
excessive.

load on the high -voltage rectifier

increases excessively. The
blooming prompts the viewer to
reduce the brightness to a normal level. This, in turn, reduces

the probability of X-radiation
from the picture tube and minimizes damage by overload of the
picture tube and the high -voltage
circuit.

The automatic increase of

sweep and high voltage, caused
by other circuits which maintain
a constant screen voltage even
when the screen current increas-

es excessively (permanent

clamping) during certain kinds of
defects, is prevented in this cir-

cuit because clamping ceases
and the screen voltage is allowed
to decrease to any amount determined by the screen -grid current.

Some defects which increase
the screen -grid current (reduce
23 essential tools at your fingertips in this lightweight (only 23/4 lbs.), compact, easy -to -carry,

the screen -grid voltage) are:

roll -up kit. Contains long nose plier, diagonal
plier, adjustable wrench, regular and stubby

leakage in the coupling capaci-

plastic handles with these interchangeable
blades: 9 regular and 3 stubby nutdriver, 2
slotted and 1 Phillips screwdriver, 2 reamer, 1

tor to the grid of the output
tube,

extension. Eyelets in plastic -coated canvas case

a gassy output tube,

permit wall hanging. New elastic loop secures
roll, eliminates need for tying.

loss of grid drive,

many optional accessories:
Junior and Tee handles ... Additional nutdriver,
Phillips & slotted screwdriver, and extension
blade sizes ... Allen hex type, Bristol multiple
spline, Frearson, Scrulox, and clutch head blades

...Awl/Scriber...Chuck adaptors to use blades
in spiral ratchet drivers.
WRITE FOR CATALOG 166

an open deflection yoke,
a weak damper tube.

Some of the defects which
decrease screen -grid current
are:

defects in or mistuning of the
efficiency circuit,
excessive grid drive,

Circle 22 on literature card
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Fig. 2A shows a section of a
circuit breaker in the cathode
circuit of the horizontal -output
tube in the CTC55 chassis. A new

type of thermal fuse occupies
this spot in the CTC63. Physically, the thermal fuse in the CTC63
is mounted in a clip -type bracket
about 1/2 inch from the glass of

the 36MC6 horizontal -output
tube. Excessive heat from the
output tube, regardless of the
defect, causes failure of the fuse.
Damage to the output tube is not
prevented, but the probability of

damage to other components,
such as the high -voltage transformer, is eliminated or lessened.

Solid -State High -Voltage Tripler
And Focus Assemblies
The 3A3C high -voltage rectifier
used in the CTC55 has been re-

placed by a solid-state tripler
assembly in the CTC63, as shown
Fig. 3. DC voltage from the
output of the first section of the
tripler is reduced by voltage divider resistors inside the focus
in

assembly, and is used as a focus
voltage which is adjustable from
4KV to 6KV.

No internal servicing of the
tripler assemblies is possible.

Heating that is noticeable on
the outside of the assembly or
evidence of smoke after the anode cap of the picture tube has

been removed for testing, are

excessive picture -tube current,

dependable signs of an internal
defect which requires replace-

weak horizontal -output tube.

ment of the assembly.

XCELITE, INC.,152Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127

In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

Thermal Fuse In Cathode Of
Horizontal -Output Tube

test equipment

1

P1 Tll

line, and capacitors produce a
circle. Tests in -circuit diode and

transistor junctions, resistors
and capacitors. Typical patterns

Features and/or specifications
listed ere obtained from manufacturers'
reports. For more information about
any product listed, circle the
associated number on the reader
service card in this issue.

are printed on the panel of the
instrument.
Specifications: Not available.
Price: The A.A.E. transistor tester
sells for $29.95.

Specifications: Autoranging DC

Autoranging Digital
Multimeter
meter

Keithley

Instru-

ments, Inc.

Function and/or Application:
Measures DC voltages, AC voltages, resistances, and has a digital LED readout display.
Features: The digital display is in
the hand-held probe so readings

can be made without requiring
the operator to look away from
the circuit under test. The probe
can be stored and operated from
a storage well inside the instru-

ment. Polarity, decimal point,

per digit to ±1000 volts. Accuracy-±0.2 per cent of reading ±1
digit. Input impedance -55 megohms shunted by approximately
220 picofarads. Autoranging AC

Voltmeter: Range -1 millivolt
per digit to 500 volts rms. Accura-

cy-±1 per cent of reading ±2

instrument measures the gain,
loss and frequency response of

ance -50 megohms shunted by
approximately 220 picofarads.
Autoranging Ohmmeter: Range

Specifications: White -noise sig-

racy for high frequencies and
higher voltages. Input imped-

-1 ohm per digit to 20 megohms. Accuracy-±0.3 per cent

of reading ±1 digit ±1 ohm; a

which is a 31/2 digit type with au-

into an open circuit. Stability Of

dicated on the LED display,
tomatic range selection. An optional Current Shunt kit is available to permit the measurement of
1

microampere per digit. Power is

Spectrum Analyst
Product: Model 260 -A -8B Spectrum Analyst
Manufacturer: Sadelco, Inc.
Function: When used with a calibrated field -strength meter, this

digits up to 200 volts; less accu-

function, and the readout are in-

AC and DC current down to

Circle 51 on literature card

Voltmeter: Range-±1 millivolt

Product: Model 167 digital multi -

Manufacturer:

scope, the unit tests diodes, and
the junctions of bi-polar transistors. Resistors show as a slanted

maximum of 9 volts DC is applied

MATV and CATV equipment.

nal-emits all signals between

4.5M Hz and 300M Hz within ±1
dB, or better. Output impedance
is 75 ohms, and the VSWR is 1.1
to 1.0. Narrow -band signal-the
frequency is 73.5M Hz, and is

crystal controlled. The output

Instrument: ±0.02 per cent of
reading ±0.2 digit per degree
centigrade.
Price: Model

167

sells for

$325.00.
Circle 50 an literature curd

Transistor and Component
Tester
Product: A.A.E. transistor tester

Manufacturer: Advanced Applied Electronics

Function and/or Application:
Checks transistors, capacitors
(including electrolytics) and resistors.

supplied by an internal battery,

Features: When used with a

but there are options for re-

chargeable batteries or for line
voltage operation. The multimeter turns on by a push -to -read
switch on the probe, and a stable
reading is obtained in less than 2

seconds. Typical battery life for
push -to -read operation is about 3

months. Overload protection is
provided. For example, full line
voltage can be applied, without

damage to the multimeter,

across the input on the ohmmeter function.

impedance is 75 ohms with a
VSWR of 1.1. Return loss bridge

-impedance is 75 ohms, bal-

ance is 40 dB minimum, the un terminated output reference level
is

1

millivolt, and the flatness of

response is ±2 dB, or better.
Operating temperature-+30
degrees Fahrenheit to +100 degrees Fahrenheit. Battery-continuous usage before recharging
is 6 hours for wide -band operation or 36 hours on narrow -band
(Continued on page 42)
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(Continued from page 41)

Don't let
this familiar
face fool you.

operation. Charging time -10
hours. The carrying case measures 11 inches X 43/8 inches X
81/2 inches. The analyst with case
and batteries weighs 7 lbs.
Price: The Model 260 -A -8B Spectrum Analyst sells for $495.00
Circle 52 on literature card

Solid -State AM Signal
Generator
Product: Model 880 AM Signal
Generator

Manufacturer: Edison Electronics Division of McGraw -Edison
Company
Function: A generator of AM sig-

nals for testing electronic equip-

ment in factories or service
Pushbutton Multitester

shops.

Product: Model AS -10F

Manufacturer: Speco

Messenger 123A
is all new inside.
We've taken our most popular
23 -channel CB two-way radio and
given it completely new circuitry!
New ceramic filter for great
selectivity. New acoustically
isolated speaker for clearer sound.
And more. All for a suggested
price of $149.95.

You're going to hear

more from...
®

JOHNSON

Function and/or Application:
Measures DC and AC voltages,

DC currents, resistances and
decibels.

Features: Iso-Stat pushbutton

switches select the ranges,
100,000 ohms -per -volt sensitivity
on DC voltage measurements, 5 -

inch mirrored scale for parallax

correction, and the meter has
double zener diode protection.
Specifications: The ranges are: 6

DC voltage ranges, from 3 volt
full scale to 1,200 volts full scale
at 100,000 ohms -per -volt sensitivity and an accuracy of ±3 per
Features: Continuous frequency
coverage up to 470M -Hz, electronic fine tuning, low RF leak-

Waseca, Minnesota 56093

age, automatically -controlled
output voltage, and optional in-

Circle 23 on literature card

MOST POPULAR

ternal or external amplitude

AUDIO CABLES

modulation.
Specifications: Not available
Price: The Model 880 signal generator sells for $830.00.

AUDIO ADAPTERS
ON DEALER

DISPLAY BOARD

Circle 54 on literature card

17 Different Cables, B Different Audio
Adapters
on
24''e 32'' Pegboard
MODEL NO. ALA

Universal Power Supply
Product: Model UPS -164
Manufacturer: Sencore, Inc.

cent; 6 AC voltage ranges, from

Function and/or Application:

6 volts full scale to 1,200 volts full
scale at 10,000 ohms per volt and
an accuracy of ±4 per cent; 4 DC

operation of transistor radios,

current ranges, from 12 mi-

croamperes full scale to 300 milliamperes full scale at an accura-

cy of ±3 per cent; 4 resistance
ranges, from 2K ohms full scale
to 200M ohms full scale at an
accuracy of ±3 of scale length;
and 2 decibel ranges, from -20
dB to +31 dB at ±4 per cent accuracy. Dimensions are 51/8 inches x 81/2 inches x 23/4 inches, and
the weight is 2.36 lbs.

Price: Model AS -10F sells for

WORKMAN
11.1,.r.Ir,rrI I 111 rFTYNMrf.Y IM

BOX 3828 SARASOTA FLA 33578

$119.95.
PRODUCTS, INC.

Circle 24 on literature card
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Circle 53 on literature card

Supplies voltage -regulated and
current -limited DC power for the
and other equipment. It functions
also as a charger for 6 -volt or 12 volt batteries.

Features: The power output is
monitored continuously by volt-

a Raytheon subsidiary

age and current meters, the point

The display of two waveforms

of maximum -current protection
can be adjusted, and three rat-

simultaneously on the screen of

ings of output can be selected.
Specifications: Ranges are: 2 DC

Features: Dual -trace, two verti-

voltage ranges, 15 volts full

Function and/or Application:
the scope

cal amplifiers, bandwidth of 35M -

Hz, a rise time of 10 nanose-

scale, and 35 volts full scale; 4
DC current ranges, 50 milliam-

conds, delayed sweep, and 5 millivolt sensitivity.

peres, 200 milliamperes, 500 milliamperes and 2000 milliamperes
full scale; 3 outputs from the

Specifications: The scope measures 10 inches x 10 inches x 16
inches, and weighs 28 lbs.
Price: The CDU-150 scope sells

Output Selector, 12 volts at 10
amperes, 6 volts at 20 amperes

for $1,495.00.

Circle 57 on literature card

for supply or charging use, and a
variable 2 ampere up to 30 volts

of highly -filtered and regulated
output with .018 per cent ripple
and a maximum current adjustment.

Price: Model UPS -164 sells for
$240.00.
Circle 55 on literature card

FET Multitester
Product: Model FET-200 solidstate multitester
Manufacturer: Mura Corp.

Function and/or Application:

New RCA
Module Caddy is
a take -everywhere
repair shop.

Tester for field effect transistor
circuits
Features: Controls and jacks are

on the front of the unit with a
single selector switch for all
functions; range overlap, built-in
battery check and easy -to -read
face are included.

Specifications: Resistance readings up to 1 megohm and AC and

DC volts up to 600 V, with an
accuracy of ±3 per cent of full
scale DC and ±4 per cent AC.
Complete with battery and heavy-

duty test leads with banana
plugs.

Price: Model FET-200 sells for
$52.95.
Circle 56 on literature card

Dual -Trace Oscilloscope
Product: Model CDU-150
Manufacturer: A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,

Servicing most modular RCA
color TV chassis is a snap with
RCA's new Module Caddy. Its
sturdy, compact plastic carrying
case, packed with 11 modules

(one of each module used in
RCA XL -100 solid state color
sets), plus Home Service Hand-

book, lets you bring your shop
right to your customer's set. You

just find the defective module,

it out and snap in a replacement from the Module
snap

Caddy. No wasted time and ef-

fort on reschedules and callbacks. Makes servicing those
new color sets a snap. See your
RCA Parts and Accessories distributor, today. Or contact RCA

Parts and Accessories, Dept-

ford, N.J. And get your own
take -everywhere color TV repair
shop
RCA's new Module
.

.

.

Caddy is a "must" for every

professional TV
technician.

Circle 25 on literature card
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Electronic Servicing
READER SURVEY
We need your assistance in a special editorial project which will provide
valuable information to you and to the editors of Electronic Servicing.
An in-depth, statistical profile of the entertainment electronic servicing
business was published in the June, 1969, issue of Electronic Servicing.
The data for this profile was obtained from a survey of the readers of Electronic Servicing in January of that year.
We now are repeating that survey, to update the profile and to obtain
comparative data which will enable us to alert you to trends and conditions in your business. It also will tell us what topics you want to read
about in Electronic Servicing.
All replies to this survey will be strictly confidential. The results will be
published only in statistical form as totals and averages.
To help us provide you with a clearer picture of your industry and to indicate your preferences of the subject matter in Electronic Servicing, please
take a few moments to complete this survey. The more replies we receive,
the more accurate and useful will be the information we furnish you.
A tear -out, self-addressed, postage -free amswer card is provided on the
opposite page. Instructions for completing the survey are included next to
the answer card.

Thank you -the Editors
1. full-time service
technician

A. yes B. no
2. part-time service
technician
A. yes B. no
3. bench man
A. yes B. no
4. outside man
A. yes B. no
5. combination
bench/outside man
A. yes B. no
6. owner of service
shop, do servicing
myself

A. yes B. no
7. owner of service
shop, do no
servicing myself

A. yes B. no
8. manager of service
shop, do
servicing myself

A. yes B. no
9. manager of service
shop, do no
servicing myself

A. yes B. no
10. student in resident
electronic course
A. yes B. no
11. student in correspondence electronic
course

A. yes B. no

12. years employed as
service technician
A. Less than 2 years
B. 2 but less than
5 years
C. 5 but less than 10
years

D. 10 years or
more

13. hourly rate of pay
A. $1.50 to $2.00
B. $2.01 to $3.00
C. $3.01 to $4.00
D. $4.01 to $5.00

14. Are bench men in
your shop on
incentive pay plan?

A. yes B. no
15. Are outside men in
your shop on
incentive pay plan?

A. yes B. no
Following coded
responses apply to
items 16-29.

A. now use
B. now own

C. plan to buy
D. plan to replace
16. VOM
17. VTVM
18. FET meter

19. color generator
20. sweep generator
21. oscilloscope
22. vectorscope

23. RF signal generator
24. audio generator
25. transistor tester
26. tube tester
27. CRT tester
28. frequency meter
29. stereo generator
30. full-time bench men
employed in your
shop

A. 2 or less
B. 3 but less than 6
C. 6 but less than 9
D. 9 or more
31. full-time outside men

employed by your
shop

A. 2 or less
B. 3 but less than 6
C. 6 but less than 9
D. 9 or more
32. if employee, years

you have worked
for present employer

A. under 2
B. 3 but less than 6
C. 6 but less than 10
D. 10 or over
33. if shop owner, years
you have been in
business

A. under 2
B. 3 but less than 6
Q. 6 but less than 10
D. 10 or over
Items 34-44 are servicing

categories. Use the follow;ng coded responses
to indicate what percentage of your shop's
total service labor income is derived from
each category:
A. none

B. 20% or less
C. 21% to 50%
D. 51% to 75%
E. over 75%
34. b -w TV

35. color TV
36. stereo
37. home radio
38. auto radio
39. MATV systems
40. CATV systems
41. home antenna
systems

42. communications
equipment
43. industrial electronics
44. medical electronics
Top range of hourly pay
for full-time technicians
employed by your shop
(items 45-47):
45. experienced bench
men

A. $2 or less
B. $2.01 to $3.00
C. $3.01 to $4.00
D. over $4.00
46. experienced outside
men

A. $2.00 or less
B. $2.01 to $3.00
C. $3.01 to $4.00
D. over $4.00
47. trainees
A. $2.00 or less
B. $2.01 to $3.00
C. $3.01 to $4.00
D. over $4.00
48. average hourly rate
charged customer
for bench labor in
your shop
A. $9.00 or less
B. $9.01 to $12.00
C. $12.01 to $14
D. over $14
Home call rates charged
by your shop for categories in items 49-52
(first 30 minutes):
49. b -w TV
A. $8.00 or less
B. $8.01 to $10
C. $10.01 to $12
D. over $12
50. color TV
A. $8.00 or less
B. $8.01 to $10
C. $10.01 to $12
D. over $12
51. color TV setup
A. $8.00 or less
B. $8.01 to $10
C. $10.01 to $12

D. over $12
52. stereo and other
A. $8.00 or less
B. $8.01 to $10
C. $10.01 to $12
D. over $12
53. Method of pricing
replacement parts
A. cost plus 50% or
less

B. cost plus 51%
to 75%
C. cost plus 76% to
100%

D. cost plus over
100%

Does your shop retail:
54. TV

A. yes B. no
55. radio and stereo

A. yes B. no
56. communications
equipment

A. yes B. no
57. antennas

A. yes B. no
Indicate percentage of
total (100%) gross income your shop obtains
from categories in items
58-60.

58. service labor
A. 25% or less
B. 26% to 50%
C. 51% to 75%
D. over 75%
59. replacement parts
sales

A. 25% or less
B. 26% to 50%
C. 51% to 75%
D. over 75%
60. retail sales (TV, etc.)
A. 25% or less
B. 26% to 50%
C. 51% to 75%
D. over 75%
61. Does your shop perform warranty
service?
A. none
B. exclusively
one brand
C. more than one
brand
62. Does your shop
offer free service
estimates?

A. yes B. no
Does your shop offer

service contracts on categories listed in items
63-65:

63. TV

A. yes B. no
64. radio and stereo
A. yes B. no
65. communications
equipment

A. yes B. no
66. Do you favor any
regulation of service

technicians?
A. governmental
licensing
B. association
certification
C. do not favor any
type of regulation

D. only local (city or
state) regulation
67. Does your shop
presently employ
apprentice
technicians?

A. yes B. no
68. Do you belong to
any electronic
service associations

A. yes B. no
69. How many service
trucks does your
shop employ?
A.

D ry
TUNER

SOUER,
Transistorized Test Unit substitutes the tuner in
defective TV Receiver to prove whether original
tuner is good or bad.
Completely self-contained and battery operated.
Requires only two connections (antenna and i.f. cable)
Comes complete with extension cables.

1

B. 2 but less than 5
C. 5 but less than 10
D. more than 10
70. Do technicians in
your shop attend
manufacturers'
training sessions?

A. yes B. no
71. Major sources of
service information
(schematics, etc.)
A. manufacturers
B. PHOTOFACTS

C. other
72. Where did you obtain your initial
electronic training?
A. practical experience on the
job, no formal
schooling
B. civilian technical
school

C. military technical
school
Use the following coded

Substitutes the VHF tuner and tests the UHF tuner

Provides signal to simplify testing of tuner, i.f. system
and AGC system.

Use on the bench, or in the home; in most cases without
removing tuner or chassis from cabinet.

$29.95

Factory wired

Add $1.50 shipping and handling on prepaid orders. We will ship C.O.D.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE
5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III. 60645
Ph. 312-561-6354
Circle 26 on literature card

SOLDERING +
DESOLDERING +
RESOLDERING

SOLDER
(.JABILITY
ELEMENTARY " TO ELITE

WORLD'S MOST PRACTICAL SOLDER HANDLING TOOLS

meets industries demands
with a COMPLETELY PORTABLE SOLDERING/DESOLDERING/RESOLDERING SYSTEM

responses to indicate
your preference for each
of the Electronic Servicing subject categories
listed in items 73-80.
A. no interest
B. present coverage
adequate

C. some coverage
desired
D. coverage in each
issue

73. analysis of circuit
operation
74. business manage-

7.

ment

75. test equipment
76. troubleshooting
procedures
77. industrial electronics
78. medical electronics
79. solid-state servicing
80. servicing communi-

cations equipment

aM

.,

ro. rue

E

Si Y Irá

15954 ARMINTA STREET

VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91406

PHONE (213) 989.2324
TELEX NO. 65-1469 EDSYNEX VAN

Send for our FREE 16 page

SOLDER ()ABILITY
manual.

Ads in EEM, MAS, EBG,
AE, TR, and EPAC Catalogs

Circle 27 on literature card
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better

irmilguides
by Robert G. Amick/ES Business Consultant

FLAT RATE:

Realistic Service -Labor Pricing For
Shops, Technicians And Consumers
Part 2-Changing Over To Flat -Rate Pricing
In part 1 of this three-part series the fundamentals of profitable pricing were discussed, and the
two basic methods of pricing-hourly and flat rate
-were compared to acquaint you with the basic
elements and advantages of flat -rate pricing. More

specific information about why and how you
should change over to flat -rate pricing are presented in this part of the series.

Flat -Rate Pricing Has Been Adopted And Used
Profitably By Other Trades And Professions
Where I live, a haircut costs $3 regardless of how
much hair winds up on the floor, or how long the
barber spends on it. My dentist charges a flat rate
for cleaning teeth.

An office call to your doctor is another good
example of flat -rate pricing. You have a sore heel,
he examines it, tells you what he believes it is, suggests heat and resting your foot, and suggests you
come back in a week. Total time: five minutes. Another patient with the same complaint needs additional time to be reassured that it's not something
terminal. He gets 15 minutes, you get five, yet you
each pay the same rate for an office call. The doctor
wasn't selling you time. He sold you both his service-the reassurance offered by his competency,
the results of his efforts in your behalf, the facilities
and resources at his command.

Flat -rate pricing is used not only by so called
"professionals," but also by mechanics and technicians in automobile service departments, appliance

repair shops, farm implement repair shops and
cleaning shops. In fact, most service businesses
use flat -rate pricing instead of the hourly -rate method

What happens to you if you shift to flat -rate pric-

ing? Well, aside from what happens if you don't,
you'll find that the demand for productivity is inescapable. Just as the system rewards efficient, accurate job performance, it penalizes inefficiency
and incompetence-yours, or your employees.
Why Most Service Businesses Use Flat -Rate
Pricing Of Service Labor
Service businesses use the flat -rate method of
service labor pricing because they realize that the
48
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product they sell is service, not merely time. They
also realize that: 1) time is only one of many cost
elements which make up the total cost of any service rendered, and 2) if they are to maintain or improve their profits while some operating costs increase, they must use a system of pricing which not
only recovers all costs plus a profit but also one

which makes it possible to profit from improved
productivity.
The comparisons of the relative benefits of hourly and flat -rate pricing in Table 2 help explain why
most service businesses prefer flat -rate instead of
hourly pricing.
Explaining points covered in the chart, we come
first to "average profit." The time allowance in flat rate pricing manuals is based on the average time
taken by an operation on a substantial number of
sets, not all of them alike in complexity or difficulty.
It's developed as a statistical average that includes

a fair distribution of "service dogs" and "sweethearts". Based on the law of averages, the tabled
times make profit possible in the vast majority of
service jobs. Only a very few will be unprofitable or
excessively profitable in terms of time spent. You
lose a little on a few jobs, to gain on most of the increased number of jobs higher productivity allows.
You gain enough on a few to make up for the loss.
That's what averaging produces for you. It also
means that your "yield" per hour is a direct measure of productivity. When yield is down, you know
productivity is down. When you sell only time, yield
per hour will never rise above your hourly rate, and
it will run low when dead -time is high. (Yield is the
gross return on every hour of productive time.)
This is where your market share comes in. When

you're after the business to increase your hourly
yield, service income is only limited by the amount
of work you and your people are able to do in the
time available. Your market is all the customers you
can get and satisfy with service. The more you handle, the more you make.
When you've sold out your time, you're sold out,
if you're selling time. Yield is up to maximum. Order
more time and it'll go down. Customers still waiting
for service wait some more, which won't do much
for your business, or they go elsewhere, which also

is unprofitable. Worst of all, they may wind up

going to a competitor whose shop is productivity
oriented. He'll get their jobs out promptly, at a uniform price, make a profit, and with proficient, wellequipped people, do it satisfactorily. If his flat rate
is equal to or less than your hourly one, he's got
your customer. He's selling service, and satisfaction (in terms of quality and speed) is a part of ser-

A basic incentive pay plan, to encourage productivity in your shop-It must be a plan you can
sell your own people, complete with formulas for
computing compensation, established settlement
periods, effective guarantee level, callback penal-

ties and other provisions appropriate to your
shop.

vice, too.

Is his flat -rate price equal to or less than your

A shop upgrade program for both personnel and
facilities-Step-by-step, you must develop proficiencies with adequate service literature, training
opportunities for technicians, supervisors and
managers, organization of shop methods and
adequate equipment to get out the work. Your
plan must include steps to be taken in each of
these areas, their priorities, and how they're to be
accomplished. Only you can make up your plan.

hourly one? Watch out for that one. Unless you've

done the same job for a customer, there's little
chance for the customer to compare. All the customer knows is he got service when he wanted it.
Your competitor serviced his TV set and got it back
to him before you could even pick it up. The
charges didn't seem bad, and he got to see Sunday's ballgame.
What can you do? In the competitive battle your

You know, or should know, your technicians'

"guy down the street" has the initiative. Cutting
your price won't help; neither will adding another
technician. We're talking about profits, and those

weaknesses and strengths, loose spots in shop
layout and work flow, gaps in your equipment
inventory.

measures only can reduce yours.
You have one real choice-go flat rate yourself.

Planning For The Change -Over To Flat Rate
When you decide to adopt flat -rate pricing, your
preparations have to include a number of plans:

So far as upgrading is concerned, consider your

personnel quality first. If you're satisfied that

they're fully qualified and can get your productivity boost program off to a satisfactory start with only
incentives and improved shop facilities, begin with

Table 2
Comparison Of Benefits Under Hourly Rate And Flat -Rate
Pricing
Benefit

1) Profitability per job

2) Potential profit

Hourly Rate Pricing

Flat Rate Pricing

profit on every

High average profit, although a very few jobs
will produce no profit, or even a loss.

Limited to time you have to

Limited only by the share of available
market you can win and hold.

Guaranteed
job.

sell.

3) Encourages efficiency and
shop upgrading
4) Personnel supervision

5) Personnel quality

6) Customer satisfaction

No-customer benefits, you
and your help do not.

Yes-more work performed means higher

Required to cut dead -time
and keep work moving.

Minimized, because help has

Not encouraged-TIME

bought, not effort; good men

Required and rewarded. Incentive pay plan
attracts and holds good men, encourages

leave for higher incentives.

improvement.

Maybe-if you're efficient
enough to keep total bill low.

Yes-Labor charge for the same operation is
the same-estimating is simplified, billing
lists work performed to demonstrate value

is

returns at no increase in cost per hour.
a

stake

in

higher efficiency; supervision exercised to
solve problems, improve shop methods
rather than to "get the work done."

to customer.

7) Investment recovery

Only on original investment
without a change in hourly

Yes; any investment that improves shop performance is returned.

charge.
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YOUR

SUCCESS STORY!
You as a TV serviceman must have the necessary equipment to
make repairs. A volt meter, oscilloscope, various generators, and
etc. BUT, you cannot rebuild the picture tube! Why not investigate
this opportunity. Being in the service business, you should take
advantage of any piece of equipment that would be helpful to you.
You should have your own picture tube rebuilding unit! You could
rebuild any picture tube, be it black and white or color or 20mm,
etc. ANY PICTURE TUBE! You could build the finest quality tube
available. This tube would have the finest contrast and color definition. The building of the picture tube has been developed into a
simplified process. It is easier to rebuild a picture tube than to
repair the circuit on the average television set. We can offer you

the most revolutionized compact unit on the market today. This
unit will only require 4 x 8 ft. of space. The unit will not hinder
your present business. While a picture tube is being processed, you
will still be able to do your bench repairs or make service calls.

Why not have your own tube rebuilding plant? Why not be a distributor? In sorne areas, the picture tube must be shipped and as
a result, you must wait quite a period of time for the picture tube.
With your own rebuilding unit, you could immediately rebuild the
old tube and return it to the customer within a matter of hours!
Can you imagine rebuilding only four color tubes per day? You
sell these tubes for $60.00 each. Your total cost to rebuild these
tubes would be $7.00 each. This leaves a $53.00 profit on each tube.

This leaves you a net profit for the day of $212.00. Not a bad
day's pay. Let's cut this figure by one half. Build only two color
tubes per day. Your net profit would be $106.00 per day. Work a
five day week. Your earnings would be $530.00. Sound fantastic?
Facts are facts!
Lakeside Industries invites you to visit our showrooms in Chicago.

You will see the most revolutionized rebuilding unit of our modern
times. You will see the unit in operation. You will see the picture
tube it can rebuild. You will be amazed at the quality of the finished
product.

The operation of the rebuilding unit is so simple that we can
train you in a matter of hours. Upon your visit to our showrooms,
and at the end of the day, you will have the knowledge and knowhow to operate this fine equipment and be able to rebuild any
picture tube, be it black and white or color.
Equipment to operate your TV service business is necessary. Your

own picture tube rebuilding plant should also be an absolute must.
Why not realize all the profits instead of buying your picture tubes
at costly prices.
For further information please write to

LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES,
3520 W. FULLERTON AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60647
PHONE: (312) 342-3399
P.S. No salesman will call.

those. Plan for proficiency improvements but give
priority to getting productivity up quickly. As you
start out under flat -rate pricing, you can expect low
hourly yields until you pull in business enough to
make use of your productive capacity.

Don't forget to include financial planning in this
phase. Your upgrade program will cost money; you
must plan to get it unless you have reserves enough
to finance it yourself.

Table 3
What It Takes To Profit
From Flat -Rate Pricing
(It should be noted that Item No. 1-Accurate
Cost Accounting-is necessary to any system
of pricing. Items No. 2 through 4 are only ap-

propriate to flat -rate pricing. Item 5 works
with hourly -rate pricing only up to the point
where all available hours for sale are sold
(100 per cent labor recovery). After that, it's of
no real value.)

1) Accurate Cost Accounting. You must
know what your cost of producing service is,

and the profit you should have, to fix your
hourly rate. Educated guesses or rates set by
"the guy down the street" can deprive you of
reasonable profit, or even break you. If you're

above the competition, efficiency's the answer. If you're below, use your advantage.
(We'll discuss this in detail later.)

2) Incentive Pay for Technicians. If you set
your sights on more jobs performed per unit
of time, you must see that your benchmen are

personally interested in helping you accomplish it. It's easier to reward them for high performance than to supervise them into it. (This,
too, will be taken up later.)

3) Good Fácilities. Tools enough, equipment
enough, space enough to allow benchmen to
get out the work quickly and accurately. Or-

ganization of facilities and procedures to
assure this effort. Supervision aimed at
helping them with problems and keeping efforts coordinated.

4) Upgrading Programs. Proficiency of your
technicians and efficiency of your shop and
equipment must be improved by a continuing
program. Your management skills, and those
of your supervisors, must be upgraded, too.

5) Aggressive Sales and Promotion Efforts.

With efficient methods equipment, highly
competent personnel, you have service to
sell. If you fail at the selling job, you're jeop-

ardizing your investment in them and their
investment in you. Unless your facilities are in

use, they're not producing profits. Unless
your people are busy, they're not getting
much out of the incentives to produce more.
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UPDATE WITH SOLID-STATE!
A sales and promotion plan-Where's the added
business that means higher profit coming from?
How much can you expect to get? How are you
going to get it? What will your campaign to get it
cost? Can you work up promotions that take advantage of seasonal interests, special neighborhood or community interests? When you sell your
overall program to your people, you must be prepared, to show them that it really will work to their
advantage. Your sales promotion plans must help
prove that case.

A reliable Flat -Rate Pricing Manual, backed up
by accurate cost figures for your shop.

A study of your competition.-Intelligence data
on how your competitors price their labor, their
hourly rate (if you can find out), how they promote, where they get their business, what they do

well or badly. You need to know what you're up
against and how you're going to deal with it. Do a

comparable study of your own shop-just as
though you were sizing up a competitor.

Analysis of your cost of doing business-Get a

SOLID -TUBES

25

replace
vacuum tubes

firm grip on your cost -of -doing -business data.
Figure it yourself (we'll discuss how later in this
series) or have it done, but know what it is. Try to
see what each factor contributes to it, and what
changes in the various factors do to it. As a manager you should be as conversant with it as you
are with electronic circuitry. You needn't be able
to design either one, but you'd better understand
them.

A program, coordinating all these separate
plans into a single plan of action-You need this
to guide your decisions, and you need it to present to your people. When you've got all six steps
worked out, and you're ready to move, get your
people together and go over the program with
them. Explain it to them and sell it to them, so
they can help you make it work inside the shop
and help you sell it outside the shop. (I doubt if
you'll need to sell the program outside the shop,
just the improved service.)
In all your planning, keep in mind two things:
Your goal and the means of achieving it. Check
each step of your action plan against these two.
What does this move contribute to achieving the

goal? How does it affect other moves?
Your incentive to upgrade your shop, your equip-

ment, your people and yourself is higher profits.
Profits based on service rendered. Professionalism
is selling service, not time.

Next

Specifics about an incentive pay plan and an
accurate method of determining your minimum
hourly labor rate will be presented in the final part
of this series about flat -rate pricing of service labor.

Pull out those troub'esome'acuum tubes. Plug
in the new SOLID -TUBES from EDI, pioneers in

high voltage, solid-state devices for the TV
industry.
REPLACE VACUUM TUBE TYPES

PART NO. EDI
SOLID -TUBE TM
R -3A3

SOLID -TUBE TM

R-3AT2
SOLID -TUBE TM

3A3, 3AW3, 3B2, 3CA3, 3CN3,
3CÚ3, 3CZ3, 2CN3, 1B3,
1G3. 1K3, 1J3
3AT2, 3AW2, 3BL2,
3BM2, 3BN2
3DB3, 3DJ3

R-3DB3
SOLID -TUBE TM

2AV2, 1V2

R-2AV2
SOLID -TUBE TM

6DW4, 6CK3, 6CL3, 6BA3

R-DW4

CONSIDER THESE BENEFITS ..

consistent output
more rel able - longer life
no filament winding repairs
reduces inventories

.

real cool
instant starting

saves call backs
no x-radiation
Order EDI SOLID -TUBES from your parts distributor.
Or call us collect. Write today for FREE new solids:ate replacement parts guide.

edi

EL.ECTFIONIC DEVICEII, INC.
21 GRAY OAKS AVE. YONKERS. N Y 10710
TELEPNONE 914.995-407 TELETYPE 710 360 0031

Co.(
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completion (3.5 x 3.5 = 12.25).

Desk -Top Digital Electronic
Calculator Kit

The unit can perform constant
or chain operations. The K (con-

Heath has introduced, in kit
form, an eight -digit, desk -top,
digital electronic calculator, reportedly the first of this type of
instrument to be available in kit

stant) key allows multiplication
or division of a series of figures
by one preselected number, or
multiplication of the constant by
itself for squaring or taking it to a

negative number is used or in the

form.
The new Heathkit IC -2008 Cal-

power. Releasing the constant

case of negative result as: (10 -

key permits performing any function or series of functions (9 + 3

11 = -1). In the event of over-

culator performs addition, subtraction, multiplication and divi-

- 2 x 8) with the calculator

Overflow for plus or minus totals
is indicated on the ninth display

tube, at the extreme left of the
readout screen. This tube also
displays a minus sign when a

flow, the most significant portion
of the total (the largest portion of
the number, or that portion to the
left of the decimal) is retained on

seven -segment display tubes.

memory holding all data until the
total key is pushed.
The IC -2008 can automatically

Punch-up the problem the same
way it would be written (7 x 8 =)

indicate a minus result-making
it ideal for credit balancing. To

the display screen.
If an error is made in setting up
a problem, the clear -display (Cd)
key permits erasing the last entry

example, you merely punch in

(data or type of operation) from
the circuit and proceeding ahead

sion electronically, and shows up
to eight -figure totals on 1/2 -inch,

and you have the result. The
screen displays each number
with each key depressed, for
checking your work as you go.
The simplified keyboard provides
10 numerical keys (0-9), decimal,
plus, minus, multiply, divide, and

balance ledger accounts, for
your credits and debits, then
"ask" for a total. It's one easy

operation with no need to sub-

+/- for performing algebraic

total.
A thumbwheel places the decimal in one of eight positions. Or,

negative numbers.

mode for totals carried out to

calculations with positive and

there is a "floating" decimal

without losing the entire problem. At the completion of a problem or to correct an overflow, the

"C" key clears the machine

completely.
The Heathkit IC -2008 Calcula-

tor embodies the latest digital
technology, and for that reason
it's a relatively easy kit to build.

All logic functions, keyboard
encoder, three registers, decoder
driver and matrixing circuitry are
contained in one large-scale integrated circuit (LSI). Discrete cir-

cuitry mounts on two roomy cir-

cuit boards, to form the clock

and readout drive circuitry. The
high -voltage, cold -cathode dis-

play tubes come in three -tube
clusters for easy installation on
the circuit board. Heath says that

total assembly time required is
approximately 8 hours; it took us
only 6.

The 6.5 -watt power transformer can be wired for either 120- or
240 -VAC line input.

The white and black high -impact plastic case measures 3-3/8

inches x 6-1/16 inches x 10-1/4
inches. The keyboard has black
keys with white nomenclature.

Price of the Model IC -2008
Heathkit Calculator is $129.95.
Circle 49 on literature card
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ahO1BIK4ú_r
PHOTOFACT BULLETIN lists new PHOTOFACT coverage

issued during the last month for new TV chassis.

Par LAST! PROFESSIONAL
HOME PROTECTION
EVERYONE CAN INSTAL
AND AFFORD.
Model FC-100

ADMIRAL

WIRED6 9 95

Chassis TR2-1A,
TR2-2A, TR3-1A

1245-1

BRADFORD
1246-1

1005A32, 1005B32

CURTIS MATHES
Chassis C37, CMC37 ... 1244-1

Start your

custom

Burglar/Hold-up/Fire Alarm
System with the FC-100.
Add on Sensors, Alarms
and Accessories to suit your
own needs.

"Do -it -Yourself" Installers

Handbook included. No
technical knowledge needed No soldering.

100% Professional in Design, Reliability,

EMERSON
Chassis 32K1673-32,
32K1686-4, 32K1687-2 .. 1244-2

Performance.

`fail Safe =SYSTEM BY
A New Concept in "Do -it -Yourself " Home Protection

PEN NCREST

FREE 32 PAGE EICO CATALOG

4834B, 4835B, 4848B,
4854B, 4855B, 4896B,
6892A, 6893A
AM -FM Radio

For latest catalog on EICO Test Instruments, Stereo, EICCCRAFT

1247-1
1247-1-A

Projects, Environmental Lighting, Burglar/Fire Alarm Systems,
and name of nearest EICO Distributor, check Reader Service
Card or send 250 for First Class mail service

EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

7E/CO

RCA
Circle 32 on literature card

Chassis CTC39XAJ/
XAK/XAR/XAT/XF

1246-2

Remote Control
Receiver CTP12G,
Transmitter CRK1OC

1246-2-A

TRUETONE
M IC4218A-27
(2DC4218)

1246-3

WARDS AIRLINE

SEARS
562.50230100,
562.50270100,
562.50310100

GEN -11442A,
GEN -11482A,
GEN -11492A
GCI-12102A

1247-2

1247-3
1248-3

SEARS SILVERTONE
528.51030000 thru
528.51030021,
528.51030103,
528.51031200,
528.51130100 thru
528.51130118

PRODUCTION CHANGE BULLETIN

SEARS
564.41220002

1247-4

1248-1

SEARS SILVERTONE
SINGER
HE -7030

1248-2

TV -740

1245-2

Chassis B10-6
Chassis
D14-6/-7/-8/-10/-11
Remote Control

1244-3

SONY

SYLVANIA

Receiver, Transmitter

1245-3
.

1245-3A

528.51150016 thru
528.51150025
528.50070006 thru
528.50070010,
528.50400004 thru
528.50400023

1244-4

1245-4

If it's about servicing consumer
electronic products, you'll find it in
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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electronics
by Joseph J. Carr/ES Auto Electronics Consultant

Antenna And Related RF Amplifier

Troubles

The car radio antenna, al-

fully extended.

A typical universal car radio

though a simple device, is a major source of trouble because it is
exposed to the elements and is

antenna is shown in Fig. 1. This
style is probably the most com-

subject to many types of abuse.

monly used type of mobile anten-

Basic Designs
All AM -band car radio anten-

nas are short, compensation
types. (A full size, 1000K -Hz,
middle -of -the -AM -broadcast band, quarter -wavelength antenna would be 264 feet long.) Most
AM car radio whip antennas are a
little over three feet in length.

The majority are of telescoping
construction so that they can be
set to a convenient length. They
do, however, function best when

na. It

is nicknamed the "eight

ball," because of the black, hemi-

spherical base insulator. There
actually are several basic designs

which bear the name "eight

ball." One very common design

uses a molded metal fastener
which holds the antenna by grip-

ping the underside of the car
fender. In the type shown in Fig.

beauty of these types of antennas
is that they can be installed from

the top of the fender. Those designs that must be secured- at
one or more points beneath the

fender can be both tough and
time-consuming to install. The
eight ball is universal to the extent that it can be mounted on a
wide variety of sloping surfaces
with cants up to either 30 or 45
degrees. On steeper fenders, and
they do exist, you must use other
types of antenna; either a custom
original equipment manufacturer

1, however, the antenna is held to

(O.E.M.) type or one of the uni-

the fender by a toggle arrangement. It is secured from the top

versal swivel -base types.

by a chrome -plated nut. The

A universal swivel -base antenna is shown in Fig. 2. The base of

this antenna can be rotated

through a full 360 degrees, mere(A) Typical
universal "eight
ball" car radio anFig.

1

tenna. (B) This
antenna is univer-

sal to the extent
that it can be
mounted entirely
from the top of the

fender at a wide
variety of cants.

ly by loosening one screw. The
mast portion can be rotated in
the opposite plane through an

arc of approximately 270 degrees. These characteristics allow the swivel -base antenna to
be mounted on almost any available surface. It can be set to an
almost infinite variety of slopes
and cants. It is not, however, to-

tally without drawbacks. The

Most designs allow
mounting at a cant

swivel mount is, for example, a
bit less sturdy than is the eight

of up to either 30

ball type.

or 45 degrees.

Some automobiles, VW for
example, require special antenna

designs. Two "near -universal"

types which are suitable for

those installations are illustrated
in Figs. 3 and 4. The antenna
shown in Fig. 3 is a type used on
a number of older, imported automobiles. It is called the "dual

stanchion side cowl" (DSSC).

The more recent type shown in

Fig. 4 is the "single stanchion

side cowl" (SSSC) design. Both

of these antennas require two
holes in the fender. The difference is that the DSSC requires
two large holes while the SSSC
requires one large and one small
hole. The DSSC stanchions can
be adjusted for any spacing relative to the mast length and each
other.

Installation
Hand tools

Antenna installation is not a
difficult job, if you are equipped

with the proper tools. Besides
the usual complement of small
hand tools common to all elec-

Fig. 2 This is a typical "swivel base" universal antenna. The base rotates through 360 degrees while the mast can be rotated through about 270 degrees in the opposite plane.
These characteristics permit mounting the antenna on virtually any angle that might be
encountered on an automobile fender.

tronic service shops, you should
have a full set of box-end/openend wrenches between 1/4 and 1

inch. A large crescent wrench
should also be available; one that

opens up to a full one and three
quarters inch span is preferable.
Power tools

The hardest part about most
new antenna installations is cut-

ting the 1 -inch hole in the car
fender. You might believe that

the metal of most of Detroit's
products are paper thin and
"buttery" soft-until you wear
out several drill bits and hole
saws. There are several ap-

Fig. 3 The dual -stanchion, side -cowl antenna is designed for mounting to vertical body
members such as those found on VW and other imports. The individual stanchion mounts
can be positioned at a variety of points relative to each other and the mast.

proaches to the hole -cutting job.
If you are a real glutton for punishment, try drilling a small hole
with a garden variety drill and its

usual complement of bits ranging up to 3/8 inch. You then get

the pleasure of enlarging the
hole to the needed one inch with
a rat tail file. (At this stage of the

operation you will begin to appreciate the auto maker's metallurgy department.)

Fig. 4 The single -stanchion, side -cowl antenna is used on newer imports. It offers a better
appearance at the expense of some mounting flexibility.
June, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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OUTER COVERING

SHIELDING BRAID

SILICON
SIGNAL

NE-2

DIODES

100pf *
MOTOROLA STYLE

CAR RADIO
ANTENNA PLUG

p ---TO BASE OF RF AMPLIFIER

* EXACT VALUE MAY VARY OVER A WIDE RANGE

Fig. 5 Cables for rear -deck antennas often are equipped with a
small -value capacitor, to reduce the reactive effects of the extra
length. The precise value of the capacitor might vary, but it is

Fig. 6 Static discharges through the antenna circuit can destroy
the RF transistor. Diodes or neon discharge lamps are often used
to drain the charge before it "hits" the transistor.

usually close to 100 pf.

On the other hand, if you are a

reckless soul and appreciate a
taste of the dangerous, buy a

medium -to -high-speed drill
equipped with the usual half -inch
chuck and a 1 -inch reduced shank bit. Drill the small pilot
hole (about 3/8 inch), then enlarge
it with a big bit. Meanwhile, pray

ter -inch -chuck drills and they do
a creditable job. It is, however,
mandatory that you buy a quality
saw. Saws made of what appears
to be sheet metal are less expen-

sive only on initial purchase.

Because you can expect to wear
them out on one or two jobs, the

tion-and a twisted and torn

total per -job cost escalates rapidly. The best hole saws that I have
used are those by Black & Decker. (There probably are others of
comparable quality, if you care to
experiment.) In the B&D system,

breaks as it smashes through

you can purchase a mandrel for
less than 10 dollars and replace-

that the bit doesn't snap or grab
anything; especially an immovable "I" beam or girder. If it does,
you can expect some rapid ac-

fender, a broken arm (which
that expensive curved and tinted
glass windshield immediately to

your left), and no small amount
of humiliation. Fortunately, there
are ways to make the job simpler

-and much safer.
Some auto electronics technicians prefer the use of a manual

hole punch because of the

"clean" job it does compared to
that produced by other methods.

ment blades for a little over a dol-

lar each. The mandrel includes
the mounting assembly for the
blades and the quarter -inch pilot
bit. You will need a 1 -inch blade
for car radio antenna work and a

three -quarter -inch bit for most
CB antennas. It is also desirable
to have a one -and -a -quarter bit
for certain unusual O.E.M. anten-

nas. Most shops keep a spare

On cars with little metal in the
fender and those with easy ac-

blade in stock for sizes that are in
constant demand.

cess to the underside, the manual hole punch might be suitable.

sists of a mandrel -mounted pilot

I prefer the use of a metal -cutting

hole saw. These tools can be
used on "garden variety," quar56
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The hole saw assembly con-

bit that is coaxial to the saw

blade. If used in a high-speed
drill, you must saw the metal in

short bursts so that the blade
does not overheat. Do not use oil

to cool the blade in car radio
work, because the oil on the hot
surface might discolor the paint.
Also, the rotary action of the saw
blade will splatter oil on your
clothes. Water works fine; use it
instead of oil, if a coolant is needed.

Always inspect machine tools
before use. If the saw blade is
cracked or if it is improperly assembled, it can come apart on
(literally ON) you at high speed.

The pilot hole should be drilled
slowly. If the bit breaks through

the fender suddenly, the saw
blade will hit the metal surface
too hard. If this happens, and the
blade breaks, it might throw me-

tal fragments at you-an unforgettable experience. If this advice is followed, every antenna

installation will be both safe and
successful.
The drill used must be chosen
for safety and convenience features. It should, for example, be a
multi -speed model. As for safety,
remember that you might occasionally use the drill outside. Pick

an unsafe tool and you might
wind up being a 1500 -watt fuse

that bows all too easily. (Just
watch your local newspaper;
Harry Homeowners regularly

Look under the fender where

possible for any obstructions
that could interfere with the in-

electrocute themselves with their

stallation. Depending upon

5 -dollar drills.) The author recommends a model with double
insulation and a 3 -wire plug. In
these models, the metal case is
grounded through the third wire.

which antenna is selected, you

A short that could electrocute the

user is shunted to ground and
should blow the main fuse. If the
3 -wire feature is defeated by the
use of a 3 -to -2 -wire adapter, the

drill again becomes potentially

will need between 1 and 1 and 1/2

inches of vertical clearance beneath the fender.

You must also decide in advance where the antenna lead
cable will run. A lot of cars have a
rubber grommet through the fire -

wall especially for the antenna
cable. In others, it takes some

antenna was on the driver's side.)

Common Defects And How To
Track Them Down
Common antenna system defects are open feed lines, shorted
feedlines, and leaky feedlines. By
leaky, I mean about a half cup of

rain or car -wash water. Some
automotive coaxial cable is hollow. If the sleeve insulator sepa-

rating the mast and base is

cracked, water will find its way
inside the cable. If the water gets

past the Motorola plug on the

lethal. If you do not have 3 -wire

imagination to determine a suitable route for the antenna cable.

also cause corrosion damage

stalled or permanently mount an
adapter in a 2 -wire outlet, with
the ground wire attached to the
grounded outlet cover plate.

Some states require that the
antenna be on the passenger
side, out of the driver's field of
vision as much as possible. Do
not knuckle under to a custom-

amplifier troubles. One of these

Antenna placement

er's demand for an illegal driver's
side installation if your state has

such a requirement. When he

than a few of the very strongest
stations. The other symptom is a
strong RF background hiss
which is audible when the volume control is set to a high posi-

outlets, either have them in-

There are too many different
automobiles to offer any but the

most general types of advice
about antenna placement. The
best thing to do is inspect the car

for a suitable location, get the
owner's approval, then drill

gets his illegal equipment ticket,
he won't recall his own insistent
demands for the left -side mounting. All that he will remember is
that YOU did the job and caused

HIM to get a ticket.

(I

learned

about this the hard way-my own

away.

Ql

radio end of the cable, it might
inside the radio.

There are two main interrelated but different symptoms which

point to either antenna or RF
is an inability to receive more

tion. This hiss is the thermal

noise of the transistors and "mixer" noise. It is of a slightly differ-

RF AMPLIFIER

40pf

270pí
180pf

TO CONVERTER

.01mfd

33pf

4700

+10.0V DC

AGC INPUT
2.2K

150K

Fig. 7 A typical RF amplifier circuit which uses an NPN silicon transistor. This type circuit is typical of that in most
recent designs.
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should be a "dead" short indicat-

ed between the mast and the
center tip of the Motorola plug,
and also between the outer con-

ductor of the plug and the car
chassis. An open circuit should
exist between the center pin of
the plug and the outer conductor.

There might normally be an
open circuit between the mast
and the center pin of a rear -deck

antenna. This is because some

OTUNING COIL

antennas of this type are
equipped with a small -value ca-

OINTERNAL COIL TERMINALS

pacitor which is connected in

OCOIL MOUNTING BOARD

series with the center conductor

OEXTERNAL COIL TERMINALS

(see Fig.

5).

This capacitor,

usually a 100 -pf tubular ceramic,

OLEADS TO PCB

is used to cancel the effects of
the reactance of the longer trans-

mission line. (This reactance is
Fig. 8 A problem that has been showing up frequently is poor solder joints at the points
where the RF and oscillator coils are attached to the mounting board. Resoldering usually
is the cure.

the reason that antennas designed for front mounting do not

perform as well when they are
mounted on the rear via a 12 -foot
extension cable.)

ent character than the normal

na is by temporary replacement.

background noise of a normally

Most car radio shops keep an

cludes atmospheric noise, manmade static from neon and fluorescent lights, and noise impuland industrial activities.

inexpensive eight ball handy for
use as a test antenna. Plug the
lead of the test antenna into the
radio and hold the antenna out
the side window. If the antenna
on the car is defective, the radio

Testing the antenna

should now come to life.
Another way to test the anten-

functioning system, which in-

ses from automotive ignitions

The best way to test an anten-

na is with an ohmmeter. There

A third way to test an antenna
was used by Delco several years
ago. They made available a piece

of test equipment, often called
the "goodie box," for antenna
tests. This box was equipped
with a modulated oscillator. The

antenna was connected to the
output of the oscillator. A detector, also inside the box, was connected to a voltmeter. The meter
could be calibrated to a "good bad" scale that was easily interpreted by RNR and car -dealer
personnel.
Antenna trimmer

RF AMPLIFIER
TO CONVERTER

INPUT FROM
ANTENNA TUNING

CIRCUIT

Peaking the antenna -trimmer
capacitor of the radio is one adjustment which is essential. An

incorrectly adjusted trimmer

.01mfd

270pf
BREAK

FOIL

m

40pí

capacitor can simulate defective
antenna symptoms. A misadjusted antenna trimmer, in most solid-state radios, can cause both
weak reception and heterodyn-

ing between adjacent stations,

Fig. 9 In humid areas there is a high incidence of trimmer capacitor faults. To troubleshoot, break the foil to the trimmer and series connect a .01 M-fd capacitor. If the noise
stops, replace the trimmer.
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because of the decreased selectivity of the detuned front-end
circuitry.
The antenna trimmer in some
radios is located right next to the
antenna jack on the radio's chassis. In others, especially General

TO EMITTER OF FM

RF AMPLIFIER

Motors units, look for it behind

the manual tuning knob. On

some models the trimmer is exposed by depressing either the
extreme right or left pushbutton!
In certain models made for im-

11.2K
15pí

ported cars (VW and others),
Bendix placed a piece of gray,

33pí
RFC

fiber, adhesive tape over the trimmer access hole.

Once located, the trimmer is
peaked for maximum signal on a
weak station above 1400K Hz. If
no weak station is available in

VW BASE OF AM RF AMPLIFIER

that frequency range, use the
interstation noise in preference

AM ANTENNA TUNING COIL

to either a strong signal or a
weak signal lower in the band.
FM operative, AM dead

One antenna -caused problem
which the customer probably will
not believe, until you hit him with
irrefutable proof, is the case in
which the AM band is dead (with

RF rush) yet the FM seems alright. (The FM band actually will
be slightly weaker than normal
but a strong local station easily
can hide the defect.) The cause
of this particular symptom can be
a broken center conductor in the

antenna feedline. There is
enough capacitance existing

across the break to pass the VHF

FM signal with only a slight

amount of attenuation. The capacitive reactance, however, is extremely high at the medium wave
frequencies occupied by the AM
band, and, consequently, the AM
signal is effectively blocked.
Common Front -End Defects

Fig.10 The antenna of FM auto radios usually is electrically connected across a capacitive
voltage divider, so that the antenna is matched to a higher "O" and more selective tank
circuit. Some models, a minority, use a one- or two -turn link around the "cold" end of the
RF input coil, to match the antenna through transformer action.

cases, however, other components in the RF circuit are defective.

voltage, electrolytic, AGC bypass
capacitor, which is pointed out in

adequately sealed against moisture, and when relative high -voltage tubes were the rule. To test
for this problem, disconnect one
lead to the trimmer (see Fig. 9),
connect in series with it a .01 M-fd

the common AM RF amplifier
circuit in Fig. 7. Defects which
cause an increase or decrease of
the voltage on the AGC line also
can produce similar symptoms.

One problem which has been

antenna system, often caused by

auto radios is open tuner coils.

radios, a pair of back-to-back sili-

shown in Fig. 6. In others, notably those from Europe, an NE -2
neon discharge lamp is connected across the circuit.

Problems in the RF amplifier
usually are caused by a defective
RF amplifier transistor. In certain

There is a high incidence of

trimmer capacitor failures in

showing up with regularity in

con signal diodes are shunted
across the antenna circuit, as

them.

One of the most common defects involves loss of transistor
forward bias because of a short
circuit between the base and the
emitter circuits. One prime suspect in these cases is the low -

Static discharges through the

touching the mast, can destroy
the RF amplifier transistor. Two
methods commonly are used to
eliminate this problem. In some

the connections and resolder

Fig. 8 shows how most manufacturers fasten the coil wires to the

terminals on the coil -mounting
board. The coils are wound of
enameled wire. If the solder pot
isn't hot enough when the radio
coils are made, the result is a
poor connection. Unfortunately
this defect cannot always be de-

tected by visual inspection. It
might be necessary to use either
your ohmmeter or a DC voltme-

ter, to find the open circuit. The
cure is usually quite simple: heat

humid areas. This causes a static

noise similar to the "IF crackle"
which was common back in the
days when capacitors in the bas-

es of IF transformers were not

capacitor. and reconnect the

lead to the trimmer. If the trimmer is defective, the noise will
cease and the radio will play, as

long as the "test" capacitor is

connected. This is not a cure, it is

only a test. If the trimmer is
defective, the only proper cure is
replacement of the trimmer.
A typical AM/FM RF input circuit is diagramed in Fig. 10. The
RF choke is used to "separate'.

the AM and FM signals. These
chokes are a common source of
trouble. The symptom of an open

choke will, of course, be no or
poor AM. For FM operation, the
antenna is connected across one
June, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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leg of a capacitive voltage divider. This arrangement is used to
match the low impedance of the

advertising contributed
for the public good

antenna to the higher impedance

of the resonant circuit. (Better
selectivity is obtained by increas-

ing the reactance-Q=X/R.) The

capacitance of the cable

is

shunted across the 33 pf, capacitor in the radio. The precise value

of the cable capacitance varies

with cable length. Because of
this, it is necessary to use a cable
Removes miniature soldered compo-

nents in seconds-without damage
Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums all solder
for easy removal of component. Leaves terminals
and mounting holes clean. Then, with 360° contact,
it resolders faster, better than regular irons. Hand-

les miniature and standard components in

PC

boards and conventional wiring. Self-cleaning. All
parts replaceable. 40 watts, 120-v. Standard tip
supplied, 5 other tip sizes available. Pays for itself.

of the same approximate length
even if it means adding an etension or cutting off any excess.

Antenna theory for quarter

wave verticals enters the picture

on FM car radio systems. The
approximate length recommend-

ed in most cases is around 32
inches. Some manufacturers
also tune the feedline to an elec-

$11.95 net East of the Rockies.
Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Indianapolis, Ind. 46220
Circle 33 on literature card

5127 E. 65th St.

ogar9

trical length of approximately
one-half wavelength. This allows
the base impedance of the antenna to be reflected into the radio
at the end of the cable, because

length on a feedline. The length
of most auto FM radio cables is
around 56 inches. (If you noticed
that 2 x 32 inches-the quarter -

NOUN?

wavelength figure mentioned

TOMORROW

earlier-is not equal to 56 inches,
please consider the velocity factor. The equations taught in class
rooms are for perfect, zero -loss

cables and antennas in free
space. In the real world, feed lines

r

is

11

.

TAPE
PLAYERS

are "lossy," and antennas are
affected by nearby conductive
objects, which detracts from performance. Even the geometry of
the car affects the antenna. The

best location for the antenna

would be in the exact center of a

metal counterpoise ground
PARTS & ACCESSORIES DC MOTORS & BELTS

COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE.

CALL YOUR WELTRON DISTRIBUTOR TODAY!

or write or call direct:

eltroñ
COMPANY -

514 East Peabody Street, Durham, N.C. 27702
919-682-0333

CES BOOTH 226

Circle 34 on literature card
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Employee
Saving

impedance conditions repeat
themselves every half wave-
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(ground plane) of perfectly regular geometry.)
Tuning the antenna and feed -

Program

You save dollars.
You save time.
And you save lives.
Set up a Defensive Driving
Program for your employees.
The National Safety Council will
help you do it.
We've helped businesses like
General Telephone, National Cash

Register, and the Hartford
Insurance Group reduce lives lost
and dollars lost each year in
employee traffic accidents.
Send for the survival course
and keep all your present
employees. Alive.
Special Projects-Public Information
National Safety Council
425 North Michigan Avenue

line by varying the length can

Chicago, Illinois 60611
Please send me full details on the Defensive Driving
Program.

make a significant difference in
performance, particularly if the

I am interested for: Myself
A civic organization or club
My company
Number of employees

weak stations far from his normal
driving area. The effect of tuning
the antenna is like increasing the
selectivity of the system by adding another resonant circuit.

Name
Title

customer regularly listens to

Firm or Organization
Address
City

L

State

Zip

Standard Troubleshooting Techniques:

Tube/Transistor/Component Substitution/
and Static Testing
trouble symptoms point to a specific component. Deciding when

by Bruce Anderson
ES Contributing Author

to abandon the simple tech-

There are basically four distinct techniques which can be
used to troubleshoot a television
receiver: tube and/or component

substitution, static testing, dynamic testing, and performance
testing.

The first two of these-substitution and static testing-usually
lead directly to the trouble, because little or no interpretation is
required of the technician.

The other two-dynamic and

performance testing-require
some degree of analysis, after
which it usually is necessary to
fall back on substitution or static
testing, to find the specific component which is the cause of the
problem.

Substitution and static testing
usually lead to a specific component; the other techniques nor-

mally point to a general circuit
area. To attempt a diagnosis using only the first two techniques
is not realistic unless the substitution is unusually easy or the

niques and begin a logical routine of dynamic or performance
tests is one of the most difficult
decisions required of a technician. The articles in this series
will discuss the four techniques
and suggest which technique(s)
should be used in specific troubleshooting situations.

Tube And/Or Component
Substitution

has been demonstrated

It

many times that simply changing

all the tubes with known good

dimentary way, observing that

the picture is snowy, for instance, is a form of performance
testing.
Substitution of parts has some
very real advantages. It is definite, and when restricted to plugin components, it is quick. For
the most part, it can be done in

the home, and several of the
manufacturers are encouraging
this technique, either with plug-

in transistors or plug-in circuit
modules.
It seems unlikely that anything

as simple as changing a few
tubes could cause trouble, and
this

is true-most of the time.

ones will fix a lot of TV sets. Once
the symptoms have been cleared,

One exception is the defective
replacement. For an example,

original tubes can be reinstalled
until the trouble reappears. With
a few weeks experience, a reasonably alert person can corre-

let's say that the problem is a filament -cathode short in a video
amplifier. The hum bar produced

late certain tubes with certain

symptoms, and the substitution
technique is no longer a guessing game. The efficiency of the

"tube jockey" has increased

because he is now observing the
performance of the receiver before attempting a repair. In a ru-

by this defect makes it a simple
trouble to analyze, and simple to
repair-unless the new tube also
has a filament -cathode short. If
so, it is very likely that the uninitiated will take the chassis to the
shop-just to change a tube.
Tubes which are carried about
daily exhibit an abnormally high
Fig. 2 Equivalent circuits for

Fig.1 Typical plots of tube gain versus time in service.

testing transistors.

SERVICE
CALL

NPN

PNP

CALL BACK
1

MINIMUM

GAIN

ACCEPTABLE

GAIN
V3 REPLACED

GAIN OF
C

C

B

ABOUT TOFAIL
E

E

V3 FAILS
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rate of interelectrode shorts. For
this reason, be on the lookout for
variations of the above example.
Sometimes this problem can be

avoided simply by making it a
habit to watch a new tube when
the set is first turned on. Often an
internal short will produce arcing

during warm-up. This is particularly true of dampers, rectifiers
and horizontal -output tubes.

Another little trick is to rotate
the slower moving tubes out of

replaced that he fails to notice
that performance is still below
what it should be.

In the previous example, the
technician simply overlooked
substandard performance. In
some instances, the second half
of the problem is a little harder to
uncover. Suppose there are three
stages of amplification. It is good

engineering practice to design
these stages so that there is a
reserve of gain to compensate

the customer is apt to be somewhat less than overjoyed by the
fact that it "took two calls to find
a couple of bad tubes."

This type of problem can be
avoided rather easily by being a
little more careful and thorough
on the initial call. After the immediate trouble has been located,
spend a little more time and determine if there are any other

"bugs." This usually is not a

waste of time; there is more prof-

the caddy and into the bench
stock at least once a month. A

for the gradual decrease in gain
of the tubes. This concept is illus-

it in selling another tube or two
than there is in making a call-

shorted tube in the bench stock

trated in Fig. 1.

back.

an inconvenience, but

it
doesn't cause a needless chassis
pull. It is also worth noting that
is

customers don't like to see a

bunch of dog-eared tube cartons
when you open your caddy. If you
rotate the stock, they won't. This
is

a minor point, perhaps, but

appearances are important.
Another pitfall of tube substitu-

tion is that multiple faults are of-

ten missed. For example, the
symptom of poor contrast often
is cured by changing the video output tube. On some occasions,
a pair of weak IF amplifiers (or all
three, if there are that many) will
be the problem. Possibly both, or

all three, video amplifiers are

weak; or it can be some combination of IF and video amplifiers.
Unfortunately, the unwary tech-

nician might see such an improvement when the first tube is

At the time of the service call,
V3 had definitely failed and was

replaced, restoring the overall
gain to an acceptable level. The
high gain which is normal when a
tube is brand new was sufficient
to compensate for the abnormally low gain of V2, which actually
was in the process of failing. After a few days or weeks, V2 will
get weaker still, and at the same
time, the gain of the new V3 will
level off at its long-time gain fig-

ure. Unfortunately, the overall
gain at that time will again be

One way to avoid this sort of
trouble is to replace immediately
all tubes in the suspected circuitry or section. Then reinstall the
old ones until some degrading of
the performance is noted. Whenever performance does fall off,
reinstall the new tube. By starting

with all new tubes, you can tell
what the optimum performance
really is, and it is much easier to
tell if a weak tube is pulling down
the performance.

Another way to accomplish

below standards, and a callback

about the same thing is to use a
tube tester; but that will be dis-

results.

cussed later.

To compound the problem, the
unwary technician might simply
return and replace V3 a second

time, perhaps restoring normal
operation, but leaving the basic
problem unsolved. Even if the
second weak tube is discovered,

Substituting transistors is not
so involved, because the gain of

transistors remains just about
constant throughout the life span of the device. Failures nor-

mally are caused by shorts,

opens or, occasionally, leakage.

Fig. 3 Circuit diagram of a simple transistor tester. See text for explanation of theory of operation.

SCOPE

VERTICAL
INPUT
1K

SCOPE

- GROUND

120VAC

SEE

TEXT

100K
SCOPE
10- HORIZONTAL
INPUT

TRANSISTOR BASE
EMITTER OR COLLECTOR
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PNP
14

Therefore, there is little chance
that you will encounter a situation in which a second transistor
is weak, although the effects of

leakage can duplicate a weak
stage. On the other hand, whole

strings of transistors can fail at
the same time, because they are
electrically fragile and often are

directly coupled. This makes it
possible for the failure of one
transistor to damage the transistors coupled to it. For this reason, check the adjacent transistors before installing a new one.
It is common practice to check

filter capacitors by "bridging"
them. This works well if the suspected one is open, but can be
very misleading if it is leaking.
Because the latter type of failure
is just about as common as the

former, the technician who assumes that a filter is good, just

it is a valuable tool, if the neces-

they forget that rejuvenation

sary precautions are observed.
A good way to start arguments

does not fix a CRT; it only might
prolong its usefu" life.

is to claim that one type of tube

tester is better than the other.
The emission tester measures
the ability of the cathode to emit
electrons; the transconductance
tester measures the plate signal
produced by a given amount of
grid drive, but usually at relatively low levels of cathode current.
Both basic types check diodes
for emission, check for internal
shorts, and usually check for grid
emission, which is an indication
of gas.

Although some bad tubes
might "sneak by" a tube tester, it
seldom rejects good tubes. Be-

cause of this, it can help you
avoid installing defective tubes,
and it can help you find border-

because connecting a good one
across it does not improve performance, is headed for a lot of

line troubles which involve several weak tubes.
An area which often is ignored
is preventive maintenance. A few

It

minutes spent critically observ-

pointless troubleshooting.

takes a couple of minutes to disconnect a capacitor and temporarily sub a new one; it might

ing TV performance after the
repairs are completed often will
reveal that some other function

Transistor testing

Transistor testing cannot fol-

low the same "rules" as tube

testing, for several reasons. Because most transistors are soldered in, they usually cannot be

removed easily for testing or
substitution. In -circuit testing
often can be helpful, but usually
there are many "ifs."

Transistors usually are either
good or bad; there is seldom a
"weak" transistor. Except for an
occasional noisy transistor, or
one with excessive leakage current, failure is caused by a shorted junction or an open junction,
and these are easy to find with an
ohmmeter. Noisy transistors can

seldom be spotted by testing.
Leaky transistors usually overheat, because power transistors
are the type most prone to leakage.

(Articles in the February and
March 1971, issues of ES thoroughly cover transistor testing,

take an hour to isolate a leaky
capacitor after it has been pas-

of the receiver is below par. If so,

sed over once or twice before.

checking the tubes in the sus-

and will help you decide what

pected circuits and replacing any

transistor testing equipment you
need, and, of course, how to use
it most effectively.)
The shortcomings of relying on
an ohmmeter for transistor test-

Static Testing
For the purposes of this article,

static tests are defined as any

which are substandard, in the
long run, actually will save the
customer money, because it will

reduce the number of calls he
must purchase in a certain period. For the technician, the sales
per service call will be increased.

tests made under nonoperating
conditions. These include resistance measurements of compo-

Also, the callback rate can be

nents, tube tests, transistor tests,
capacitance measurement, ca-

reduced and customer satisfaction improved.

pacitor leakage tests, etc. The

Tube testing

In emphasizing the shortcom-

ings of the tube tester, many

teachers and writers have left the
impression that this instrument is

next to worthless. Although it is
true that a tube tester can give
misleading information-mainly

because the test conditions it

establishes are a poor simulation

of actual operating conditions-

this method, particularly if signal
tracing and performance testing
are your primary troubleshooting
techniques. If the test equipment
is not available for these types of

tests, more reliance must be

test may be made either in -circuit

or out -of -circuit, depending on
the availability of test equipment,
convenience, and personal preference. Bear in mind, however,
that a static test is most valid
when it most closely duplicates
actual operating conditions.

ing usually are outweighed by
the speed and convenience of

CRT checkers

The experienced technician
usually can "eyeball" a picture
tube and determine if it is defective. Still, it is a bit difficult to tell
the difference between an open
drive control and a dead gun in

the picture tube. The question
here is not, "Can I find the trouble every time without a CRT test-

er" but, "Will the tester save
enough time to pay for itself"? If
labor cost is $10.00 per hour, it
doesn't take much "saved" time
to pay for a tester.

My own experience with reju-

venation of picture tubes has

been good; however, this seemingly is not the experience of the
majority of technicians. Perhaps

placed on static tests, and a more

sophisticated method of testing
transistors has to be used.

Diode checking of transistors
is based on the fact that a transis-

tor can be considered, for test
purposes, as two diodes connected in series. As shown in Fig.
2, an NPN transistor appears as

two diodes with a common anode; a PNP has a common cath-

ode. If the positive ohmmeter
lead is connected to the anode
terminals, low resistance will be

measured to either cathode.
Reversing the meter polarity

should always produce a high resistance reading. In a few diffused -junction transistors, used
mainly as RF or IF amplifiers, the
June, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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input to the scope is shunted by
the junction, so a vertical line is
produced on the scope. Since
horizontal deflection is produced
during one half -cycle and vertical
deflection is produced during the

next half -cycle, a right-angle
waveform is produced.
If a junction is shorted, conduction will occur throughout

(A)

the power cycle and only a vertical line will be produced on the

scope. An open junction produces only a horizontal line. If

there is leakage current through
the junction, the horizontal part
of the waveform will be inclined
towards the vertical. A few sample waveforms are shown in Fig.
4.

(D)

(C)

A filament transformer or a

doorbell transformer can be used
for the transformer. If the output

voltage is more than about six
volts, a resistor (5 to 10K) should

be connected in series with the

primary of the transformer, to
limit current through the transistor. The value of R3 depends on
the transformer voltage and the

horizontal sensitivity of the
scope. It should be selected to

(F)

allow full deflection without over-

driving the horizontal amplifier;
the value probably will be somewhere between 470K and about 2
Fig. 4 Typical waveforms obtained using the transistor tester in Fig. 3. (A) Open
junction (B) Shorted junction (C) Normal junction, ground lead to base, PNP
transistor. (D) Normal junction, ground lead to base, NPN transistor. (E) Leakage
is indicated out -of -circuit; in -circuit it could be caused by loading; NPN transistor. (F) Normal waveform for PNP transistor with low emitter -to -base avalanche
voltage. Vertical segment at right indicates normal diode conduction; segment
at left caused by avalanche mode of conduction.

megohms.
In practice, this instrument can

be considered as an ohmmeter
the battery polarity of which is
switched sixty times per second.
It may be used either in -circuit or
out -of -circuit; however, it cannot

discern between junction leakage and the currents which flow

in the circuit surrounding the

transistor. For example, a rectifier diode will appear shorted in reverse -voltage breakdown point

(avalanche voltage) is less than
the output of an ohmmeter, and
an emitter -base short will be indicated.

A circuit diagram of a transistor testing device which recently
has received a lot of attention is
shown in Fig. 3. The operation is
quite simple: For the moment,
consider that R2 is open and R3
is a short (they serve only to at-

junction is positive with respect
to the anode, so no current flows.
With no current flow, the voltage
across R1 is zero and there is no

vertical deflection of the scope.

circuit because the impedance of
the power -supply filter is practically a dead short to 60 Hz.
Next

At the same time, all of the output

In this article, the techniques

voltage of the transformer is ap-

of tube and component substitution and the testing of tubes and
transistors have been discussed.
While both of these techniques

plied to the horizontal input of
the scope, and a horizontal line is
produced.
During the next half cycle, the

are relatively simple, there are
procedures which will minimize

tenuate the input to the scope).

transistor junction is forward
biased, and the output of the

of the transformer is
positive with respect to terminal
2, the cathode of the transistor

transformer is developed across
R1. (The voltage drop across the

mistakes and also allow quicker
troubleshooting. More sophisticated servicing techniques will

junction is small enough that it
can be ignored.) The horizontal

cles in this series.

During the half cycle when

terminal
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be discussed in subsequent arti-

Features: All solid-state alarm
control, a loud siren, magnetic
contacts for protecting 6 doors
and windows, a shunt lock to
permit the owner to enter the

aroduchull

Features and/or specifics ions
listed are obtained from manufacturers'
reports. For more information about
any product listed, circle the
associated number on the reader
service card in this issue.

premises, wire, a battery, and in-

structions are included in the

alarm kit. Any cutting of the
closed-circuit wire or entry of the

protected openings will sound
the alarm until turned off by the

Speaker Grille
Replacements

owner.

Product: Change -A -Grille kit
Manufacturer: Mellotone, Inc.

Function and/or Application:
Acoustic grille replacements for
TV and speakers

Features: Acoustic fabric grilles,
premounted on perforated baffle

board, can be cut to size with
household shears and affixed
Quick, easy way to beautify your
stereo speakers, TV sets, etc. in minutes

each display card. These semiconductors are available in skin packages on perforated strips of
five or ten.

Specifications: The skin -pack

Specifications: The control circuit and battery are housed in a
crinkle -finish box measuring 12
inches x 71/2 inches x 31/2 inches.

Each MW -880 alarm kit includes
complete application, installa-

cards measure 31/2 inches x 41/4
inches.
Price: Not available.
Circle 7/ on literature card

CHANGE -A -GRILLE
r

Is hWNG Cover -Over r

fit¡;

'

<

v- 2. -

P4192.,m,

Solder Spools
Product: Type SN60 resin core
solder
Manufacturer: Edsyn, Inc.

Function and/or Application:
Soldering of connections.

Features: Each spool contains
approximately 35 feet of 1/32
inch diameter solder and comes
packaged in clear plastic bags.
The spools have been designed

tion and test instructions with a

full set of professional alarm
parts.

Price: The MW -880 intrusion

alarm kit sells for less than
$60.00.

with self -stick tape, which is included. The grilles are designed
in bright acoustic fabric in deco-

Circ le 73 ,nt litcru7

card

rative weaves to assure unob-

Tool for Multilayer Board

structed, distortion -free passage
of sound.
Specifications: N/A
Price: The Change -A -Grille sells

Product: Model 4024 Grab'r hand
tool.
Manufacturer: ETM Corp.

for $4.95.
Circle 70 on literature card

Entertainment
Semiconductors
Product: Fifty-six of the most
used entertainment semiconductors
Manufacturer: General Electric
Tube Products Dept.

Function and/or Application:
Self evident.

Repair

to snap into Edsyn's Idle -Rest
soldering instrument holder or

Function and/or Application: A
tool to aid removal of defective

they may be placed over any peg
for ease in unreeling the solder.
Specifications: Not available.
Price: Type SN60 sells for $1.00.

transistor circuits from multilayer

Features: Adjustable joint to

Circle 72 on literature gird

maintain alignment and design
features for access to densely

Home Burglar Alarm

packed boards. The Grab'r holds
onto defective components until
they are removed.

Product: MW -880 intrusion alarm
kit

Manufacturer: Mountain West

Features: The new packaging

Alarm

display provides space for prod-

Function and/or Application:

uct specifications and application information on the front of

PC boards.

Burglar alarm to protect against
entry of intruders.

Specifications: O.D., .375; I.D.,
.323; cavity depth of .200. It can

handle all standard transistor
cans.

Price: The 4024 Grab'r sells for
$33.50.
Circle 74 on literature (ard
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negative signal, the grid of the

tube is biased beyond cutoff,
except during the times the sync

tips force the grid to become
slightly positive. Therefore, except when the sync tips are pres-

ent, the sync separator tube is

The
sync
separator
Theory of operation, component
functions, common defects and

proven troubleshooting techniques.

cut off.

The positive sync tips at the

grid of the sync tube produce

maximum plate current, which
produces large negative -going

pulses. During the intervals between pulses, the plate current is

zero, and the plate voltage increases to the level of the supply

voltage. The zero -voltage and
average -plate -voltage lines in
Fig. 3 should help clarify the voltages at the plate.

The Actions Of A Typical Sync
Separator

The diode is not used in the
sync separator circuitry of production designs of TV receivers.
Both the functions of diode conduction and control of the plate
current of the sync tube are performed by the grid -cathode circuit of the sync stage.

The schematic of a typical,
tube -type, sync -separator circuit
is shown in Fig. 4. Also included
are average DC voltages and typical waveforms.

The function of each component in the sync separator circuit
and common defects and related
trouble symptoms are described
in the following paragraphs.

The sync pulses required for
synchronization of the vertical and horizontal -sweep circuits in
TV receivers are obtained from
the video signal by sync separator circuits.
Because the sync pulses have

a much higher amplitude than

the video waveforms or the

LARGE -VALUE
PEAK -HEADING

CAPACITANCE

POSITIVE -GOING
VIDEO

tors, regardless of brand or model

TO GRID OF SYNC TUBE

LARGE VALUE

of receiver, are designed to

LOAD RESISTOR

amplify only the parts of a video

signal which have the highest
amplitude, which normally are
the sync pulses.

A sync separator also must

function correctly even when the

amplitude of the video signal is
varying either excessively high or
low. This requirement eliminates

Fig. 1 The schematic of a shunt -type, peak -reading rectifier circuit, if followed by a direct -coupled sync amplifier tube, could function as a sync separator.

the possible use of a tube or
diode which has a fixed, cutoff
bias.
87V SUPPLY-TUBE IS CUTOFF

A Simple Sync Separator

A shunt -type, peak -reading
rectifier circuit, such as the one
in Fig. 1, fulfills the requirement

of conducting only during the

highest -amplitude portion of the
video waveform, and it does so

58V P -P SYNC PULSE
82V AVERAGE PLATE VOLTAGE

regardless of the exact amplitude
of the video signal.
The waveform in Fig. 2 shows

that the signal at the grid of the
sync separator tube is clamped
to the tips of the sync pulses by
conduction of the diode. Therefore, the remainder of the waveform is negative -going. Because

of the large amplitude of the
68
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ZERO VOLTS

Fig. 2 The zero -voltage, or DC reference,

Fig. 3 Addition of the zero -voltage and

line has been added to show the AC and

average -plate -voltage lines show the rela-

DC voltages present at the grid of the

tionships of those voltages to the supply

sync tube. Only the tips of the sync pulses

voltage and to the amplitude of the

are positive; the remainder of the waveform is negative, and it biases the tube to
cutoff.

pulses.

R76 (22K -ohm resistor) and
R75 (39K -ohm resistor)-These
resistors perform several func-

tions. They function as a voltage divider which 1) reduces
the amount of video applied to
the grid of the sync separator
(notice the decreased amplitude of the video in W2 of Fig. 4

relative to that of W1) and 2)
reduces the amplitude of the
noise -cancellation signal (if any
is developed) which is added to

the video and subsequently

applied to the grid of the sync
tube. The resistors also function as decouplers which prevent excessive mixing of the
video and the noise -cancellation signals.

Moderate deviations from the
values specified for these resis-

If the value of C55 is decreased

to about .0001M fd, the vertical
sync is decreased about 50 per
cent, as shown in Fig. 5. Values
between .001 M fd and .1M fd
produce virtually no change in

tors do not significantly affect
the locking. An open R76 eliminates all noise -cancellation action, but the vertical and horizontal sync signals are increased.

either waveforms or locking

when the signal level to the receiver is constant. If the level of
the signal changes rapidly, as it
does when an aircraft overflies
the reception area, for example,

Values of R75 above about 100K
produce weak vertical and horizontal locking.
C55 (.0033M-fd ceramic capac-

itor)-This capacitor functions

as a coupling capacitor, to

values larger than .01 M fd cause

the picture to move sideways

channel the video signal to the
grid circuit of the sync separa-

about 1/4 inch with each increase
or decrease of signal strength.
Leakage across C55 is a critical factor. A small leakage of 11M

tor tube. Because the grid

draws current when the tips of
the sync pulses are present, the

capacitor also functions as a

ohms across the capacitor produces severe horizontal bending

peak -reading capacitance.

W1

P -P HORIZ

140V

/M

i 14,.,
l'!2 55V

P -P HORIZ
-14V

-12V

STRONG SIGNAL
WEAK SIGNAL

-0.8V NO SIGNAL

+82V

STRONG SIGNAL

+82V WEAK SIGNAL
+63V NO SIGNAL

SYNC SEP

FROM PLATE OF VIDEO AMP

B

--VW-

6AW8A
VERT

39 K

100K

150pf

0.0022

47K

NOISE CANCELLATION
SIGNAL

2i
22K

/

STRONG SIGNAL
+14V MODERATE SIGNAL

FROM CATHODE OF 1ST VIDEO IF

47pf

470K

22K

+8V

+36V NO SIGNAL

SYNC

NPO

R100)

100K

ADDED

+280V

470
HORIZ

RSCOPE

NNh

ESISTOR

4.7meg

W5

58V

SYNC

P -P HORIZ

tVó =XPANDfD

Fig. 4 The schematic of the sync separator circuit used in the
Admiral 25D6 chassis (PHOTOFACT 540-1). This is the same

ages and waveforms shown were taken from one chassis; however, they can be considered typical for similar circuits.

chassis that was used in the RCA CTC10 and other models. VoltJune, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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near the center of the picture.

the tilt of the vertical sync, 2)
balances the amplitude of the
equalizing pulses (see Fig. 9)

The symptoms produced by leak-

and

of the picture, and the vertical
locks only with the blanking bar

3) also balances the
amount of vertical sync relative

age of C55 are shown in Fig. 6.

to the amount of horizontal

Note: 1) the excessive clipping of

the sync tips at the grid of the

sync at the output of the sepa-

sync separator tube; 2) the wide,
distorted pulses at the plate, with
video contamination between the
pulses; and 3) the bending of the
crosshatch pattern.
With the leakage of 11M ohms
across C55, the DC voltage at the
grid end of C55 was -8 volts, the

rator.

The tolerance of these components is not very critical. However, a short across them does increase slightly the amplitude of
the vertical sync, as shown in Fig.
7.

R36 (4.7M -ohm resistor)-R36

voltage at the grid of the tube

functions as the load of the

was -7 volts, and the plate volt-

peak -reading rectifier circuit at

age was --72 volts. Normally, the

the grid of the sync separator

DC voltage at the grid is only

tube. The time constant of R36
and C55 determines how much

about 1 volt more negative than

the voltage at C55. This excessive change in the voltage drop

of the tips of the sync pulses
will cause tube conduction. In

across R82. added to the clipping

other words, a short time con-

of the sync tips at the grid, indicates leakage in C55, or a gassy
tube.

R81 (22K -ohm resistor)-This
resistor also has several functions. It is a decoupling resistor, to prevent the stray capaci-

tance of the sync separator
stage from decreasing the
high -frequency response of the

video amplifier. If the resis-

duces excessive conduction of
the separator tube, which also

might clip some of the video,
causing horizontal bending of
the picture. A long time constant (increased value of R36)

produces conduction during
only the extreme tip of the sync
pulse. Such "shallow" conduction might cause a loss of sync

during rapid changes in the

duced to zero, the picture on
the screen of the CRT will be

level of the video. Fig. 10 shows
the various amounts of conduc-

tude of the vertical sync at the

tion produced by three different time constants.
R36 returns, not to ground, but

plate of the sync tube. The waveforms in Fig. 7 show the change
in vertical sync when R81 is normal and when it is shorted. (To
prevent the larger vertical -sweep

to a source of voltage which

pulse from obscuring the sync
pulse, the vertical tube was re-

creased conduction of the sync
separator tube, which, in turn,
produces better sync clipping of

moved from the socket while the
waveform in Fig. 7 was photographed.)
The tolerance of R81 is not critical. A short across it moves the
picture about 1/4 inch to the right
and decreases the vertical sync

about 25 per cent. A value of
220K ohms produced distorted
separator plate pulses with ringing (Fig. 8). Values above 220K
ohms eliminated all vertical and
horizontal locking.

C56 (150 pf) and R82 (470K

70

becomes more positive during
reception of weak stations. This
gives the effect of a shorter time

constant and produces in-

weak signals.

Increasing the value of R36 to
about 10M ohms produces more

negative voltage at the grid.
However, the amplitude and

waveshape of the sync pulses at

the plate do not change significantly. An open R36 eliminates

all sync. Values of resistance
below about 560K cause horizon-

tal bending of the picture on the
screen of the CRT and video con-

tamination of the sync pulses at

ohms)-These two compo-

the plate of the sync tube, as

nents comprise a series, highpass filter which 1) corrects for

6AW8A (triode section)-

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/June, 1972

30 Hz.

stant (low value of R36) pro-

tances of R75 and R81 are renoticeably blurred.
R81 also increases the ampli-

Fig. 5 When C55 was changed to a value
of .0001 M fd, the amplitude of the vertical
sync decreased about 50 per cent. This
waveform was obtained at C58, with the
grid of the vertical -output tube grounded
and the scope sweep operated at about

shown in Fig. 11.

1111LiUM
Fig. 6 These symptoms were produced

when C55 had a leakage of 11M ohms. (A)

The waveform at the top shows the sync

pulse at the grid of the sync tube is
clipped. The waveform at the bottom
shows the distorted pulses and the video
at the plate of the sync tube. (B) Erratic
horizontal bending and marginal locking
were the symptoms on the screen of the
picture tube.

P1,15
Fig. 7 The vertical sync waveform at the
top is normal, for comparison. When R81
was shorted, the sync amplitude was reduced, as shown in the center waveform.
When C56 was shorted, the sync amplitude, as shown in the bottom waveform,
increased above normal.

Fig. 8 This distorted waveform was obtained at the plate of the sync tube when
R81 was 220K ohms.

Emission of the sync separator

tube can gradually decrease;
the result is weak sync and soft
locking of both the vertical and

,.,iiliÍ

üllUtil!{ítüí,,,,...,..,.

Fig. 9 To obtain these waveforms, the
scope was operated at about 60 Hz, the
sweep was widened 5X, and the scope
was connected to the plate of the sync
separator tube. The waveform at the top
was produced by normal values of C56
and R82. As shown in the bottom waveform, a shorted C56 tilted the sync pulses
and caused a decrease of the amplitude
of the equalizing pulses, which follow the
sync pulses.

horizontal sweep circuits. The

separator tube also can become gassy and cause horizontal bending (same symptoms as
caused by leakage in C55), or a
heater -to -cathode short in the
tube can cause a loss of vertical

sync (and a temporary vertical
roll) about once every 17 secFig. 10 The top dotted line shows the
amount of tube conduction of the tips of
the sync pulses when the time constant of
C55 and R36 is too long. A slight change
in the amplitude of the video sigral might
cause a temporary loss of sync. Normal
conduction is shown by the center dotted
line, and conduction produced by a time

constant which is too short is shown by
the bottom dotted line. Video or the corners of the blanking pulses might cause
conduction and picture bending.

onds.

C69 (47p-fd, zero -temperature -

coefficient, ceramic capacitor)

-This capacitor differentiates
the sync pulses and couples
them to the phase detector of
the horizontal oscillator.

R100 (100K ohm resistor) and

R101 (47K -ohm resistor)-

These two resistors determine
the amount of plate voltage of
the sync separator tube, and, in

the value of R36 was 100K. Bend,ng of the

picture was caused by the video mixed
with the sync pulses.

100K ohms to provide extra sync
for a receiver which is operating
with marginal vertical and horizontal locking.

If the supply voltage is de-

creased, both the average plate
voltage and the amplitude of the
pulses decrease. For example, if
R100 increases to 330K ohms,
the pulse decreases to only 35

volts p -p and the locking becomes marginal.

with saturated plate current increases to the supply voltage
between pulses. In this case,

Fig. 11 The top waveform is a normal one

tion is received. The value of
R101 can be increased up to

mines the amplitude of the sync
separator tube.
The voltage at the plate of any
pulse amplifier which is operated

for the plate of the sync separator tube.
The bottom waveform shows the distorted sync pulses and the video present at
the plate of the sync separator tube when

180 volts from the normal 60
volts p -p. No deterioration of the
performance is noted. However,
the dissipation of the tube probably would be excessive if no sta-

turn, the plate voltage deterpulses at the plate of the sync

Lir-yrkv.

R101 is open, the maximum plate

voltage between pulses is 280
volts, and the pulse increases to

In a sync separator stage
which is operating normally a
change in the amplitude of the
video signal-because of AGC

adjustments, aircraft flutter, or
station scene changes-does not
change the amplitude of the sync

R100 and R101, acting as a voltage divider, determine the "sup-

pulses at the plate of the sync
separator tube. There are two

maximum plate voltage between
pulses to about +87 volts. Even if
the tip of the pulse dipped to zero

tion of the grid of the tube fol-

ply" voltage by clamping the

volts (which it does not), the

maximum pulse voltage at the

reasons for this: 1) The diode ac-

lows the amplitude of the video,
and 2) the plate current is operat-

ed beyond saturation. Consequently, the amplitude of the

plate would be 87 volts p -p.

sync pulses produced by a normally -operating sync separator

creased, both the average plate
voltage and the amplitude of the
pulses increase. For example, if

stage is relatively constant.

If the supply voltage is in-

R83 (100K -ohm resistor) and

C58 (.0022M-fd capacitor)June, 1972/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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These two components are the
first section of the vertical integrator circuit. To produce a vertical sync pulse with maximum
amplitude, a certain time constant is necessary. A shorter

time constant does not filter

enough, and a longer time con-

stant excessively reduces the
Fig. 12 This composite video waveform,

obtained from the video detector, has
been locked at 60 Hz and widened for
clarity.

amplitude.
Increased resistance of R83 (or
R84, the second integrator resistor not shown in this schematic)

produces decreased vertical

sync and "softer" vertical locking. Horizontal locking is not affected. If "firmer" vertical lock-

6 NARROW EQUALIZING PULSES
6 NARROW EQUALIZING PULSES
6 WIDE SYNC PULSES

VIES

VIDEO

ing is desired, R83 can be
changed to 47K ohms. If a lower
value is required, check the asso-

NEGATIVE -GOING OUTPUT FROM VIDEO DETECTOR

(A)

Vertical Sync Is A Variation Of
The Width Of The Horizontal
Sync Pulses

scope which is locked to the horizontal scanning frequency. For
increased clarity, the waveform

has been widened by the 5X sweep feature of a triggered sweep scope.

two pictures. The equalizing and sync
pulses are in groups of three in the hammer, but the scope waveform shows them

in groups of six. There are really two
hammers, one for each interlaced vertical

field; however, one cannot be seen on
this CRT because it occurs during hori-

zontal retrace. The scope waveform
shows the pulses of both fields. Because
of the phase difference between the two
interlaced vertical fields, there appears to
be twice as many pulses in them as there

are ordinary pulses during an equal
amount of time. This distinction is important in understanding the symptoms produced by.certain defects.
72
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amplitude to trigger the vertical
oscillator.

The equalizing pulses, which
follow the wide sync pulses, are
so narrow that the charge in C58

discharges to less than the

charge from the previous pulse
before the next narrow pulse arrives. Therefore, the charge in

C58 decreases in a series of

horizontal sync pulses arrive.
The narrow equalizing pulses,

they appear on the screen of a

a picture tube, when the picture is rolled
downward. A method of visually analyzing the "hammer' is given in the text. An
apparent difference is shown by these

in C58 until it becomes a vertical -

frequency pulse of sufficient

sync.

together are the composite video
waveform are shown in Fig. 12 as

Fig. 13 Vertical equalizing pulses and

each wide pulse increases, in a
series of small steps, the charge

small steps, until the voltage is

The various elements which

sync pulses can be seen in a scope waveform or on the screen of the picture tube.
(A) This waveform is the same as that in
Fig. 12, except the scope is locked at 60
Hz. (B) The same vertical equalizing and
sync pulses can be seen on the screen of

pulse is so short that C58 discharges very little. Therefore,

ciated circuitry for a defect,

which is reducing the vertical
,,,,~W,r

sync pulses, which are used for
vertical sync, produces a voltage
charge on C58, and the period of
time before the arrival of the next

The appearances and characteristics of the vertical blanking
and sync pulses, shown in Fig.
13, are less familiar. The scope
waveform (Fig. 13A) and the pic-

ture of the "hammer" from the
screen of the CRT (Fig. 13B) help

explain how vertical sync is
broad cast.

The narrow equalizing pulses
and the wide sync pulses can be
seen at the plate of the sync tube,
as shown in Fig. 14A. Integration
of these narrow and wide pulses
by R83 and C58, the first integrating filter, produces the waveform
shown in Fig. 14B.
Because the equalizing pulses
are so narrow relative to the rate
of repetition, C58 charges during
the pulse time, then discharges

to zero before the arrival of the
next narrow pulse. Therefore,
there is no charge on C58 when
the sync pulses begin.
The first of the wider horizontal

zero, when the first "normal"

which are used also to keep the
horizontal oscillator on frequen-

cy during the time of vertical

blanking, help to narrow the vertical sync pulse and sharpen the
leading and trailing edges.

Analysis Of Vertical Sync In
The Picture
In many cases, it is difficult for
a technician to immediately determine if a defect which is causing poor locking is degrading the
video signal supplied to the sync
separator or whether the defect
is in the sync separator circuit. A
fast and relatively accurate evaluation of both the vertical and hor-

izontal sync pulses in the video
signal is to examine visually the
"hammer" which is produced on
the screen of the picture tube by
the equalizing and vertical sync
pulses.

To observe this hammer, slow-

ly roll the picture downward by
use of the vertical hold control,
then decrease the contrast and
increase the brightness level until the hammer is distinct.

Although the appearance of
the hammer changes from one
station signal to another, after
some experience in evaluating
hammers a technician can determine quickly whether or not both

the horizontal and the vertical
sync pulses are present in the
video signal.

Although the hammers shown
in Fig. 13B and Fig. 15 are slightly different, both are normal. The

"black" polarity of the video sig-

hammers should be more black
than the vertical blanking area or
any other portion of the picture.
If the hammer is about the same

Symptoms of an open AGC bypass
capacitor

shade of gray as the remainder of

the picture, compression of the

nal is indicated.

The hammer in Fig. 16A reveals

that the amplitude of the sync
pulses is decreased. Accompanying symptoms were picture bend -

ing, and the right side of the picture was lighter than the left side.

Although the picture exhibited
bending, the horizontal locking
was relatively solid. However,
locking of the vertical was marginal.

All of these symptoms were
produced by an open AGC by -

6 NARROW EQUALIZING PULSES
6 NARROW EQUALIZING PULSES

NORMAL SYNC PULSES

,/

6 PRE -EQUALIZING PULSES

6 POST -EQUALIZING PULSES

6 SYNC PULSES

NEGATII!-GOING OUTPIIT

6 WIDE SYNC PULSES
OUTPUT FROM INTEGRATOR

FROM PLATE OF SYNC SEPARATOR

(A )

(B )

Fig. 14 The wide horizontal pulses from the plate circuit of the sync separator tube can
be integrated by the time constant of R83 and C58. (A) This waveform of the sync pulses
at the plate of the sync separator tube shows the narrow equalizing pulses and wide sync
pulses for both interlaced vertical fields. (B) After integration by R83 and C58, the sync
pulses build up the voltage (downward on the scope), and the equalizing pulses restore
the voltage to zero again. Thus, a vertical pulse is produced by integrating horizontal
pulses of different widths.

(A )

(B )

,u in in au in u u Ili

(D )

Fig. 16 Symptoms and waveforms produced by an open AGC
capacitor. (A) Picture bending, and a hammer with decreased
amplitude of the sync lines are shown in this closeup from the
screen of the picture tube. (B) The waveform at the video detector, locked at 7867 Hz. (C) A comparison of the normal pulses at
the plate of the sync separator relative to the strong, but contaminated, sync pulses shown below. The scope was locked to

II

Fig. 15 This vertical sync hammer is normal. The equalizing and sync pulses are
blacker than the blanking bar or picture.
(The ringing is caused by a rabbit -ear
antenna.)

(C )

11

11

11

111

111

(F)

(E )

7867 Hz. (D) This waveform appeared at the AGC voltage supply

for the IF tube when the scope was locked to 30 Hz. (E) This
waveform is the same as D, except the sweep has been widened
and the zero -voltage line added. (F) Sync pulses for the first vertical interlaced scanning field are decreased more than the ones
for the second field, as shown in bottom trace. Scope is locked
to 15 Hz.
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 17 Black" compression can eliminate the sync pulses. (A) This hammer is no blacker than the vertical blanking area: an indication of black compression. (B) A normal video waveform (upper trace), compared to a video waveform (bottom trace) which has the
sync pulses clipped.

Fig. 18 This white line in a hammer does
not necessarily indicate a defect in the TV
receiver. See the text for an explanation.

ened by 5X. The resultant wave-

notch missing from the sync

composed of the expected horizontal -frequency sawteeth (inte-

AGC was reducing the IF gain at
that point.

pass capacitor (013 in an RCA
CTC10). To prove that such a
defect exists, bridge a .1 M-fd
capacitor across the terminals of
the AGC bypass capacitor.

The waveforms in Fig. 16B,
obtained from the video detector.

revealed pronounced "sloping"
of the video portion of the signal.
This caused the right edge of the

picture to be lighter and have
less contrast than the left. Fig.

form, shown in Fig. 16E, was

grated pulses) but with unexpected, periodic up-and-down
undulations.
Because the scope was operat-

ed in the DC mode, the probe
was removed from contact with

the circuit, to locate on the

pulse in Fig. 16B-the sawtooth

These facts partially explain
why two of the three vertical sync
lines shown in Fig. 16A are weakened, but it does not explain why
the third was not. One other factor was yet to be discovered and
explained.
When the scope was connect-

16B also revealed a notch in the

screen of the scope the zero voltage, or DC reference line,
shown dotted in Fig. 16E. The

output from the sync separator,

periodic undulations began to be

below 15 Hz, to produce four

understandable at this point.

waveforms, the sync pulses were

rate, and shown in Fig. 16C along

Because the horizontal sawteeth

center of the sync pulse. The
viewed at a horizontal sweep

with a normal waveform, revealed strong pulses with a significant amount of video contam-

ination. The contamination

caused the horizontal bending.
The waveforms in Figs. 16A, B
and C only verified the symptoms
already observed from the screen

were DC oriented, they were in
effect an AC AGC voltage. The
gain of the IF tube was being varied by each individual horizontal

sawtooth. This explained the

frame of the vertical frequency.
To make these pulses more visible, the waveform was locked at
60 Hz, to provide just one frame,

and the scope sweep was wid74
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of alternate sync pulses sometimes causes vertical shimmy,
roll during the weak one.)
The reason for the decrease of

the amplitude of alternate vertical sync pulses can be found in
the nature of the interlaced verti-

to just below 30 Hz. to produce
two complete vertical fields. The
4 -volt p -p waveform shown in

However, there was no obvious
explanation for the small pulses
which seemed to occur for every

ses. (Reduction of the amplitude
because the vertical locks on the

scope was connected to the AGC
supply for the IF tube and locked

which was not filtered out because of the open capacitor.

only about one-third of the normal amplitude, as shown in Fig.
16F. Even less amplitude was
exhibited for alternate sync pul-

stronger pulse and attempts to

of the picture tube. Next, the

Fig. 16D was found at that point.
where virtually no AC should be.
Most of the waveform obviously
was part of the horizontal signal
from the plate of the AGC tube,

ed to the integrating capacitor,
C58 in Fig. 4, and locked at just

cal fields. The equalizing and

sync pulses for the second inter-

field occur just one-half
horizontal scanning line later
laced

Fig. 19 Scope waveforms of video and
sync signals are usually most informative
when viewed with the sweep of the scope
locked to 7867 Hz, to produce two horizontal fields. If the horizontal lines in the
waveform are too thick, as shown in the
upper trace, hum might be present. The
scope should be locked to 30 Hz to check

(center of the picture) than those
of the first field. Because no horizontal pulses occur at that time,

the vertical sync for that field is
not reduced so much as the other. In this case, because the AGC
was composed of horizontal saw -

teeth instead of a well filtered
DC, there was a larger gain re-

for hum, such as shown in the center

duction during the first inter-

trace. A normal video waveform locked at
30 Hz is shown in the bottom trace.

ond.

laced field than during the sec-

Open filter capacitors

vertical is not locked. Compare

Occasionally, an open filter
capacitor will permit horizontal

the appearance of this line with

circuits. Many of the symptoms
will be similar to those produced

the greyed -out sync lines shown
in Fig. 16A. The white line usually
can not be seen when the hammer is near the top of the screen,

by an open AGC bypass capaci-

but it becomes more noticeable

tor. Check each terminal of the
filter capacitors, especially the

the closer it gets to the bottom.

multiple -section cans, for waveforms with excessive amplitudes.
The terminal of the open section
usually produces horizontal pulses with amplitudes higher than

Sync Defects Which Originate
Outside The Separator
Because the paths of the horizontal and vertical sync signals

pulses to enter the video or AGC

those of pulses at other termi-

divide at the plate of the sync
separator, defects which occur

nals.

after that point usually affect only

the vertical or the horizontal

"Black" compression

Overload or clipping in a video
amplifier stage can remove most
of the horizontal sync pulse but

not affect the video signal. The
picture might appear to be normal, but have little or no vertical
or horizontal locking. If so, the
hammer on the screen of the picture tube will be no blacker than

the blanking bar or other portions of the picture. An example
is shown in Fig. 17A.

The waveform of the video sig-

locking, not both. If the locking
of one sweep circuit is entirely

normal, but the locking of the

other is abnormal, check the re-

lated circuits which follow the
plate of the sync separator tube.

There are a few exceptions to

the preceding general rule. In

MERCURY
TUNER
SERVICE offers a
new money- and timesaving approach to tuner
repair ...
All major parts replaced AT
CQST!

1N82 UHF diode replaced AT
NO COST!

Return POSTAGE PAID!
Extra -fast service!
All tuners completely overhauled and
aligned to manufacturers' specificathen "air checked" on
tions
Mercury's VISION -VIEW MONITOR.
.

.

.

VHF ... only $9.50
B -W or COLOR
Tube or
UHF . . only $8.50
VHF/UHF...only$14.50 Transistor
Save an additional $1.00
by sending this ad with tuner NOW!
.

MERCURY
TUNER
SERVICE

11

DEPT. "C", 49 McClellan St.
Bronx, N.Y. 10452,
Phone (212) 293.9060

many models of TV receivers, an

open AGC capacitor eliminates
or weakens the vertical locking,
but does not greatly weaken the
horizontal locking. Auxiliary tests
are recommended in these cas-

Circle 35 cur litero!ore r nrd

DO COLLEGES
HELP
BUSINESS

nal will reveal the clipped sync

es.

pulses, as shown in Fig. 17B. By
observing the input and the output signal of each video stage,
the one in which the defect exists
should not -be difficult to find. If
the video signal is clipped, substituting components in the sync

In other cases, poor horizontal
locking can produce a large signal on the AGC line, and, in turn,
can weaken vertical locking.

locking.

The troubleshooting methods
recommended in this article in-

If the video signal is normal,
but the waveform at the grid of

volve waveform analysis. In most

Business contributes abo.,t 15%
of the total voluntary support received

cases, the scope should be

by colleges.

compressed, the defect is in the sync
separator circuit.

locked to 7867 Hz, which shows
two complete horizontal fields on

college -trained people who are employed. Tomorrow, it will need even

White lines in otherwise normal

too thick, as shown in

separator will not restore the

the sync separator

is

hammers

The white line which is located

where the last sync line should
be in the hammer in Fig. 18 does
not indicate a defect in the video

signal. Such lines are common
with some models or receivers;
don't allow them to deceive you.
Apparently, it is a narrow fold over which can occur when the

Hum

the screen.

COLLEGES?
Yes, they do. But not in tre same
proportion.

But today, business gets half the

more.

As a result, businessmen should

think seriously about increasing the

If the tips of the sync pulses are
Fig. 19,

switch over to 30 -Hz locking of
the scope, to check for the possibility of hum. A normal 30 -Hz

waveform is shown in the lower
trace for comparison.

Hum in the video signal, or in
the sync separator circuit, can
cause a loss of vertical locking
every 17 seconds.

AS MUCH
AS BUSINESS
HELPS

level of corporate giving to education.
Can you, as a businessman, think of a
better investment?
For the latest national figures on
corporate giving to higher education,
write on your letterhead for "CFAE Survey of Corporation Support of Higher
Education," and enclose $2 00 to help
cover costs. Mail to. Council for Financial Aid to Education, 6 East 45th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
Give to the college of your choice.
Now.
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CLEAN

T00?
Then use Quietrole ... the choice of
better servicemen everywhere for

cleaning and lubricating all T.V. moving parts.
Spray Pack guarantees silent, smooth
operation, with absolutely no harmful
aftereffects for both color, and black
and white sets.
Also available in bottles
if you prefer.
Product of
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NOW A ONE STOP

SHOPPING CENTER FOR

YOUR AUTO RADIO AND
8 TRACK STEREO PARTS:

AT FACTORY DISCOUNTS

WE ARE AUTHORIZED PARTS
DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

1307 W. FOND DU LAC AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53205
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Bussmann Mfg. Div. McGraw Edison

FREE ALARM CATALO
64 PAGES FILLED WITH 350 BURGLAR
AND FIRE ALARM PRODUCTS FOR
INSTALLERS AND ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIANS. INCLUDES
INFRARED. CONTROLS, HARD -TO F IND PARTS. AND 6 PAGES OF
APPLICATION NOTES.

X,y mountain west alarm

4215 n. 16th st.. phoenix, az. 85tH tl
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This classified section is available to electronic technicians and
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shops who have for sale surplus
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(minimum $3.00)
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major needle marketers, in
addition to cross reference
sections of phonograph
manufacturers' needle and
cartridge numbers.
106. GC Electronics-an updated line of exact replacement

rubber drives and belts is

detailed in the new Walsco
cross-reference catalog. In-

ANTENNAS

100. Antenna Specialists Co.announces a new amateur
radio catalog with an expanded line of two meter,

cluded are a variety of

meter amateur base and

belts, spring belts and fabric

Inc.-

pads, phono mounting "E"
and "C" clips in an assortment kit, motor mounting
grommets, changer switch-

phono and recorder drive
wheels and pulleys, pinch

rollers, round rubber belts,
square cross-section rubber

six meter, and three-quarter
mobile antennas.

101. Blonder -Tongue,

drive belts, felt pressure

announces a booklet pre-

senting the basic facts necessary to understand MATV

systems. A Glossary of
Terms is included for further understanding.

102. Gavin Electronics, Inc.has introduced new full -

es, and a kit of assorted

phono drives and belts.
107. G -V Controls-Bulletin No.
4007 announces specifica-

tions, applications, line
drawings, photographs and

color literature for its Color-

finder outdoor color TV

ordering information for the

brochure describes all seven Gavin Colorfinder models. Featured are antennas
with a reception range from

phone unit.
108. Jensen Manufacturing Div.
-has issued an 8 -page catalog, No. 1090-E, which de-

antenna line. The 6 -page

self dialing "hot-line" tele-

scribes applications of 167
individual speaker models.
Special automotive, communications, intercom and

metro to deep fringe.

103. Jerrold Electronics Corp.Catalog S, titled "Systems
and Products for TV Distribution," lists specifications
of this manufacturer's complete line of antenna distri-

bution products, including
antennas and accessories,

tions and circuits they protect are included.

112. Nortronics Co., Inc.-announces a revised brochure
describing the Model 5800
replacement head for a reported 90 per cent of all 8 track auto and home stereo
players. A listing of players
is offered by more than 70
different manufacturers in

terms of model number or
head part number.
CAPACITORS

113. Cornell-Dubilier Electronics-has issued an 80 -page
cross-reference, 1972 catalog for location of single,
dual, triple, and quadruple
section replacement electrolytics.

114. Loral Distributor Products
-has made available a 24 page electrolytic capacitor

replacement guide. The
catalog features replacement products by the origi-

nal manufacturers part
number.

115. Sprague Products Co.-has
announced a 40 -page manual which lists original part
numbers for each manufacturer, followed by ratings,

recommended Sprague

plus a complete line of elec-

capacitor replacements, and
list prices. More than 2,500

loudspeakers are featured.

included.

weathermaster speakers,
tronic musical instrument
109. Mellotone, Inc.-introduces

head -end equipment, distri-

a new catalog featuring

components, and installa-

stick acoustic fabric for

104. Union Metal Manufacturing Co.-announces a new
8 -page catalog that illus-

six basic patterns are at-

electrolytic capacitors are
COMPONENTS

bution equipment and

CHANGE -A -GRILLE self-

116. Essex International, Inc.-

tion aids.

speaker grilles. Swatches of

Monochrome Television
Parts Replacement Guide

tached to the catalog show-

lists over 500 Stancor transformer and deflection com-

trates self-supporting anten-

ing fabric styles and colors.

110. Nortronics-a new publica-

tion, "Recording Equip-

na poles up to 250 feet in
height, design information

ment Maintenance Manual"
describes factors that make
regular maintenance important. Also, product -by-product catalog section on QM SERIES accessories.

for 25 foot through 200 foot

poles, pole accessories,

foundation specifications
and erection information.
AUDIO

AUTO ELECTRONICS

105. Arista Enterprises, Inc.announces their 58 -page

111.

needle and cartridge cata-

log. The needle cross refer-

ence reportedly has up-todate cross references of all

Littelfuse, Inc.-has re-

leased a new 32 -page, 1971

automotive replacement
fuse guide for passenger
autos, sports cars, trucks,
and taxi cabs. Fuse descrip-

the new 64 -page Color and

ponents for 200 television
manufacturers. A reported

14,000 replacements for

original parts are available.

117. P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.introduces a 64 -page gener-

al catalog containing ap-

proximately 10,000 items.
Included in the catalog are
batteries, capacitors, controls, resistors, semiconduc-

tors, switchers, and timers
plus security systems, cassette recorders and cassette
recording tapes.

118. Precision Tuner Service-

announces a new tuner
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parts catalog, including a
cross reference list of anten-

na coils and shafts for all
makes of tuners.

119. Workman Electronic Prod-

ucts, Inc.-has released a

68 -page 1972 catalog of re-

placement components for

radio and television. In-

formation for more than

41,000 semiconductor devices, and outline drawings
of the 124 components in

the ECG semiconductor

line. A complete alphanumeric cross-reference by

sockets, convergence controls, electronic chemicals,
audio cables, adapters for

type number is contained in
the guide.

hi-fi and cassette type recor-

ders battery holders and
prototype kit components.

reportedly featuring over

121. General Electric-intro-

duces a new 24 -page guide

to GE ULTRACOLOR5

(ETRO 5373-A) and monochrome television picture
tubes. Information pertain-

ing to light transmittance
figures and spot cutoff listings for Cl and G2 voltages
are also included.

SECURITY ELECTRONICS

122. Mountain West Alarm Supply Co.-a 64 -page catalog

describes and offers over
350 intrusion and fire alarm
products. Six -pages of Ap-

plication Notes for alarm
equipment also is included.
SEMICONDUCTORS

123. Electronic Devices, Inc.-

addition a Solid -State Quick

Chart (1L1367A) listing
entertainment SK -Series

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/June, 1972

from the Audel Division,

amateur radio publications,
audio visual materials, in-

structor's guides and sturange from "ABC's of Air
Conditioning" to Writer's
Stylebook".

131. Sencore, Inc.-Speed Alig-

ner Workshop Manual,
Form No. 576P, provides 20

pages of detailed, step-bystep procedures for opera-

marker generator.
132. Sylvania Electric Products,

ment considerations, speci-

fications and drawings of
Sylvania semiconductor
devices plus a listing of over

35,000 JEDEC types and
manufacturers' part numbers.
SERVICE AIDS

127. Chemtronics-announces a
new 12 -page, 1971-1972

catalog of products, includ-

ing: tuner sprays, circuit
coolers, insulating sprays,

contact and control sprays,
lubricants, tape head cleaners and conditioners, electronic glues and cements,
solder, and spray paints.
SOLID-STATE

by the EDI solid-state replacement components for

damper diodes, silicon and
selenium focus cartridges,
diagrams showing dimensional drawings and socket
connections for solid -tube
solid-state replacements of
vacuum tubes with maximum ratings for pulse recti-

cover "do-it-yourself" titles

which provides replace-

Inc.-a 73 -page guide

on solid-state replacement
and renewal parts for color
TV receivers including sol-

fiers, focus rectifiers and

softbound books which

tion and application for
Sencore Model SM 158
Speed Aligner sweep -

announces a 4 -page catalog

multipliers. Solid-state solid -tube high -voltage recti-

are over 800 hardbound and

devices is included.
126. Sylvania Electric Products,

128. Electronic Devices, Inc.-

id -tubes, cartridges and

Technical and Scientific
Book Catalog. Described

and Editor's Technical

Selection Replacement

PICTURE TUBES

tion of a new 96 -page 1972

Replacement Guide" (SPG-

202M) which cross-refer-

ductor device numbers. In

350 kit projects. Projects for
the home, the car, and workshop are included.

130. Howard W. Sams & Co.,
Inc.-announces publica-

dent workbooks. Titles

Heath Co.-announces

their 1972 Heathkit catalog,

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

125. RCA Distributor Products
-introduces a 96 -page "SK
Series Top -Of -The -Line
ences over 46,000 semicon-

KITS
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duces a 73 -page illustrated
catalog which provides in-

cluded are resistors, fusing

devices, circuit breakers,

120.

fier service is also included.

124. GTE Sylvania, Inc.-intro-

offers a replacement guide
on tubes and parts replaced
color TV.

129. International Rectifier -64 page volume, JD -451, has
been revised and lists infor-

Inc., Sylvania Electronic

Components Div.-has

published the 14th edition
of their technical manual,
which includes mechanical

and electrical ratings for

receiving tubes, television
picture tubes and solid-state
devices.

133. Tab Books-has released
their Spring 1972 catalog
describing over 170 current
and forthcoming books. The

20 -page catalog covers:
schematic/servicing manuals, broadcasting; basic

technology; CATV; electric

motors; electronic engi-

neering; computer technology; reference; television,
radio and electronics servicing; audio and hi-fi stereo;

hobby and experiment;
amateur radio; test instru-

ments; appliance repair,
and transistor technology.
TEST EQUIPMENT
134. Dynascan Corp.-announces
a new 24 -page 2 -color cata-

log of B&K Precision Test

tics, tables and wall charts

Equipment. A total of 21
instruments are reportedly
presented; from a Mutual
Conductance Tube Tester
to a new DC to 10 MHz
Triggered Sweep Oscillo-

are also included.

scope.

mation on diodes, zeners,
capacitors, rectifiers and
SCR's. There are a reported
4000 new transistor listings.
Specifications, characteris-

(Continued)

It's old enough to vote.
You haven't seen one like it since 1954.
Now you've got to
service it.

No sweat. PHOTOFACTa gives you complete serv-

ice data on 87,000 different radio/TV circuits
including Rip Van Winkle, here.

...

The cost? A bargain either way. Photofact-of-theMonth Club members pay just $13.50 a month-a
$56.00 a year saving for the entire service package.

Sams Photofact is the most comprehensive Radio/

And if you need a Photofact on Rip Van Winkle,

TV/Audio circuit source in the world. Photofact
supplies complete service information on over
87,000 models produced since 1946-color and
b -w TV, AM and FM radios, stereos and record
changers. Plus service data on auto radios and

above, the price is only $3.

tape players, CB radios, modular hi-fi and tape recorders. Quite a package!
And more data keeps coming. Every month, Photo fact produces new Photofact data containing easy -

1. Ask your Sams Distributor, or ..

2. Fill out this coupon for membership in the
Photofact-of-the-Month Club ... get service data

on up to 65 new chassis every month, delivered
in 6 handy file folders ... plus monthly "Bonus"
certificate coupons toward a file cabinet of your
choice.

to -follow service information on up to 65 of the

n

latest chassis.
This data includes the manufacturers' own printed
board callout numbers, detailed circuits, photos,
standard notation schematics, replacement parts
lists and descriptions, etc., etc., for each model.
It'll save you hours of time and frustration.
And it's available in two ways: (1) Photofact-of-theMonth Club members receive regular monthly deliveries of the latest data; (2) or you can purchase

whatever service data you need as you need it
from your local electronic parts distributor.

.

®

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 4300 West 62nd St.,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
ES -062

Please enroll me as a new member of the Photofact-ofthe-Month Club. agree to pay $13.50 per month for my
membership and understand my subscription will begin
I

with the 6 current Photofact Sets, plus the Photofact
Index, free, to be delivered by my Sams Distributor.
Name

Business name
Address-

City

-

-

State

Zip

My Sams Distributor is
Sign here

L
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135. Eico-has released a 32 page, 1972 catalog which
features 12 new products in

their test equipment line,

plus a 7 -page listing of authorized Eico dealers.
136. Hickok-has published a 4 -

computer display terminals,

issued a 12 -page price

and TV test instruments and
monitors.
143. Testline Instruments-has

and list price on each item

page brochure, "Hickok

Oscilloscopes," which contains descriptions, specifications and prices for Models 5000A and 5002A oscilloscopes.

300 Head and Guide Gage.

138. Leader Instruments Corp.
-announces the 1972 Catalog of Leader Test Equipment. Test equipment in-

152. Essex Controls Division-.
new Stancor Transformer
Catalog No. 207 lists over

data and specifications are
included.
145. Triplett Corp.-announces

cluded is the LBO -301 port-

a 2 -page, 2 -color data sheet
for Model 6028, a 23/4 digit
VOM. Data sheet gives DC

able triggered-eweep oscilloscope, LSW-300 new sol-

volts, AC volts, ohms AC
and DC current ranges plus

sweep/marker generator,

price and accessories.
146. Speco Components Special-

id-state post injection

and the LCG-384 miniport-

construction information,

ists, Inc.-announces their
43 -page, 1972 catalog of

able, solid-state battery
operated color -bar genera-

VOM multitesters and meters for TV technicians. Individual features and speci-

tor.
139.

information are included.

featuring a new battery operated, portable Model
603 FET VOM has been
introduced. Application

Tension Monitor, the M-200

Lectrotech, Inc.-an-

nounces the 1972 catalog.
"Precision Test Instruments for the Professional

fications for each instru-

ment are included.

Technician". It contains

specifications and prices on

sweep marker generator,

oscilloscopes, vectorscopes,

color bar generators and
other test equipment.
140. Mercury Electronics Corp.
-14 -page catalog provides
technical specifications and
prices of this manufacturers'
line of Mercury and Jackson
test equipment, self-service

tube testers, testers, test

equipment kits and indoor
TV antennas.

141. Pomona Electronics-announces their new 60 -page

1972 general catalog of elec-

tronic test accessories. The

catalog provides illustrations and complete engi-

neering information on all
products, including dimension drawings, schematics,

specifications, features, and
operating ranges.

142. Tektronix, Inc.-introduces
a 76 -page "New Products"
catalog. Products listed are:

automated test systems,

80
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TOOLS
14

.

Xcelite, Inc.-Bulletin
ny's three new socket

issued a brochure for their
new Model 101 Curve Tracer for checking transistors
in- and out -of -circuit. All
features, specifications,
applications and warranty
illustrated, 2 -color brochure

has introduced a new brochure featuring the M-100

is given.
151.

Triplett Corp.-a 4 -page,

144.

137. Information Terminals-

Torque Tester and the M-

schedule for all Vaco tools.
Stock number, description,

machine control products,

Jensen Tools and Alloyshas announced a new catalog No. 470, "Tools for
Electronic Assembly and
Precision Mechanics." The

72 -page handbook -size cat-

alog contains over 1,700

individually available
items.

148. Plato Products, Inc.-introduces a 28 -page, 2 -color
soldering tip catalog, No.
0372. Illustrated with dimensioned drawings to facilitate accurate selection,

the new catalog features
tips to fit reading brands
and models of soldering
irons.

N770 describes this compa-

wrench and ratchet screwdriver sets.
TRANSFORMERS/COILS

1,900 standard transformers

for design engineers. Full
technical data, mounting
dimensions, photographs
and other specifications on
the line of audio transform-

ers, power transformers,
chokes and inductors are

included. A complete
listing of all Stancor sales
offices and stocking warehouses is included.

TUNER REPAIR

153. PTS Electronics, Inc. -62 page catalog with over 600
exact -replacement tuners
listed under their original

manufacturer number for
ease of exchange. A replace-

ment guide for antenna
coils and shafts is also provided.

TV ACCESSORIES

154. Telematic-introduces a 14 page catalog featuring CRT

brighteners and reference
charts, a complete line of
test jig accessories and a
cross reference of color set
manufacturers to Telematic
Adapters and convergence
loads.

TV PICTURE TUBES

155. GTE Sylvania -50 -page
brochure which describes

characteristics of over 900

television picture tubes,

plus data on interchange-

ability information and tips
on installation and handling
of TV picture tubes.

149. Upson Tools, Inc.-Catalog
No. 72 contains many new

156. GTE Sylvania, Inc.-has

tools. The complete line of

ability guide listing 191

service kits. and metric

published an interchange-

4 -in -1 tools offers 16 combi-

nations of double -ended

commonly used color TV
picture tubes which can be

screwdrivers and a variety

replaced with 19 GTE Syl-

of nutdrivers.

vania Color Bright 85®

150. Vaco Products Co.-has

types.

RCA'S TV Sweep Chanalyst
checks every VHF channel.
And this complete system has other features
you need to restore new -set performance.

Concerned about CATV, CCTV,

MATV? WR-514A checks

all

VHF channels for tuner malfunction
Precision attenuator permits peak
fringe area reception adjustment
Versatile snap -on probe allows
fast, accurate alignment technique

One-year warranty on parts and

labor ... local replacement parts
availability

Unit combines the functions of a
sweep/marker generator, marker adder. RF, IF, video and special ChromAlign sweep signals permit checking of
VHF tuners and alignment of IF, video
and color bandpass amplifiers. That's
why we call the RCA WR-514A a complete system.

Yours for only $380* including RF
output cable, three direct cables, con-

nector adapter, VF/IF 75 -ohm input

head, and two direct termination

units. Ask your distributor if he offers
easy payment terms.

Together with the bonus accessories

offered below, you will have just what
you need for TV alignment procedures.

To get the special bonus offer, sim-

ply mail the WR-514A warranty card

to RCA Test Equipment Headquarters,
Harrison, N.J. 07029. Offer subject to

withdrawal without notice. See your
RCA Distributor for a demonstration

of the RCA TV Sweep Chanalyst. Application Notes and other technical
data are also available - or request.
*Optional Distributor Resale Price

Special bonus offer -3 accessories worth $42.25*
free with purchase of an RCA WR-514A
WG-433A

$11.25*
MIXER -INPUT ADAPTER

1..
WG-434A

WG-035A

$15.00*

$16.00*

VIDEO/CHROMA
BANDPASS DETECTOR

I-

LINK/IF DETECTOR

Circle 2 on literature card

ftc,'

Electronic
Components

24

hour
watch

Everyday. All over the world. On millions of
television sets, our sentry stands. The new
Littelfuse Circuit Breaker. Meeting industry's
new safety requirements of SE -0 insulating
materials, our breaker is demanded by virtually
all set manufacturers. It's the perfect replacement part too!

Contact your nearest Littelfuse source. He'll
show you the 19 available models with a variety
of packaging choices.

24 hour watch. All over the world. It's a big
assignment. But the Littelfuse Sentry is one of
television's brightest stars.
Recognized under the components program
of Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc

LITTELFUSE
Littelfuse, Inc. Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.
800 E. Northwest Highway, Des Plaines, III. 60016

Circle 3 on literature card

